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1 
MULL OF KINTYRE/GIRLS SCHOOL 
WINGS Parlophone 

2 
RIVERS OF BABYLON/BROWN GIRL IN THE RING 
BONEY M Atlantic/Hansa 

3 
YOU'RE THE ONE THAT I WANT 
OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN A JOHN TRAVOLTA RSO 
SAILING 

4 ROD STEWART Warner Bros 

5 
SAVE YOUR KISSES FOR ME 
BROTHERHOOD OF MAN PYE 

6 
I'D LIKE TO TEACH THE WORLD TO SING 
NEW SEEKERS Polydor 

7 
SUMMER NIGHTS 
JOHN TRAVOLTA & OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN RSO 

8 
DON'T GIVE UP ON US 
DAVID SOUL Private Stock 

9 OHEN 
BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY 

EMI 

10 
UNDER THE MOON OF LOVE 
SHOWADDYWADDY Bell 

11 
MISSISSIPPI 
PUSSYCAT Sonel 

12 
MY SWEET LORD 
GEORGE HARRISON Apple 

13 
BRIGHT EYES 
ART GARFUNKEL CBS 

14 
DON'T GO BREAKING MY HEART 
ELTON JOHN 8 KIKI DEE Rocket 

15 
AMAZING GRACE 
ROYAL SCOTS DRAGOON GUARDS RCA Victor 

16 
MARY'S BOY CHILD 
BONEY M AtlanllclHansa 

17 
TIE A YELLOW RIBBON 
DAWN Bell 

18 
IF YOU LEAVE ME NOW 
CHICAGO CBS 

19 
YMCA 
VILLAGE PEOPLE Mercury_ 

20 
DON'T CRY FOR ME ARGENTINA 
JULIE COVINGTON MCA 

21 
MOULDY OLD DOUGH 
LIEUTENANT PIGEON Decca 

22 ABBA 
DANCING QUEEN 

Epic 

23 
PUPPY LOVE 
DONNY OSMOND MGM 

24 
A WITHOUT YOU 

NILSSON RCA Victor 

25 
FLORAL DANCE 
BRIGHOUSE RASTRICK BAND Logo 

26 SIMON PARK ORCHESTRA 
EYE LEVEL 

Columbia 

27 
A LITTLE BIT MORE 
DR HOOK 

p WHEN 
LEO SAYER 
I LOVE YOU LOVE ME LOVE 29 GARY GLITTER Bell 

30 
HOW 
BEE GEES RSO 

IS YOUR LOVE 
RSO 

31 
SILVER LADY 
DAVID SOUL Private Stock 

32 BLONDIE 
HEART OF GLASS 

Chrysalis 

33 ABBA 
KNOWING ME. KNOWING YOU 

Epic 
I FEEL LOVE 

34 DONNA SUMMER GTO 

35 CLIFF RICHARDWE 
DON'T ANYMORE 

EMI 

36 ELVIS PRESLEYWAY 

DOWN 
RCA Victor 

BYE BYE BABY 
37 BAY CITY ROLLERS Bell 

LONG HAIRED LOVER FROM LIVERPOOL 
38 LITTLE JIMMY OSMOND MGM 

IN THE SUMMERTIME 
39 MUNGO JERRY Dawn 

WELCOME HOME 
40 PETERS AND LEE Philips 

41 ABBA 
FERNANDO 

Epic 

42 IAN DURY & THE BLOCKHEADS 
HIT ME WITH YOUR RHYTHM STICK 

Still 

43 
THREE TIMES A LADY 
COMMODORES Tamla Motown 

44 
SO YOU WIN 
HOT CHOCOLATE RAK 
SMURF 
FATHER ABRAHAM Decca 
REASON TO BELIEVE/MAGGIE MAY 46 ROD STEWART Mercury 

47 YES SIR. I CAN BOOGIE 
/ BACCARA RCA Victor 

48 
DON'T LIKE MONDAYS 
BOOMTOWN RATS Ensign 

49 
ANGELO 
BROTHERHOOD OF MAN PYE j: %//_! " / i 

WHEN A CHILD IS BORN 
SO JOHNNY MATHIS CBS 

51 
CHANSON D'AMOUR 
MANHATTENTRANSFER Atlantic 

52 
THE WONDER OF YOU 
ELVIS PRESLEY RCA Victor 

53 
WHEN YOU'RE IN LOVE 
DR. HOOK Capitol 

54 
I WILL SURVIVE 
GLORIA GAYNOR Polydor 

55 
ARE FRIENDS ELECTRIC 
Tubeway Army Beggars Banquet 

56 
CHIRPY CHIRPY CHEEP CHEEP 
MIDDLE OF THE ROADNIGHT RCA Victor 

57 BEE GEES 
VER 

RSO 

58 
DANCE AWAY 
ROXY MUSIC Polydor 

59 
ERNIE (THE FASTEST MILKMAN IN THE WEST) 
BENNY HILL Columbia 
ROCKIN' ALL OVER THE WORLD 

60 STATUS OLIO Vertigo 
BLACK IS BLACK 
LA BELLE EPOQUE Harvest 
BLOCKBUSTER 

62 SWEET RCA Victor 

63 
SUNDAY GIRL 
BLONDIE 
MY DING -A -LING 

Chrysalis 

64 CHUCK BERRY Chess 

6 

AMAZING GRACE 
65 JUDY COLLINS 

ONE DAY AT A TIME 
Eleklra 

6 LENA MARTELL PYE 
MERRY XMAS EVERYBODY 

67 SLADE Polydor 
NAME OF THE GAME 

68 ABBA Epic ITE YOU ANYTHING (BUT MY LOVE) 
69 STYLISTICS AVCO 

RAT TRAP 
70 BOOMTOWN RATS Ensign 

71 
FANFARE FOR THE COMMON MAN 
EMERSON. LAKE A PALMER Allanhc 

72 
WHISPERING GRASS 
WINDSOR DAVIS/DON ESTELLE EMI 
I LOVE TO LOVE 

73 TINA CHARLES 
SIDE SHOW 

74 BARRY BIGGS Dynamic 
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER 

75 SIMON ANDGARFUNKELMA CBS 

76 BONEY MR Atlantic Hansa 

77 
WAND'RIN STAR/I TALK TO THE TREES 
LEE MARVIN/CLINT EASTWOOD Paramount 

78 
EVERGREEN 
BARBRA STREISAND CBS 

79 
TIGER FEET 

J MUD RAK 
KNOCK THREE TIMES 

80 DAWN 

81 
Belt 

Fly 
HOT LOVE 
T. REX 

82 TAMMSTANDSY WY ETTE 
BY YOUR AN 

Epic 

83 OL CEGE 
IN A BOTTLE 

AAM 

84 CLIVE DUNK 
GRANDAD 

Columbia 
THE ROUSSOS PHENOMENON 85 DEMISROUSSOS Philips 

86 TgKBgA 
CHANCE ON ME 

Epic 

87 QUEEN 
WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS 

EMI 

88 
MATCHSTALK MAN AND MATCHSTALK CATS &I 
DOGS BRIAN AND MICHAEL Pye 

89 
POP MUZIK 

J M 

90 DAVID ESSEX 

MCA 
GONNA MAKE YOU A STAR 

CBS 

91 MOTHER OF MINE 
NEIL REID Decca 

92 
LUCILLE 
KENNY ROGERS United Artists 
SON OF MY FATHER 93 CHICORYMAGICFLY TIP 

94 SPACE 

95 
DECEMBER '63 
FOUR SEASONS Warner Bros 
OLIVER'S ARMY 96' ELVIS COSTELLO/ATTRACTIONS Radar 
SEASONS IN THE SUN 97 TERRY JACKS Bell 

p CUM ON FEEL THE NOISE 

TRAGEDY 
98 SLADE Polydor 

99 BEE GEES Polydor 

100 
SEE M r BABY JIVE 
WIZZnRD Harvest 

CBS 

PYE Inlernatlonal 

J 



BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED wATER 
1 SIMON & GARFUNKEL 

2 
GREATEST HITS 
ABRA 

3 
TUBULAR BELLS 
MIKE OLDFIELD 

4 
SIMON & GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS 

5 
SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER 
VARIOUS 

6 
THE SINGLES 1969-1973 
CARPENTERS 

7 
ARRIVAL 
ABBA 

8 
THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON 
PINK FLOYD 
GREASE OST 

ELVIS PRESLEY'S 40 GREATEST HITS 
1 U ELVIS PRESLEY 

11 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

'30 
31 

32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
.38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
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20 GOLDEN GREATS 
THE BEACH BOYS 
BAND ON THE RUN 
PAUL McCARTNEY AND WINGS 
RUMOURS 
FLEETWOOD MAC 
THE BEST OF 
THE STYLISTICS 
PARALLEL LINES 
BLONDIE 
ATLANTIC CROSSING 
ROD STEWART 
20 GOLDEN GREATS 
THE SHADOWS 
20 GOLDEN GREATS 
DIANA ROSS & THE SUPREMES Ta_mla_Molown 
ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS VOL 1 
ELTON JOHN 
THE ALBUM 
ABBA 
A NIGHT AT THE OPERA 
QUEEN 
THE SOUND OF BREAD 
BREAD 
THEIR GREATEST HITS 1971-75 
THE EAGLES 
OUT OF THE BLUE 
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA 
NIGHTFLIGHT TO VENUS 
BONEY M 

TWENTY DYNAMIC HITS 
VARIOUS ARTISTS 
THE BEATLES 1967/1970 

CBS 

HOTEL CALIFORNIA 
THE EAGLES 
40 GREATEST HITS 
PERRY COMO 
GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD 
ELTON JOHN 
A STAR IS BORN 
SOUNDTRACK 
THE BEATLES 1962/1966 

FOREVER AND EVER 
DEMIS ROUSSOS 
WISH YOU WERE HERE 
PINK FLOYD 
'AND I LOVE YOU SO' 
PERRY COMO 
SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE 
STEVIE WONDER 
ONCE UPON A STAR 
BAY CITY ROLLERS 
DISCO FEVER 
VARIOUS 
A NEW WORLD RECORD 
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA 
TWENTY ALL TIME GREATS OF THE 50'S 
VARIOUS 
WAR OF THE WORLDS 
JEFF WAYNE'S MUSICAL VERSION 
THE RISE & FALL OF ZIGGY STARDUST 
DAVID BOWIE RCA Victor 
NEVER MIND THE BOLLOCKS 
THE SEX PISTOLS _ Virgin 
ROLLIN' 
BAY CITY ROLLERS 
20 GOLDEN GREATS 
GLEN CAMPBELL 
DISCOVERY 
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA 
IMAGINE 
JOHN LENNON & PLASTIC ONO BAND 
THE VERY BEST OF 
LEO SAYER 
40 GOLDEN GREATS 
JIM REEVES 

Epic 

Virgin 

CBS 

RSO 

A&M 

EPIC 

Harvest 

RSO 

Arcade 

Capitol_ 

Apple 

Warner Bros 

AVCO 

Chrysalis 

Warner Bros 

EMI 

DJM 

Epic 

EMI 

Elektra 

Asylum 

Jet 

Atlantic Hansa_ 

K -TEL 

- -Apple 
Asylum 

K -TEL 

DJM 

_ CBS 

___Apple 

PhIllps 

_Harvest 

RCA Victor 

Tamla Motown 

Bell 

K -TEL 

Jet 

K -TEL 

CBS 

Bell 

Capitol 

Jet 

Apple 

Chrysalis 

Arcade 

50 
51 

52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 

62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 

72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 

82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 

92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 

ENDLESS FLIGHT 
LEO SAYER 
TAPESTRY 
CAROLE KING 
A NIGHT ON THE TOWN 
ROD STEWART 
BREAKFAST IN MERIC- 
SUPERTRAMP 
ALADDIN SANE 
DAVID BOWIE 
VOULEZ VOUS 
ABRA 
THE JOHNNY MATHIS COLLECTION 

NEW BOOTS AND PANTIES 
IAN DURY Stiff BARBRA STREISAND'S GREATEST WITS` VOLUME 2 

CBS 
DON'T SHOOT ME I'M ONLY THE PIANO PLAYER 
ELTON JOHN DJM 
NEVER A DULL MOMENT 
ROD STEWART 
ANDY WILLIAMS GREATEST HITS 

AMERICAN PIE 
DON McLEAN 
TEASER AND THE FIRECAT 
CAT STEVENS 
HUNKYDORY 
DAVID BOWIE 
SPIRITS HAVING FLOWN 
BEE GEES 
SOUND OF MUSIC 
SOUND TRACK 
GREATEST HITS VOL. 2 

ABBA 

Chrysalis 

CBS 

Riva 

A& M 

RCA Victor_ 

_ Epic_ 

CBS 

Mercury 

CBS 

United Artists 

Island 

_RCA Victor_ 

RSO_ 

_RCA Victor 

EPIC 
MOTOWN CHARTBUSTERS VOL. III 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Tamla Motown 
ABBEY ROAD 
BEATLES - 20 GOLDEN GREATS 
NAT KING COLE 
THE KICK INSIDE 
KATE BUSH- _ 
HORIZON 
THE CARPENTERS 
LED ZEPPELIN 2 

24 ORIGINAL HITS 
THE DRIFTERS 
REGGATTA DE BLANC 
POLICE 
NOW AND THEN 
CARPENTERS 
VENUS AND MARS 

_ _ _Apple 

__Capitol 

EMI 

A&M 

Atlantic 

AtlanlIc 

_ A&M_ 

_A&M 

WINGS _ _ Apple 
WINGS AT THE SPEED OF SOUND 
WINGS 
BACK TO FRONT 
GILBERT O'SULLIVAN 
ABRAXAS 
SANTANA 
BAT OUT OF HELL 
MEATLOAF 
IMAGES 
DON WILLIAMS 
THAT'LL BE THE DAY - 
VARIOUS 
FOOT LOOSE AND FANCY FREE 
ROD STEWART 
OXYGENE 
JEAN MICHELJARRE 
THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 
ICI cc 
GLEN CAMPBELL'S GREATEST HITS 

MANILOW MAGIC 
BARRY MANILOW 
FAVOURITES 
PETERS AND LEE 
LAUGHTER & TEARS 
NEIL SEDAKA 
GREATEST HITS 
ROD STEWART 
WE CAN MAKE IT 
PETERS AND LEE 
SING IT AGAIN ROD 
ROD STEWART 
LIVE IN LONDON 
JOHN DENVER 
STRANGLERS IV 
THE STRANGLERS 
GREATEST HITS 2 

DIANA ROSS 
DEEP PURPLE IN ROCK 
DEEP PURPLE 
20 GOLDEN GREATS 
BUDDY HOLLY and THE CRICKETS 
TWENTY FANTASTIC HITS 
VARIOUS 
GOING FOR THE ONE 
YES 

. Parlophone 

MAM 

CBS 

Epic lCleveland Int 

_K -Tel 

_Riva_ 
Polydor 

Ronco 

Mercury 

Capitol 

Arista 

Philips 

Polydor 

Riva 

Philips_ 

Mercury 

RCA Victor 

United Artists 

Tamla Motown 

Harvest 

MCA 

Arcade 

Atlantic 
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WELL, AT least somebody 
got a Christmas present 
from the Pretenders . 

even If it wasn't really the 
new album after all! 
Herewith the evidence of 
Chrlssie Hynde's 
remarkable burst of 
seasonal generosity. 
given away in a Covent 
Garden pub on Christmas 
Eve; why, a "sampler" of 
the new album! "Happy 
Xmas Eddy (YOuF (sic) not 
to play this to anybody) 
love Chrlssie", is the 
message - just in case 
you can't read the lady's 
jolly" script. thanks, 

Chris ... and can we 
review the album this 
week or not? (PS. Happy 
New Year to the 'Hynde 
House Of Hits' - what 
does she think she is, 
M i c k l e Most or 
something?) (PPS. We 
never played the damn 
thing once, honest!). 

MAC 
ON 

THERE'S NOW more definite news about a British tour 
by Fleetwood Mac . and it Could be happening as 
early as the end of March. 

It's understood that a British schedule is being lined 
up for the band which is likely to include at least lour 
nights at London's giant Wembley Arena. 

But, In order to lie In wen a European tour, three 
separate sets of dates are being "held"ln Britain until 
the whole itinerary can be finalised. 

Fleetwood Mac, last here in 1977. have been keen to 
return to the UK ever since recording was completed 
on 'Tusk', and the tour could take place any time bet- 
ween the end of March and the early summer. 

TOOTS 
OFF 

TOOTS AND the Maytals will not now be playing sup- 
port on the Clash tour, as their record label decided 
that it would be "too expensive to bring the group 
over". 

The label, island Records, said this week: "The band 
plus their lull road crew for a six - week tour adds up to 
a great deal of money. Last week we decided not to go' 
ahead." 

With the Jamaican reggae band now out of the runn- 
ing, any local bands still interested in supporting the 
Clash in their area should send a tape - as soon as 
possible - to Kosmo Vinyl, 32 Alexander Street. Lon- 
don. W2. 

MEANWHILE the Clash have added a whole string 
01 new dates to their tour. These are: Canterbury 
Odeon January 6, Crawley Leisure Centre 11, Hastings 
Pier Pavilion 12. Bristol LoCamo 13, Ipswich Gaumont 
14, Glasgow Apollo 22. Blackpool Tiflanys 14, Bradford 
SI Georges Hall 29. Leeds University 31. Portsmouth 
Locarno February 12. Derby Kings Hall 21. 

THE SELECTER are plann- 
ing a "2 -Tone" package 
for early this year - 
similar to last year's 
outing with the Specials 
and Madness. 

But this time the 
Selecter will headline. and 
be joined by all -girl ska 
band the Body Snatchers, 
and another band, 
possibly the Beat. It'll be a 
four week club and col- 
lege tour - beginning in 
mid -February. 

The band's debut album 
will be released to coin- 
cide with the tour - on 2 - 
Tone of course - on 
February 8. although a title 
hasn't yet been finalised. 

CURRENTLY PLAYING 
support on the Blondle 
tour, Whirlwind release 
their new single 'Heaven 
Knows' on January 25. 
Their new album is 
scheduled for release in 
February. 
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THE 'PUNKS of 1977 weren't the only people in action 
on Christmas Day alter all (see story elsewhere), For 
the Clash went rocking back into action over the holi- 
day with two "secret" gigs at London's Acklam Hall 

on Christmas Day and Boxing Dayl 
There were rumours about the gigs throughout the 

early part of December, but all were strenuously 
denied in case the expected large crowd lit the gig had 
been advertised) would have caused cancellation of 
the concerts 

As It was posters went up lust before Christmas, 
and, reports our man on the spot: "Both gigs were full, 
but there seemed to be twice as many people there on 
Boxing Dayl" 

The gigs, with plenty of material from 'London's Call- 
ing'. were an exciting preview of the Clash's main tour - which starts at Aylesbury Friars this Saturday 
(January 5). 

The Clash are pictured left, complete with bf you 
look closely) Christmas decorations! 

4 h Tr' w 9, 

And the punks played on d 
SO, JOCK McDonald and the "punks of 1977" got it together after ale And we're 
very pleased to report that the mucho -advertised Christmas Day gig at London's 
lamed Studio 21 Club (it says here) was a rip-roaring success, with over 400 £20 
tickets being sold, and the grand total of £1,700 being donated to cnanty 

Bands playing included Anorexia, the 4 Be 2's and Killing Joke, but pride of the 
evening went to the all-star band that included Steve Jones, Paul Cook and Billy 
Idol Joined by Killing Joke's Youth Martin to dead ringer for the late Sid Vicious, 
see picture right) they ran through the entire repertoire al Pistol's Songs . 

followed by a selection of carols! "We were the only punk venue open on 
Christmas Day," Jock proclaimed afterwards. They're also the only punk venue 
ever open loo, Out tt)at's another story. 

PS. The Skids never said they were going to play. Phil Lynott was with his daughter Sarah, and Pe. were having a "quiet Christmas " it anyone else ,was , Pilled to play they were probably slogging it out al Hammersmith for the KampuChean refugees (full details next tweely-Now you know. 
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DRUMMER IVOR Twidell 
has decided to quite After 
The Fire. 

Ivor Is leaving because 
of health reasons, At the 
end of October he 
suffered a heart attack 
while on stage with the 
band and was 
unconscious for 25 
minutes 

His replacement will be 
Nick Brotherwood who 
filled M for Ivor during his 
illness. He has already 
been In the studios with 
the band, recording new 
material. 
RICK JAMES, Motown's 
master of funk, releases 
his new single 'Love Gun' 
on January 25. 

It's taken (rem his 
album 'Fire It Up' 
released last December 
and there are plena for 
Rick to tour Britain later 
this year, but nothing has 
as yet been confirmed. 

A SERIES of natlonai soul 
all-nighters will be run at 
Slough Centre Ballroom, 
beginning this month. 

The first event will be 
held on January 25 
running from 9 pm until 6 
am the following morning. 
The attractions will 
feature Steve Walsh, Alan 
Sullivan, Chris Ryan and 
Tony Hodges. 

Mir 

SHAKIN' STEVENS 
(pictured above) releases 
his new single 'Hot Dog' 
on January 4 and will he 
playing the following 
dates: Slough Fulcrum 
Theatre February 22, 
Great Yarmouth 
Hippodrome 24 Hatfield 
Forum Theatre March 8, 
Birmingham Town Hall It, 
Oxford Polytechnic 14, 
London Camden 4.4131Cdsic 

Machine 15.m 

BRASS CONSTRUCTION 
release their new album 
'Brass Construction V' 
this month. 

Two tracks from the 
forthcoming album 'Music 
Makes You Feel Like 
Dancing' and 'Shake' will 
be released as a 121ns 
single by Liberty United 
on January 11. 

t 

1 
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Eating to the beat 
IT WASN'T the last party of the decade, 
nor by a long chalk was it the party of the 
year - but the pre -Christmas celebration 
for Blondie The Group's arrival in Britian 
certainly attracted the highest class of 
guest (snigger, snigger). 

Held at London's slightly seedy (it says here) 
Notre Dame Hall - such memories of the 
Pistols and the Clash, I won't bore you with 
them - and featuring three bands, it was the 
conclusion of the evening (and the year) for 
some 400 -plus weary business types. 

Stars In shoddy old jackets (like Hugh 
Cornwell) mingled with executives in shiny 
jackets. Debbie stomped about, never far away 
from Chris Stein, in a red leather dress that 
had the advantage of looking shoddy but 
extremely expensive at the same time. And the 
rest of us (lucky lot!) stumbled about 
attempting not to knock over tables, or to get 
too near to Debbie Harry (the singer) or 
Blondie (the group). 

And what else? Oh yes, the Beat and the 
Soul Boys provided some stirring background 
nose (clink, clink). The charming Dave Vanian, 
and him a married man, got to grips with 
Debbie (see picture 1). Chris Stein and Hugh 
Cornwell got nowhere discussing the English 
involvement in Japan (2). And even Slouxsie 
Sioux looked moderately happy (and 
moderately well, considering her Illness) as 
she attempted to outdo the slightly shorter 
Debbie Harry in the haughty looks stakes (3). 

Other attenders included a Speclal or two, a 

Knack (with the lovely Sharona, and we all 
know about her!), Andy Summers of Police, 
Steve Jones and Paul Cook (yawn) Lemmy and 
Philthy Taylor of Motorhead and a bouncer or 
two. 

For the record, BTG arrived In two Rolls- 
Royces, and Chris Stein - in public and In full 
gaze of a million flash guns - got to do what 
every other man there probably wanted to do 

by giving Debbie an extremely wet 
smacker just in time for Christmas (4)1 
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RECORD TOKENS.YOUR VINYL DECISION 
IS EASIER AT WOOLWORTH. 

I 
il(l 111111111.1.1 

Right now the Woolworth Record Department 
has a great selection of the albums and cassettes of 
your favourite stars. And many great prices too! 

Police, ELO, Rod Stewart, Abba, Pink Floyd, 
Showaddywaddy, Diana Ros. They're all here -and 
more!'So it's a great time to cash in on your EMI 
tokens and Woolworth gift vouchers. 

And don't forget, when you spend £3 or 
more in the Woolworth Record Q 
Department you can still 
enter the exciting `Picture 
A Superstar' competition - 
closes January 31st 1980.- 

1 productsniar Ó! ómeenti mSÑortñe 1rNantl 'ID Republic direlantl and the 1mvÑ slan 
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ANGUS YOUNG 

AC/DC CURRENT ROCK 
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WORDS: 
BARRY CAIN 

° PIX: 
ROBERT ELLIS 

BARING ALL: 
AC/DC 

OU CAN rub your guitar for hours 

Y and it won't go limp. -Just get 
harder. And more potent. 

You can stick it in every conceivable 
orifice known to man and hammer away till the 
hole becomes raw and painful. It'll come out. str- 
ings glistening but still unsatisfied still (letting for 
the ultimate release. 

And the amps perish In a, heat haze and the 
stage turns to lethal lava and wrists run dry and 
hearts burn up and still the G shaft remains erect. 
taut; firm and tarnished. 

A kind oI highway lo hell. Hot but never tired. , 

satisfying but never satisfied. 
But down In the Angus Steak House at midnight 

where you won't find any veg, just pert young 
rumps. scientists believe they have come up with 
a solution. 

They claim they have -discovered a formula That 
will provide the guitar with, what they term as an 
OE - orgasm explosion. 

It's called Project AY. On the surface Is appears 
to be simple enough. A young Australian Scot la 
Combination the scientists believe to be the 
perfect catalyst for the experiment, one down 
under, the other well done) is dressed In a cute 
schoolboy outfit - a reversal Of the St Trinlan's 
syndrome - led bags and bags of sweet lollies. 
chocolate nuts and liquorice flavoured chewing 
gum, rolled around in a vat full of regurgitated 
sweat, shown film after film of Billy Dainty. Chuck 
Berry and The Penguin walking In a line and all the 
while receiving crippling electronic shocks. 

Hand him a guitar and let him loose on the 
'world. 

ANGUS YOUNG sucks another lolly on the 
coach to Brighton, where the mods come 
from. There is an air of limpness on the 
coach. AC/DC are entitled to gel limp - 
they've been gigging solidly since May 4. 

."The longest break we had was three days 
while we travelled from one country to another." 
says Angus, popping another chocolate Into his 
mouth. 

° "When you're touring so much It's hard to pre- 
vent yourself getting stale. So I like to think bad. 
MEAN. Think mean. play mean. We like to get the 
tension up really high and leave It there. 
Townshend is always violent on stage. He must 
feel that way to look It and carry It off everytime. 

"Sometimes, when I've been playing particular- 
ly mean I have to be guided back to my dressing 
room because I can't see where I'm going." 

As he talks, Monty Python Is being particularly 
mean on the In -coach video system. Classic sket- 
ches Tike 'The Larch' and 'Spam' wrap themselves 
around the laughter of the rest of the band like 
'varsity scarves. Angus disregards the diversion 
and continues . . 

"When I'm on stage I'll think of anything to keep 
going. As long as It has dynamics. or can make me 
moody. Sometimes I might think - 'What would 
Humphrey Bogart do in this situation?' Sometimes 
(even think of jokes. 

"The kids in the audience have come to see you 
do something wild. so you try to oblige. They 
always want to see you better than the last time 
they saw you. You have to keep proving yourself. 

"We were playing Reading Festival in '76 when 
all of a sudden this girl with enormous tits walked 
past the stage at the front Everything seemed'to 
stop as the whole mesmermised crowd watched 
this massive pair wander past. 

"There was only one thing I could do in reply to 
that. So I dropped my trousers. it seemed to work 
too. I guess they appreciated the tongue in cheek 
attitude." 

South London. an Insufferable sprawl that 
lingers Tike a strangler's lingers. melted away in 
the lace of the motorway. The coach. a hearse 
snatcher lull of subdued memories. crept on down 
the highway. 

"II I paid money to see BB King I'd like to see 
him play sure. but I'd also like lo see a bit of an ácl - even it it was only watching him hold the same 
note for 10 minutes. But at the same time loo many 
bands rely on special ellecls to see them through. 

o Apart from a but 01 dry ice we don't have anything 
you could term 'special effect' 

"But we try to make a song exciting. to live out 
its feel on stage When we play 'Sin City' we want 

10 make it sound like something really sinful." 
For a member of a band whose last album 

'Highway To Hell' stands al number 10 in RECORD 
MIRROR'S top albums of '79. Angus seems 
remarkably shOrl on affectation, Alter over three 
years of giving head (literally speaking naturally 
The aforesaid article resembles a road drill In heat 
on a good day( Angus has proved without a 

shadow of a doubt that a crate of Mars bars a day 
really does help you work. rest and play. 

As Fawlty Towers hits the screen Angus reflects 
on the success of 'H to H' . , 

"In the States it's sold 800.000. Here. well the 
sales weren't that great. although the tour has 
been really something. I think maybe in Britain the 
kids go for excitement levels rather than musical 
levels. They're looking for that on a record too. 

"whereas Americans like it if it sounds good on 
their car stereo or when they're smoking dope., 
'Highway' was aimed more at a USmarket. 

"D'ya know in the States when they set me in 
the schoolboy outfit they think I'm really poor, that 
I can't afford a pair of long trousers." 

'D LIKE to say at this point Bon Scott pul.his 
loot through. the coach window, hollowed by 
another unmentionable part of his anatomy. 
But the singer was feeling a little low, it seems 

he pulled a muscle on the band's last French tour 
and it became inflamed the day before the 
Brighton gig when they were due to play 
Southampton. The show was cancelled. despite 
some freezer jabs that enabled Bjorn Borg to play 
the '78 Wimbledon final. 

BON SCO- TT 
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And before you know it - Brighton, The Centre 
on the sea Iron(, 

-ANGUS, ANGUS!" chants the Crowd and alter 
30 minutes they get him, enveloped to smoke dur- 
ing the opening chords lo 'Lrvewlre' perched 
behind drummer Phil. 

Watching the five loot duce inch nomad, satchel 
strapped across his back.' socks around his 
ankles. tight, tight shorts, one cannot help but 
marvel at the ingenuity, the breathtaking brilliance 
of the idea. 

Every schoolboy with a brain in his head and a 
bulge in his Y fronts would love to be a guitar hero 
(apart from doing a walk-on spot on 'Crossroads I. 
To stand 12 foot above his contemporaries 
wielding a force he never -could before, in Inc 
showers after football. 

But when the guitar hero Is stripped, o1 his 
leopard skintight strides and musketeer shirt 
what's jell? Nothing mote than a schoolboy who 
shaves. 

Angus bridges the gap. You actually think he is 
, a schoolboy reliving his fantasy for you on stage 
and the effect is shattering. He's probably the 
most stunning guitarist on the scene today 
because of it. 

And that's not all. During 'Bad Boy Boogie' 
when he actually circumnavigates the hall on 
Bon's shoulders. the concept its full 
development. Not only is the schoolboy indulging 
in fantasy before your eyes - but he's right there 
with you in the audience playing. just like tt was 
your male who's been mimicking him throughout. 

"Everytime I ever saw a band they seemed so 
far removed from me, so untouchable that it never 

e seemed completely real," says Angus on -the 
coach back to their hotel in London, 

o "We've been determined to steer away from 

b that. We're real, not a mirage. We're still as raw as 
the day we started. 

That gives people value for money. For so long 
now fans have been subjected to second rate 
bands. Kiss, who only filled a gap left by Bowie. 
Nugent and Van Halen who lilted a gap left by 
Zeppelin. People want the real thing. not imita- 
tions. That's why bands like The Who can still sell 
out Madison Square Garden for a week whereas 
Kiss canit. 

"Those bands simply used the lime in between 
the lours of bigger groups to (heir own advantage. 
They weren't doing anything new. 

fl 
"But AC/DC has a definite image, a definite 

style. We don't fill any gaps. Oh sure. If Zeppelin 
toured every week we probably wouldn't do so 
well. But we've always thought we were in the first 
division, even when we were playing small Clubs 
back in Australia.. We never wanted to compete 

t_ with the local bands - we wanted to compete with 
the world. 

"Put us on a stage with anybody and wed hang 
on In there. Even if we weren't going down well we 
wouldn't gale up." 

IND YOU. looking at the tired faces as 
they watch yet another episode of 
Python, It seems as''it.they gave up a, 

long lime ago. 
"Oh don't let that fool you,', Angus 

breaking open another packet of sweet lollies. 
"When roused we can be hellralsers. During the 
last French tour one big newspaper said that any 
girls who came Into contact with AC/ DC should 
visit their nearest VD clinic. And that's just 'cos 
one of us went toe doctor for a penicillin jab while 
we were (here. 

"All that association with shady ladles came 
about because we once all stayed In the same 
house and were visited by a whole lotta girls and' 
VD ran amok. Hence the song 'She's Got The 
Jack'. Sure most other bands experience the 
same things, the only difference is we write songs 
about it. ' 

Has the band's attitude changed with the rise In 
their popularity? 

"It's not that we've changed, h s lust that we 
meet a better class of women these days." 

They don't meet Ihém at their gigs, that's for 
sure. You can count the number of girls amongst 
the tattooed. schoolboy dressed, denim clad au- 
dience on one hand. "Women only like to go and 
see pretty people play and young girls like to think 
they're older so they'll go to a disco with their 
friend. 

"Most of the boys that turn up want to be guitar 
heroes. I love seeing kids, really young kids, be- 
ing dazzled by h all. Intact I'd rather see them at 
gigs than going to youth clubs. They can learn by 
goingdo a show. 

"They know then that they're not the only kid on 
the block who like that particular band and who 
may have been ostracised by his mates because 
of that fact." 

So how come young Angus made the grade 
when thousands didn't? 

"I had drive. I wanted to do it and I knew I d do it. 
(,just wanted people to sit up and take notice of 
me. The CHALLENGE. I never mellowed, I never 
changed- I lust stuck at it. 

"I was an unhappy schoolboy. Always played 
truant. I was a bad pupil and only really liked art 
because you could do what you liked. I once made 
a six foot long Ily out of paper mache which scared 
the shit Out of everyone on the bus home. 

"My school was, the third worse in the. state. 
Many 01 the kids ended up In reform schools. It 

was so military. They seemed to take great pride 
out of keeping you in Inc dark, They didn't seem 
tó want you to know what was going on in the rest' 
or the world. I was really surprised at the way 
peopl lived Outside Australia when I felt it. People 
were getting away with a lot more than I ever did." 

As the coach pulls up outside the hotel, the 
guitarist, from Glasgow intimated that he wouldn't 
like to be remembered for his arse. 

"One magazine invited readers to vole for the 
face of '77,'° he recalls picking the remnants of'a 
strawberry flavoured lolly from his teeth 

"My arse came ninth . . . 
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THE EAGLES: an anonymous monolith. 
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An Eagles album is worth 
40 million dollars to their label. 
Wall Street trembles if they 
are silent. CHARLES YOUNG 
puts names to faces. (Could you?) 

( 

'on 1 ' -rG 

DON HENLEY has the 
haunted blue eyes of 
a consumptive 
Romanian poet who 

has decided his manhood 
depends on assassinating 
Vlad the Impaler. Or maybe 
it's just the haunted blue 
eyes of a Texas Calvinist 
who hasn't quite assimilated 
the Californian good life - 
all that hellfire and brimstone 
he heard as a kid creeping 
back like stink from a dead 
rat under the floorboards to 
reek, "You don't deserve 
this massage. The Eagles 
are about to play in front of 
50,000 drunken teenagers in 
Milwaukee County Stadium 
for a ridiculous amount of 
money, therefore God wants 
you to be in pain from 
muscle cramps in your back. 
You are here to suffer." 

Stress, not original sin, however, 
is Henley's earthly explanation for 
his malady as an accupressurist 
manipulates his spine - a nightly 
ritual so he can play the drums 
without wincing. "It's the price you 
pay for being sensitive." says 
Henley, prostrate and shirtless on a 
folding table. "Yoy are, of course, 
going to get the humour In my voice 
as I said that." 

A few feet away, Joe Walsh picks 
at a banquet table piled high with 
food. "I need some more 
meatballs." he remarks to no one In 
particular. "Get some heartburn for 
the show. I eat everything twice." 

The mention of heartburn tars loose another dead rat under 
Henley's floorboards, and he 
descnbes how Life In The Fast lane 
ale a hole in his stomach "I was 
actually rather proud of getting an 
ulcer before the age of 30," he says. 

Steve Miller, the opening act. 

,,a r' t, , . ;ti, i, 11, i 
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takes the stage to a big ovation from 
the Milwaukee teenagers. Azolf, 
behind a slack of speakers, gives 
them the finger. "Look at that guy." 
he spits, indicating Miller's short 
hair and conservative dress. "He 
even looks like an accountant_ 
Undoubtedlythe cheapest man in 
rock A. roll. You know he gets all his 
equipment into one truck?" 

"II he's so horrible," 1 ask, "how 
come you hired him to open for 
you?" 

"He's the least of the worst," 
says Aiolf, still angry because Miller 
cut his set short the previous night. 
"Some other act, we'd get a 
hundred bikers In the front row." 

The Eagles take the stage at 9:45 
and play two hours of their greatest 
hits (everything from 'Take It Easy' 
to 'Hotel California ), along with four 
Joe Walsh songs from his period 
with the James Gang and as a solo 
artist ('Walk Away', 'Turn To Stone'. 
'Life's Been Good' and 'Rocky 
Mountain Way') and one lune by 
their new bassist. Timothy Schmit, 
from his days with Poco ('Keep On 
Trytn '). 

Their relationship with their 
audience is the best It has ever 
been but remains odd. Except for 
Frey announcing, "We're the Eagles 
from Los Angeles, California." they 
do not talk to the people. (Perhaps 
after setting the tone for their foul 
relations with East Coast rock critics 
by denouncing the New York Dolls 
in New York on 1973, they are afraid 
that if they open their mouths they 
will denounce beer in Milwaukee 1 

Schmit, who obviously enjoys being 
onstage. Is an improvement over his 
predecessor, Randy Melsner. who 
loathed performing toward the end 
of his tenure. Walsh is the only one 
who moves around, jumping oft the 
risers and doing birdman strums 
(which occasionally tear off his 
fingernails). Walsh Is also the crowd 
favourite, generating an ecstatic 
response with the wonderfully 
absurd humour of 'Life's Been 
Good'. 

As pure aural experience, the 
Eagles are awesome The Job Walsh 

- Don Felder guitar attack could have 
been saved the South al Gettysburg. 
Alternating between rhythm guitar 
and keyboards, Frey loins Henley 
and Schmll In harmonies that are 
Inevitably but accurately described 
by newspaper headline writers as 
"soaring". They come inhumanly 
close to perfection In re-creating 
their recorded sound. Frey slates 
their concert philosophy: 'With so 
many variables you can't control, 
you should control everything you 
can. We make it so the worst we can 
possibly be Is great." Only a slight 
brag there. But by eliminating 
spontaneity - particularly a Walsh - 
Felder guitar lam - the Eagles 
sacrifice any chance of creating 
anew onstage and reaching a higher 
peak. 

"The centrepiece of the music. 
the sound that makes the Eagles 
unique, the sound that makes you 
want to weep over your lost youth In 
'Desperado - that sound emanates 
from the throat of a skinny guy 
walled off behind his drum set. 
Maybe the audience can see a small 
part of him- The rest see his 
cymbals. They are mystified about 
whom to clap for on the Eagles' best 
material. 

Backstage the Eagles are equally 
mystifying, but they leave more 
clues. The names Henley and Frey 
show up In most of the publishing 
credits. by themselves and with 
others. They sing the most songs. In 

the studio. their ears have the final 
decision on what sounds good. They 
run the show. Yet they have never 
emerged as personalities In their 
own right. They can walk down any 
street In the world and not be 
recognized. The American band 01 

the Seventies, the Eagles remain an 

anonymous monolith 

iN THE dressing room before a 

show at the Buffalo Memorial 
Auditorium, Joe Walsh dances 
slaps his thighs and sings an 
atonal paean to the cosmos 

because he is the only Eagle not 
afflicted with stomach flu Once 

wrr NZ 
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FRIEND, JOE, DON. 

christened the Play and Wave Tour, 
with all identification cards stamped 
PW, the Concert series has been 
renamed Puke and Wipe. 

"Throwing up is my least - 
favourite thing in the world," moans 
Frey. . 

"I wish I Could throw up." groans 
Azoff. 

"Well, why don't you have Charlie 
here play you one of his punk -rock 
cassettes?" suggests Frey. near 
death but unerring In his instinct for 
endeanng himself to New York rock 
Critics 

"I told you not to brush your 
teeth That's how you get sick," 
remonstrates Walsh in a voice of 
equal parts rasp, squeak and crack. 
"This reminds me of the James 
Gang's first English tour. We were 
supposed to be the new heavy - 
metal wonders from the United 
Slates. opening for the Who at the 
London Palladium. Unfortunately, 
brushing my teeth caught up with 
me. and hallway through the first 
song. I threw up and shit at the 
same tit a I had to run behind the 
drum risers where I kept playing, 
and the roadies wrapped a towel 
around my waist so the audience 
couldn't see the brown spot. The 
crowd loved it, though - thought it 
was part of the act " 

Henley stirs himself to moan. "Oh 
God, he's writing this down." 

Walsh shakes his linger at me. 
"Yeah, we want you to write what 
comes out of our mouths, not our 
asses " 

Henley sort of rolls his eyes and 
sinks back into his nausea. 

' Don't worry, Don," Walsh 
comforts. "Tomorrow's gonna be 
better. Toronto's my lucky city. I 

met a girl there once that I didn't gel 
the clap from." 

HAVE YOU ever fallen In 
love with a woman who 
wasn't Incredibly 
beautiful?" I ask Henley as 
we drive to his home In the 

Hollywood hills. Actually. "home" Is 
not the word for his historically 
accurate hacienda worthy of a 

tasteful conquistador with about 
20.000 Aztec slaves at his command 
the also owns estates in Malibu and 
Aspen) "Sometimes sexual 
relationships are a commodity 
exchange - my status for your 
beauty." 

'NO, I haven't," says Henley. 
negotiating a hairpin turn. Both he 
and Frey have discovered the joys 
of monogamy In the past year - 
Henley with actress Lois Chiles -and 
Frey with a woman from New 
Mexico. "But that's because I like 
beauty. I like beautiful women. I like 
beautiful cars. I like beautiful trees. I 

like beautiful landscapes. It's not a 

sin to appreciate beauty, but that 
isn't enough. I want someone with 
some brains too, 11 you can get the 
whole thing, why not go for it? It 
wasn't a commodity exchange with 
Lois She didn't even know who I 

was when t met her." 
Henley has insisted in the past 

that the characters In his songs. 
while drawn Iron experience, are 
composites I insist that 1 get a 

strong sense of personal vengeance - 
from 'You Never Cry Like A Lover' 

from 'On The Boarder' back in 1974. 
"JO started that song, I lust wrote 

some of the verses," he says. 
"Well, I guess my part of the song 
was pretty specific. I don't know 
who he had In mind." 

"It's one of the 'angriest songs 
I've heard this side of Johnny 
Rotten," I say. 

"Really?" Henley explains. "I 
thought It was sympathetic - at the 
end there where it says somebody 
must have'pul some pain on her 
because she can't cry." 

DON FELDER 

"But it's so biller about her not 
being able to respond." 

"It's about repressed emotions." 
"It's about frigidity." 
"I never thought of it as being 

about frigidity," Henley insists. 
"Crying is not sexual." 

"Where you sing that she can't 
'sigh-ay-yay when it feels real good' - that's not about sex?" 

"Oh yeah, that part." says 
Henley. "She just didn't want to do . 

It with the lights on." 
"Does she know It's about her?" 

z 

á 

GLEN FREY 

"I don't know. I never asked her." 
We drive On In silence for a 

moment until Henley suddenly guns 
his BMW through a stop sign, 
swerves and narrowly misses a 
honking Mercedes coming into the 1' 

intersection 
"Ult. Don." I say. "Not to criticise 

,your driving or anytjting, bit IJhipk _ 

the other guy had the right of way. 
That was a stop sign." 

"I know," he replies "I drive this 
road all the time." 

Pause. 
"You make a habit of Ignoring 

stop signs?". 
"Only that one. The sign used to 

be facing the other direction until' 
they used the other road for a 
detour and it got busier. I was using 
this road first. without the stop 
sign." Henley smiles grimly. "That 
car had no right to be there." 

N 
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fester. In the guise of Metalhead, a 
grotesque character with features of 
molded aluminum foil, Walsh 
periodically terrorises parties and 
fancy restaurants. He is so efficient 
at wrecking hotel rooms that he 
carries his own chain saw (a 
Christmas gift from Azoff) on the 
road, though he claims he hasn't 
found the right occasion to use it. 
Yet where Henley's eyes are 
windows to a haunted house and 
Frey's eyes kilns of ambition, 
Walsh's eyes are opaquely sad. 

\ 

! 
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NICKNAMED "Prince Roving 

Hand" for his habit of 
goosing the other Eagles, 
Joe Walsh -Joined the band 
after Leadon's departure 

To outsiders, he seemed an odd 
choice, personally and musically, 
but the Eagles knew what they were 
doing. The Eagles' Manager, Azoff, 
had managed Walsh since lust 
before his second solo album, 'The 
Smoker You Drink. The Player You 
Get' in 1973. He had lammed with 
the Eagles at several concerts and 

i 

- 
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they. In turn, had sung back-up On 
lour songs on Walsh's 'So What'. 

When Henley and Frey wanted a 
harder sound. they figured Walsh, 
with his heavy-metal roots, was the 
only guy who could go fifteen 
rounds with Don Felder. But over 
Me years. he has carved out an 
equally important role as court 

HENLEY CALLS me up to 
say they're going to Ilnish 
the album, now definitely 
titled 'The Long Run', in a 
couple of days. I fly from 

New York lo Miami to witness the 
historic moment. A week later, 
Henley is still fiddling with the last 
few syllables of 'Disco Stranger'. 
The roadies wander around with 
these weird stunned expressions, 
as If they have been struck from on 
high by bolls of boredom. There are 
no cutouts on the wall; only a few 

more boxes of antacids have been 
added to the decor. Groaning with a 

hangover. Henley sits hunched over 
his legal pad on the soundboard in 
the control room. 

"Let's finish this son of a bitch so 
I can go home and throw up some 
more," he says. 

"yeah," says Frey, "you had a 

couple of singing waterfalls today " 
"Barking at ants," says Henley. 
"The technicolour yawn," says 

Frey. 
"Tune in tomorrow," modulates 

Timmy Schmit in the voice of an AM 
DJ. "Will Don Henley marry the 
board?" 

"He lost his wile, he lost his 
children, he lost his home, he lost 
his car," Henley picks it up "Tune 
in tomorrow to see if he can lose all 
hope." 

Frey washes down a handful of 
vitamins with a gulp o1 Coca-Cola. "I 
HATE THIS SONG! I HATE THIS 
ALBUM! GOD HELP MEI I'M 
BUMMING!" 

A lot of friends from Los Angeles 
and Miami have arrived for a 
promised playback party. At three 
am, with Henley, Frey and producer 
Szymezyk still hassling out the 
number of beats between songs on 
Pie record, the auspicien Is strong 
that the party Is not a happening 
thing. 

"I'm tired and I'm rich and I can 
do what I want," says Azoll. "I'm 
going home to sleep." 

"If I can stay up," says Henley, 
"you can Clay up " 

"Yeah, but you're tougher than I 

am," says Azoft. 
You can stay up," says Henley. 

Azoff stays up. 
At 5:46 am, September t st. 1979, 

they make the announcement. 'The 
Long Run' Is complete. The bleary - 

eyed guests file into the control 
room to hear ti in final form for the 
first time 

Parts of 11 I have heard not at all, 
other parts I have heard so often . 

they are Permanently engraved on 
my brain. Strange. almost mystical, 
to hear It in one piece The album 
amounts to a long meditation on 
survival sung over a symphony of 
different guitar sounds. The Eagles 
aren't the first rock 'n' roll artists to 
look around and figure out, "Hey, 
I'm alive and he's dead. I must be 
special," and then be overwhelmed 
with triumph ('The Long Run' 
opening the album) and guilt ('The 
Sad Cale' closing it) But they do 
say it is the best. There are. alter 
all, no new themes, only different 
amp settings to play them through 

Ancient ghosts from Henley's past 
keep popping out of the speakers 
"We thought we would change the 
world 1 with words like love and 
freedom," Henley sings In 'The Sad 
Cafe'. a reminiscence of his early 
days at the Troubadour. I have a 

smile, wondering if he ever believed 
that, seeing a ghost of my own night 
at the Troubadour when he almost 
trashed a punk "Now 1 look at the 
years gone by I and wonder at the 
powers that be/ I don't know why 
fortune smiles on some I and lets 
the rest go free " 

Bone tired, the Eagles accept 
everyone's congratulations. It is not 
a moment of victory. They are just 
relieved to have it over Time now to 
return to the "decadence festival" 
of the road. as Frey terms it. 

"So tell me, Don." I say. "Why do 
you want to survive?" 

Henley ponders a moment. "I'd 
like to stick around for the 
Apocalypse." he says. "That's 
showbiz." 
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SAMSON LET 
THEIR HAIR 

DOWNGOOD EH? 
IT'S 1935 and showing at the local flea 

pit is 'Dracula' with Bela Lugosi In the 
title role. Imagine yourself sitting 
among a crowd of Saturday nighters out 

for a good time. The evil Count makes his 
first visit to the "bar". Swooping down 
from on high, dressed in top hat and tails, 
he glides towards his well endowed 
female victim, envelopes her, and 
emerges eyes ablaze with lust and lips 
dripping with duty-free corpuscles. For the 
audience it's very much a case of a close 
encounter of the repulsively compelling 
kind. 

It's 1979. On stage are HM band Samson. Their 
music is loud enough to make even Jlmi Hendrix 
think about installing soundproofing In his grave. 
With the crowd headbanging happily to the sound of 
exploding neutron bombs, a guitar solo begins from 
the band's founder Paul Samson. Suddenly, without 
warning, drummer Thundersuck. dressed in an oil 
the shoulder leotard, and wearing a leather mask, 
sneaks out from his riser and makes for the front of 
the stage. He stands there looking into the audience - and for them it's almost like being back in that 
Cinema over 40 years ago. The awful truth at last hits 
home. HM Is the music of the undead. 

Over the top Journalistic jive talk? (Yes - Ed) 
Perhaps but hasn't Heavy Metal always been close to 
gothic fantasy and primitive urges? 

Even in the early days bands such as Deep 
Purple, Led Zeppelin. and Black Sabbath dabbled on 

the edge of horror 
The idea of fantasy in HM really took oft In the 

States with the emergence of Kiss. Sadly Gene 
Simmons and the lads came here Just once - a 

disastrous affair in '75 
Now, an alternative to Kiss has emerged. Samson 

are just a couple of steps away from becoming the 
most exciting live band In the UK. 

Samson are a four piece outfit featuring Paul 
Samson (guitar), Chris Aylmer (bass), Bruce Bruce 
(vocals), and the near legendary Thundersuck 
(drums) 

Formed when playing music tipped with a nuclear 
warhead was lust not fashionable, the band 
fonginally a three-piece without the services of Bruce 
Bruce. a recent recruit) struggled to make an impact 
on record companies only Interested in signing up 
those who could claim to have shared a bag of 

peanuts with Joe Strummer's third cousin to the 
launderette. 

Samson are still Incredibly without a long-term 
deal. A fact that surely wont last too long, it there's 
any sense at all still left in the self-appointed 
bastions of the good sounds of today Like most 
bands that stuck to their guns and refused to take 
the easy way out and turn punk or mod, Samson are 
having to be patient. In the meantime they're 
recorded a mediocre debut single on Lightning 
Records "Mr Rock 'n' Roll", and have recently 
released a goodish album on Laser, 'Survivors'. 

Both releases go a long way towards showing that 
this is one band for whom cold vinyl Is just too 
stifling. Samson are a live band with a sound that Is 
equivalent to banging your head against tissue paper 
and then realising that its actually made out of cast 
Iron. Their live performances can be earth -shattering 
Just ask the students of Chelsea College where the 
band were recently let loose. So Titanic was their 
booming volume that a light shade came crashing 
down from the ceiling and shattered on the floor. 

But the real excitement of Samson goes beyond 
merely bringing the house down In Thundersuck, 
the band possess a genuine 24 -carat personality, 
who both repels and attracts. The man is not only a 
pretty nifty drummer, but brings to life the spirit of 
true gothic demonic style in a bizarre fashion 
reminiscent of the demon himself - Gene Simmons 
of Kiss. 
' Thundersuck, coming out from behind his kit and 
leering from the front of the stage brings back 
memories of the era of Lon Chaney. Bela Lugosi, and 
Boris Karloft. because that's where his inspiration so 
often seems to lie. 

On the album, two tracks stand out as testaments 
to this band's quality - 'Big Brother' and 'Tomorrow 
Or Yesterday', epic killers that are even better live. 
Both are up there with all that's best of US pomp - 
rock, and show that Samson can hold their own In 
any company. As for the rest of their current live set. 
It's the newer stuff that 'impresses most of all - 
numbers such as 'Hammerhead' and 'Vice Versa'. 

I can't wait for a live album, which should be a 
treat, worth its weight in feedback and venom. 

Writing about Samson has a certain excitement 
value rather like going into a deserted graveyard on a 
dark winters night with a full moon out. Fear of the 
unexpected is tied to a thrill of the unknown. 

This is one of the bands of the eighties, of that I'm 
convinced. Don't take my word for el go and see 
Samson for yourself and witness the physical birth of 
all that was promised on Rainbow's first two classic 
albums. MALCOM DOME 

iti fir . 
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FAITHFUL 

MARIANNE FAITHFUL 

i 

BY MIKE NICHOLLS 
IIN AN INDUSTRY not known for 
Its predictability or even ability to 
follow rhyme and reason, it 
should come as no suprise that 
someone should suddenly 

relaunch a career for the eighties, 
but a star of the sixties. 

In 1964 Marianne Falthfull was but 
a slip of a girl with a penchant for , 

hitting the headlines as frequently 
as, say, Bianca Jagger. Partly 
because she was a crystal -voiced 
chanteuse who sang pretty ditties 
like 'This Little Bird and 'As Tears 
Go By.' But mainly due to the fact 
that like the Big B. she was attached 
to a Mr J. a relationship which 
was nothhing if not well -publicised. 

When their "romance" melted, so 
too did the presence of Marianne In 
the public eye, although from time 
to time she did reappear, mainly on 
the wider screen. Film bulls will 
recall her role in Kenneth Anger's 
'Lucifer Rising' In 1972. 

The tatter, which yielded 'The 
Ballad Of Lucy Jordan' single that 
won Marianne a spot on Top Of The 
Pops has been the object of in- 
consistent critical reaction, even by 
rock Press standards. Personally, I 
like It, and arranged to spend a 
cheerful afternoon Interviewing its 
maker. 

She looked younger than I ex- 
pected, but then again, she Is only 
32. Still 32 after all these years! 
Casually clad in black, her slim 
figure and blonde locks tumbling In- 
to an eye -level fringe, combine to 
still make her a most attractive 
figure. 

Not even the Band-Aid discreetly 
stuck on the bridge of her nose, the 
result of a recent car Crash, could 
detract tom her natural beauty, 
while the look of classic vulnerability 
was enhanced by the intrusion of 
two hairline ladders in her black 
speckled stockings. 

So what were you up to prior to 
recording the album? "Oh, living," 
she replies vaguely. "acting and liv- 
ing. Living, mainly... having love al - 
lairs." 

But keeping them a little more 
private. this time, eh? "Yea," see 
laughs. "You see, 1 started working 
so young, I needed to catch up..." 
With reality? "Yes." Marianne 
seems a little distant. She's been in 
the studio with her engineer, Bob 
Potter, all morning and complains 
about having a head -ache. She d 
like a cuppa. 

"I want a cup of tea but can't get 
into the canteen," she remarks to a 
passing A8R man. 

"That's because there isn't one." 
dryly The next few minutes are 
Si"'... ' '1"' i 

4 f-,,nC 'C sca"' '"" 

difioning and Marianne's dreamy, 
drifting voice, I was beginning to 
think the whole thing was a dream. 

Bob Potter points out that 
although she might appear vague, 
Ms Faithful!, has, In fact, got a very 
sharp mind. This becomes evident 
when she starts talking about her 
future plans. 

Are you planning a tour to back up 
the album? "Yes. I'd like to go to 
America. That's where 40 per cent of 
the market Is, you know. But at the 
moment business Is bad over there. 
so II probably won't happen for 
about another eight months. 

So how about some dates at 
home? "Sure, but It will take some 
time to arrange, and I'm busy 
preparing material for the next 
album at the moment, I hope to put 
on a real show al quite a grand 
level. No. not as theatrical as Kate 
Bush, more stark - like the album." 

'Broken English' Is indeed stark. 
One of the people responsible for 
this effect, and indeed for the album 
as a whole Is bass player and song- 
writer Ben Brierley. 

"We were both broke and living In 
a squat, so Ben said 'go into the 
NEMS agency, say you've got a 
band together and that you want 
some gigs. Obviously, this was a lie. 
but having got the gigs, 1 needed a 
band. I met Barry Reynolds, who 
was also struggling al the time." 

Not long ago, Marianne married 
Ben. This was her second wedding. 
her first marriage having lasted only 
18 months, back In the bad old sir - 
ties when she was only 18. 

Does she ever see any of her old 
associates from tnat time? "I've 
always been In contact with Stevie 
Wlnwood and other country friends. 
but I've not seen anybody like Mick 
Jagger, if that's who you mean. Not 
until lour weeks ago, anyway. we 
met at Ossle Clarke's fashion snow. 
Then I also saw him with Jerry at the 
Electric Lady studios in New Vork 
He invited Ben and Ito come down 
and listen to the new album. Yes. 
it's great." 

Did she think Mick had changed at 
all? "He looks a bit different, but not 
that much, no. Not when you con- 
sider its been more than 10 
years..." 

Fortunately. Marianne hasn t 

changed that much, either Her 
voice i5 huskier, but far mote 
becoming than the angelically pure 
ano sugary middle-ol-the-road tones 

of yesteryear - 

In the female vocalist stakes sne 
laces stiff competition from tooter^ 
poranes as diverse as Judie Tzuke 
and Chrissie tiynde Annie Len,- 
an- it., R, e no ' 
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HENRY JACKSON alias Big Hank 

SHREVEPORT. 
LOUISIANA: 
and the 
Parliafunk 

crowd are watching 
three ex -DJs 
performing 15 
minutes of the 
hippest tongue 
twisting in town. 
"Said a hip -hop, the 
hibbitt. Mitre hippydlppy 
hip hrp-hoppa You don't 
stop the rocka to the 
bang -bang boogie. said 
up lump the boogie to the 
rhythm of the boogie da 
beat " 

Yes. well. I think that 
makes some valid points, 
don't you? 

Three gentlemen 
calling themselves Master 
'G'. Wonder Mike and Big 
Hank spent most of the 
last month of the 
seventies racing from 
total obscurity to the very 
upper reaches of all our 
charts and most of the 
American counterparts 

pout, disco, pop, you 
name it, the Sugarhill 
Gang have cracked all the 
markets with 'Rapper's 
Delight'. Their immediate 
reward was a prestigious 
tour opening in the States 
for Parliament and 
Funkadelic. the 
schliofunk crowd. Hence 
the Louisiana connection 
and three very tired 
rappers. But one of them. 
Master 'G' - that's Guy 

Beat the rap 
O'Brien If you don't want 
to play the game - had 
the energy to come to the 
phone and spill a bean or 
two. Not many more than 
two. though_ 

The Suga 
fairly slrargnttorwardrrhillStory oneIsa. 

"Mike (Michael Wrlght), 
Hank (Henry Jackson) 
and myself were all 
mobile DJs One day we 
were all up at Sylvia 
Robinson's house and we 
all rapped for a while 
Sylvia liked all three of 
us" 

You may remember Ms 
Robinson as the 
perpetrator of what you 
might call another rap 
record. of rather more 
sensuous character She 
hit with 'Pillow Talk' in 
1973 

"We all wrote our own 
raps, mine only took 
about an hour to do. The 
'M -A -S' rap I wrote in the 
studio " 

That's "Well, a M.A.S. 
a T -E -R, G with a double 
E. I said I go by the 
unforgettable name of the 
man they call Master G." 

The controversy, as 
you'll already be aware, 
arose over the musical 
backing track for the rap. 
It bore more than a 
passing similarity to 
Chic's 'Good Times', 
something which didn't 
go unnoticed by Bernard 
Edwards and Nile 
Rodgers, who wrote the 
song They insisted that 
the credit be changed 
from 
RobinsonlJacksonlO' Brie 
nlwrtght to 
EdwardslRodgers So Is 
It true. Guy. that your 
great friends Bernard and 
Nile will get all the 
royalties from the record? 

(stand by for Ihe'anh- 
climait). 

"Edwards and 
Rodgers? Uri. Idunno. 
you'd have to ask the 
management side I don't 
think so, I think we're 
getting the royalties " 

With which uncertainty 
the matter was glossed 
over, rather 
unsatisfactorily A 
strange staté of affairs If 
the band really are In the 
dark, but II seems clear 
that Edwards and 
Rodgers are going to get 
their pound of flesh, with 
a little justification 

Once the raps had 
been written, recording 

the single was not too 
difficult 

"We spent two days In 
the studio, two hard days 
There's no problem doing 
the song live It's just like 
second nature to me." 

Remember. too, that 
the 12 -inch version of the 
song is more than 15 
minutes long Some rap. 

"In concert we do a 
little bit of everything 
Some soul, one ballad 
with our featured singer. 
We do a little bit of 
singing and give people a 
preview of our new rap 
record, It's called 
'Sugarhill Groove' and it's 
different to the last one 

MICHAEL WRIGHT alias Wonder Mike 

GUY O'BRIEN alias MasterG 

because It has the three 
of us rapping at different 
times, it's not like one of 
us rapping for a long 
time 

It all seems to come 
pretty easy to Guy and 
the Gang 

"We wrote the raps for 
the new album on the 
bus." he told me But 
you gel the Impression 
that once the talking's 
been done, the show 
ends there for the three 
ego (rippers. 

I asked Guy who wrote 
the music for the new 
album and this is what I 

got- "Well. again you'd 
have to ask the 
management side about 
it We lust get handed the 
backing track and do the 
rap over d " And then , 

"We're in the record 
business to stay, I'd like 
us still to be together In 
10 years. even longer." 

Guy plays drums and 
Mike plays bass, but not 
on the records, and I 

wonder it the world Is 
prepared for another 10 
years of Sugarhill rappin'. 

Anyway, for the 
moment, the album is on 
the way 

"It'll have a couple of 
ballads on it and about 
flve Irat:ks altogether," 
said Master G It should 
be here in the New Year, 
and a UK visit could be 
on the way too. In the 
meantime, 

I said 1.2.3.4. come on 
girls get on the floor. 
Come alive y'atl. give me 
what you got 
'Cos I'm guaranteed to 
make you rock " 

Singing on and on and 
a on on on. the rap don't 
slop till the break of 
dawn. Provided none of 
the Gang gets hoarse, 
naturally PAUL SEXTON 

ON TOUR 
January 
13th Liverpool Empire 
14th Glasgow Apollo 
15th Aberdeen Capitol 
16th Edinburgh Odeon 
17th Newcastle City Hall 
18th Newcastle City Hall 
19th Leeds University 

20th Oxford New Theatre 
21st Leicester De Montfort Hall 

22nd Portsmouth Guildhall 
24th Wolverhampton Civic Hall 

25th Birmingham Odeon 
26th Birmingham Odeon 
27th Coventry New Theatre 
28th Sheffield City Hall 
29th Manchester Apollo 
30th Manchester Apollo' 

31st Hanley Victoria Hall 
February 

1st Bristol Colston Hall 

2nd Southampton Gaumont 
3rd London Hammersmith Odeon 
4th London Hammersmith Odeon 
5th London Hammersmith Odeon 

ON RECORD 
Lttc 

lb / 

NEW SINGLE YOUNG BLOOD 

IN BLOOD RED VINYL Chrysalis 
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SOMEWHERE OVER THE RAMBOW 
SINGLE OF THE WEEK 

PHILIP RAMBOW: 'Rebel 
Kind' (Wild In The Streets) 
(EMI). How cart I resist a ti- 
tle like this? Who Could 
deny such a Gong - deserv- 
ed accolade to Canada's 
sharpest macrobiotic food 
fiend. Phil has been a cult 
figure (haven't they all, 
dear) for longer than he'd 
care to remember and has 
just finished an eminently 
suocessliil tour with the 
Feelgoode. This is a 
choice cut - from his 
'Shooting Gallery' album - 
and if you like your rock 
alive with' raunchty robust 
wonderchords, this isfor 
yoe. Buy Two. - 

M ANCUNIAN S - OF .,THE 
WEEK 

SAD CAFE: 'Strénge Little 
Girl' (RCA). It we must 
have MOR, then let's have 
it cooked to perfection 
courtesy of the catt,.oddly 
enough, this is tar more 
accessible than Its 
predecessor, whose hook 
was rather a long time 
comm.. and hence has an 
odds-on chance of 
crashing the charts. From 
the group's anagramatic 
'Facades' album. unlike 
the B-side which is an 
uptempo rocker redolent 
of whet the band were 
playing in'thetr less suc- 
cessful days. 
THE DISTRACTIONS: 'it 
Doesn't Bother MO'' 
(Island). A remade I remlx; 
ed remodel of one of''the 
four trecks'on the Classic 
'You're Not Going Out 

' Dressed ,Like Thyt', EP 
which pressing problems 

fresumably 
prevegted 

ront penetra)ing 'the 
charts. A pure pop product 
with an irresistable-hook, 
good lyrics, sympathetic 
vocals and imagmative,jn- 
st rumen tation: The 
Distractions are catchy. )n- 
.telltgenland a.chart band, 
for the eighties, but above 3 
all, a real groove. Ignore 
this and you're not worthy 
'd1 ears. mate. 
SALFORD JETS EP (RCA). 
The Jets made a mild im- 
pact with 'Looking At The 
Squares' and most of this 
Is practically as daft. 
which is tine 'Gina' 
makes subtle use Its 
rhyme with "Cortina" 
(which also emerges .on 1 

the sleeve) and 'Steady 
With You' sounds like a 
Slrangeways - style 
Ramones, Neither of the 
other two tracks are quite 
as idiosyncratic, but 
passnbli parody the early 
Beatles, which can't be 
bad, eh wadi? 

WEA-FACES 
OF THE 

MADNESS: 'My Girt' 
(Stiff) From 'One Step 
69vQnd'. out about as di). 
rei'eni horn the 45 at rho 
rihree .is ll1ltdricst are 
Uuro ha St$pfáte ¡glad 
yI1i99t Iha4+erle, sorted 

. 

i 

Out). 'My Girl% It more in, 
dtcative of'the' Kilburn & 

The Highroads side of 
their sound and this Is a 
Cockney I Dory - style la- 
ment, even 

[Airy 
the 

lads are front North Lon- 
don. Incidentally.: drum- 
mer Woody has' been 
known to cOntrlbute,backr 
Ing vocals to the 'Model - 
tes. talking bl which º . -. 

MO-DETTES: 'White Mice' 
(Rough Trade) , they 
have the best female 
rhythm section in the 
history of Women In Rock 
and a pleasant - voiced 
singer who is faintly 
reminiscent of Lene 
Lovlch. Whether-' they'll 
ever amount to more than 
a minor West London cult 
is open lo conjecture. but 
this Is certainly One of 
Rough Trade's best -ever 
releases. 
DANDY LIVINGSTONE: 
'Rudy, A Message To You' 
(Trojan). It this is the 
original, the lime of Its 
release is short of brilliant, 
unlike the version Itself 
which IS a brass - 

embelllshed 18 carat gem, 
'more laid back than the 2 - 
Toners and so less con- 
trived. It's coupled, sur- 
prise surprise, with a song 
called ''Tribute To The 
Prince', aka Buster of 
Madness tame, but dif- 
ferent from their tune with 
plenty of that'tlnny organ 

,sound one most readily 
associated with' the 
bluebeat genre.' Another 
two tracks on the_ flip make 
It, a value folr cash 
package. 'buf available. 
some 12 weeks -too tale 
melhmks , - 

MATIJMBI: 'The Man In' 
-Me(z(Trojan) Considering 
they've got a genlus'like 
Dennis Bovellev in 'their 
rinks, one would have ex- 
pected Matumb) to have 
got further Man chugging 
out ten -years -old lesser 
known Dylan' songs. Nül 
up to much, t'ip afraid 
RUDI: 'tile Timer (Good 
Vibrations). Still on the 
subject -0t Rudis, but at a 

different species: This re- 
issue marking' the label- 
owner's- Intention to con- 
centrate on a couple of in- 
dividual acts is prime post - 
punk revisited. A challeng- 
ing chunk of catchil'y crisp 
controlled cacophony, 
WHITE HEAT: 'Nervous 
Breakdown' (Valium). Alt. 
yes. This I like. Catch - 

quick melody atop a heavy 
drum beat dealing with a 
topic which should be 
close to all of our hearts. A 
great little ditty, worth Its 
weight in readies, not lb 
mention airplay. ' 
RANDY NEWMAN: 'it's 
Money That I Love' (WEA). 
Cynical old Randy chugs 
back on the case With this 
hard - rocker that 
won't put Mtn back In the 
same tax bracket as 'Short 
People', but which is likely 
to top Up his notoriety 
quotient. Nice one. 
B08 DOLOR U M: 'I Am The 
Way' (Big,Reat). Who is 
viii/ guy, other than the 
inging / ,sting - writing 

r of a tDmmy Vance 
duetion job recoi:m in 

,DiSTR ACTIONS o 
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JOE 
MCDONALD 

Lim AsiN 

the Garden of 
Gethsemane. Sounds -like 
a slouchier Yankee 'Pete 
Atkin which is fine, but is 
this the sluff of which the 
eighties will be made? 
Jest's freaks will not ap- 
preciate its -,Yuletide 
release, not to mention its 
overall sardonic senti- 
ment. Dytanites wont do a 
bundle on the piss -take 
either. but for all that It's 

tóite Ql the'(nost idipsyn- 

!' 
cratic releases for some a 

time. Expect to hear more I 
from Mr Doldrum. 

BILGE OF THE WEEK 

SEE GEES: 'Spirits Having 
Flown' (RSO). tike almost ' 
every other track op the 
'See Gees greatest the 
has tee 're, -aseo 
popWWar.11galena o 

says here) Well, below 
scratch, but than you're 
not talking to a devotee, 
our kid. 
PRIVATE DICKS: 'She 
Said So' -(Heartbeat), 
"Please review lilts ' 
comes the heartfelt cry 
aed why apt? This is lz-,51 
catchy, ii, -d, proh,iert 
art, thew -pale dull 

UO: 'Moo'¡)- trite h' 
lFtCil}.,Mud'po1 bpp; d 
dowh'rq, tht , Quagmire 61 

their 'success some,trme 
ago, and this fails to 
reverse the process 
.LONG TALL SHORTY: By 
Your Love` (WEA), 
Bleedln' hell, 11 it ain't a J. 
Pursey production (yawn) 
cobbling together a bun- 
dle of 'You done me 

' wrong' complaints over a 

sparse backbeat. which. Is 
barely worth the plastic 
it's pressed on. 
THE SMURFS; 'Silly Little 
Song' (Decca). JOHN 
DENVER & THE MU)' - 
PETS: 'The Peace Carol' 
(RCA). Look, It might have 
been the sentimental 
season, but I sure as hen 
ain't 
DOCTOR MIX & THE 
REMIX: 'I Can't Control 
Myself' (Rough Trade) 
Remis, eh? Is this any way 
to treat a Troggs single? 
Teanbeats did It better 

AND A BUNDLE OF 
GOODIES BEFORE WE GO 

ALVIN LEES' TEN YEARS 
LATER: 'Ride On Cowboy' 
(Polydor). Clash City 
Caller Mick Jones was ap- 
palled that I gave Old 
Afvic's album four stars 
when his only got 31/2, oul 
that's only 'Cos; we 
wouldn't let him into the 
Cowboy Boots Apprecta- 
lion Society, This ,s a solid 
chunk of bucking brOnco 
guitar boogie which might 
be dated In theory, but not 
practice, Go dehl 
SPIZZ ENERGI: 'Where's 
Captain Kirk' (Rough 
Trade). A fine thrustles 
follow-up to the unherald- 
ed 'Soldier Soldier', More 
manic than that and 
destined to become a dar 
Itig of the Music Mach 
habitues Grand scull. 
THE FAVOURITES. 
Insistent shah from a per 
Angeflca' (4 Wall 

sisient Nottingham band 
who have inundated rt./ 
humble desk with bum( en 
more thin one occasion 
The sleeve rips oh 'Eat Te 
The Beat' which is, mot' 

THEar 

Ell. 

' REST: 'Carnival 
(Shooting Star), Fine fine 
Ascending Motors - style 
guit figutee steal out a a 

denselyar throbbing has 
mix o1 vor 
su(licientlytomeet sapirtedset tote ge 

_this on regular day time 
playlists A real find. 
Could be a hit, 
POINTER SISTERS: A l 
Your Love' (Planet). The 
tot have been going eve 
longer than Alvin bu 
once again the sound I 

effortlessly contemporary 
GORDON GILTRAP: '0 
Jerusalem' (Electric) 
Right. let's go out on a 
goodie. The guitar swap 
shop swashbuckler races 
pack with an instrumen 
of everybody's levcun' 
hymn, prtnnee bi I 

Willi m Si , son 
lury or so ago du' 
day of M_ dad C 

,,inn tic 

b my ii r w 
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GLASS HOUSE ROCK 
ERHAPS the traumas 
of having stones 
thrown at you by kids 
was too much for Ron- 

son. Mick Ronson, while 
working as a gardener at a 
school In his native Humber- 
side, was subject to the slings 
and arrows of outrageous for- 
tune. A bunch of young louts 
who would eventually become 
Dead Fingers Talk took great 
delight in stoning Ronson as 
he tended his dahlias and 
this. arguably, could be the 
reason for the extreme ner- 
vous tension that Is only too 
apparent in the man sitting 
opposite me. 

Ronson Is unquestionably a hero, 
though the strain of survival seems to have taken Its toll. He chain smokes, 
lends to absent mindedly wander oil 
or repeal his thoughts and continually expresses extreme self doubt. 
Though not exactly a psychological 
basket case a psychoanalyst. would 
find him fascinating fodder The case 
history Is as follows 

Ronson is 33, born and raised in 
Hull His family he describes as 
"regular working class type people,'t 
Mr Ronson senior working in a BP 
chemical plant near Hull, his lady wife 
working in bingo halls as a barmaid 
and where and whenever she can. 
The young Ronno was the first of the 
family to show any musical ability, 
taking up piano, then violin and 
recorder. Explains the man: "I really 
didn't wane to play violin, I wanted to 
play cello but nobody would teach me 
and besides we couldn't afford to buy 
instruments like -that " 

Gardening followed educallon and 
Ronson tagged along on guitar with a 
local band Called the Rats. Two 
singles that did nothing and sessions 
with Michael Chapman on his 'Fully 
Qualified Survivor' album followed 
Then the big one How did you meet 
Bowie" 

Typically concise Ronson replies 
nervously' "I was al his house. A 
drummer friend who was In the Rats 
and who eventually joined a band that 
became Quiver introduced me to 
David He just asked me to play on 
this radio show he was doing I didn't 
know any of his scull so I lust played 
where I could After that he lust, said 
why don't you go home, get your stuff 
and come and loin me. It was as sim- 
ple as that." 

The Bowie period Is of course well 
documented history and as such 
should be modern folk tore 

Ronson's first attempt at breaking 
loose came with 'Slaughter On Tenth 
Avenue', a solo album that. despite 
its largely limp content shot straight 
into the chart at .. "Number nine." 
he confirms "Went in at number nine 
and went straight back out the week 
after " He allows himself a sly titter. I 

ask about the at fated solo tour that 
he embarked upon after the split with 
the Mainman 

"That came about because sud- 
denly I was in competition and It took 
a while to get Over that. The Press 
made it look as if 1 was in competition 
and I was trying to be which was a 

really stupid thing for me to try to do 
but there you go. you live and learn. I 

did a few dates but I soon knocked 
that on the head. I don't think I was 
being me at all though I didn't know 
that at the time I don't think It had 
much to do with me. it had more to do 
with projecting some kind of image 
that was supposed to be me. it was 
like an act that backfired I fell real un- 
comfortable doing it, I felt real un- 
comfortable recording so I lust pack- 
ed it In, I lust said I don't want to do 
this anymore, I didn't know why at the 
time 'cos I've never been that 
bright." 

After one of the long pauses that 
are as dangerously frequent as the 
dialogue he continues: "I don't have 
any problems like that anymore, but it 
took a while to get over all that stuff " 

Ronson's second and last solo 
work was entitled 'Play Don't Worry'. 
Never has an album been more Inap- 
propnately named. Ronson smirks, 
"Yeah that's It 'Worry Don't Play'. His 
worries were far from played out. 

The languid guitar lines of Ronson 
faded into obscurity following the 
solo- bastr and , gad times strolled. 
round the corner. 
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RONNO (MICK) TALKS TO RONNO (GURR) 

"The last manager I had probably 
did me a favour In the end but he put 
me through some real hard times. 
Made me (eel like a piece of shit, 
made me feel like I weren't (Note; 
despite hying oil and on in America 
for the past love years Ronson retains 
his northern diction to the extent that 
he still says ' summat") worth 
anything and that's how I beganp to ped 
play in 

again, 
All I did 

Before that 
was get drunk all the 

time and get belligerent and it was 
doing me no good at all. It got so bad 
that I had nowhere to live. I had no 
food so 1 decided to get oft my ass 
and start working again. 

"I was still kind of shaky when I was 
working with the Rich Kids and Dead 
Fingers Talk and psychologically I 

wasn't too well together I didn't 
know if I was doing the right things, I 

didn't know If people were making 
the nghi decisions ter me+1 wee wollt- 
mg for dirt cheap as well and when 

people think that they can gel you for 
nothing you begin to think that you 
are worth nothing and that affected 
my playing. People would ring up and 
expect to get me for live bucks or 
something and that made me feel ter- 
rible. I don't have a manager anymore 

. I don't have a record company, I 

don't have anything like that and I'm a 

lot better off that way. I feel better for 
it and I'm beginning to play alright 
again " 

This is true, Ronson turned in an 

Immaculate performance at the re- 
cent Ian Hunter gig in London, the 
final highlight being his solo rendition 
of 'Slaughter On Tenth Avenue', Les 
Paul dangling around his knees, he 
teased the guitar and showed that 
once again he is right updhere in the 
hero stakes. . 

Talking of the Rich Kids and Dead 
Fingers Talk, whose albums were the 

.first production (dbs Ronson under- 
took after the layoff I wonder aloud 

3 

how he feels about the badmouthing 
that took place on completion of said 
albums - especially the former, 
which sad to say is a fairly rum do. 
Ronson is surprised to learn that his 
production of the Kids' album caused 
such a storm. 

"Really?" he asks naively. "I didn't 
know that Still there you go," 

When a band states that his work 
leaves something to be desired does 
that gel him down, make him angry? 

"I don't know." precedes the 
longest pause of the interview," no 

nothing . . 1 don't feel anything. 
They either like it or they don't. I 

don 1 give a shit what they think- I did 

whatever I could al the time I mean 
the Rich Kids when they went into the 
studio only had about six or seven 
songs. They didn't really have 
enough to do an album and they were 
a brand new band who were a 

shambreS before I worked with them 
Al least a few of the arrangements got 

straightened out and some of the 
music was good. I thought that album 
was OK when we finished It and I 
thought II was OK because it was a 
first album and they were a real 
young band, They were young what 
Could I do? I can only direct, I couldn't 
play for them " 

Ronson later slates that "direc- 
tion" is his gift as a producer though 
nor before mentioning that he had 
heard that Dead Fingers Talk weren't 
too happy with the production of their 
first album. With reference to our first 
paragraph I muse that perhaps peo- 
ple In glass houses shouldn't throw 
stones. 

"When I produce I try to gel rid of 
all the fancy sluff. Get the song real 
basic then round ft oft rather than put 
songs together and have bits and 
pieces all over the place I try to make 
a real strong point of keeping things 
plain and simple. I try and make a 
strong point of working and playing 
quickly without thinking about 11 too 
much. t can only listen to the same 
number three or four times otherwise 

I lust lose something. Ian's approach 
is different. He likes the big walls of 
sound and stuff with lots going on but 
we usually balance things out and we 
don't argue about things." 

Ronson explains that he and 
Hunter first met around Mott's 'All 
The Young Dudes' album and had 
kept in touch since 

'We've always been real good 
friends and he was having a bad lime 
as well so we both decided to get up 
and do something. Ian wanted to do 
this album ('You're Never Alone With 
A Schizophrenic') and I said that I 

would produce and play on it." 
Ronson. as you can see simplifies 

everything Since teaming up the 
pair have produced the magnificent 
Ellen Foley's debut and Ronson has 
completed work on David Johansen's 
tine 'In Style' album. Ronson plans to 
be behind the desk on Davy boy's 
next and he is currently back in the 
US mixing Ilve tapes for an Ian Hunter 
double live set which will be released 
in March next year. 

I ask II there are plans for MiCk Ron- 
son band tour and f or record, 

"No, at the moment It's Ian's 
career, it's not my record, it's not my 
record deal Look," he stales poin- 
ting at a poster for the Hammersmith 
Odeon gig it says 'featuring Mick 
Ronson' That might help to sell a few 
tickets which is fine but for me to star) 
doing my songs on Ian's albums 
would be wrong What would I want a 
Mick Ronson band for" I'd like to go 
out and play a lot of guitar the way I 

want 10 play but I don't have any great 
ambitions to see my name In lights I 

don't particularly want to be a big 
star I m past all that, I've been play - 
Mg too long There's people who 
think I am anyway so I don't have to 
establish anything If they think that 
then they can come and see me play 
guitar and that's it. I'm quite happy 
the way I am 

"There's enough stars around 
without me trying to hustle in, they'd 
probably wipe the floor with me and 
besides I wouldn't want to be in com- 
petition with anybody again I don't 
like the idea of competition. That's 
prostitution time and I've had my fill 
of that " 

All good and well and rosy Except 
That nagging doubts still seem to be 
running around in Ronson's head. 

"I really need a rest. I've had lots of 
offers of work but I haven:) taken on 
anything yet. I need some lime to 
think about what I'm doing, Not 
career -wise. I just need some time to 
Think about what I'm playing, why I'm 
playing It and to find out the different 
reasons for playing different things. I 

always have to have a reason to play 
otherwise I can't play. I lust can't 
work mechanically. I've found that I'm 
able to do It but I hate doing things 
like that. I like to play because I want 
to play and not because it's lust 
another gig. 

"Summa) happens with the sound 
of the guitar, summat happens to the 
music. I don't know if it sounds dif- 
ferent to the people out there but it 
sounds different to me I can hear all 
the things that I'm not doing " 

Ronson has gone through the rock 
'n' roll mill and it has left him shy, 
withdrawn and quietly affable. lie 
tells me that he doesn't have any 
albums that he's worked on or pro- 
duced. I'd gently advise him to wise 
up end stop 'worrying He's'mlhsinq 
out on some pretty neat stuff. 
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TRENDS COME 
and trends 
go. This year 
mod - next 

near beatnik. Don't 
throw away those 
round collar shirts 
and duffel coats, 
they're bound to be 
in soon. However 
some things never 
change. Thece'li 
always be the 
Rhythm and there'll 
always be the 
Blues. 

"R'n'B isn't about 
fashion. It's lust 
accepted on the merit of 
the music," says Tony 
Oliver. rhythm guitarist 
with the stylish Inmates. 

With a hit single - 
'The Walk' - The 
Inmates are proving that 
there's still a place in 
the charts for original 
r'n'b bands The single 
is taken off the band's 
powerful debut album 
which houses a mixed 
bag of originals (written 
by The Inmates lead 

f ri gu to st Peter Gunni and 
convincing cover 
versions. I couldn't tell 
the dilterence between 
the originals and the 
covers, a fact that 

pleases vocalist Bill 
Hurley. 

"Bands like The 
Yardblyds and the Small 
Faces started off like us 
playing r'n'b Covers." 
says Bill. "But they 
gradually got their own 
songs and their own 
style - which Is what we 
are aiming to do But we 
still want to retain the 
basic excitement " 

The Inmates were 
formed a couplé of years 
ago by Gunn and bassist 
Ben Donnelly, who were 
soon Kilned by Hurley 
and Oliver. Their original 
drummer left and now 
the band are a settled 
five piece with new 
drummer Jim Russell. 

"I thought of the 
band's name alter I'd 
been watching 
'Jailhouse Rock' where 
they kept talking about 
the inmates." explains 
Bill. "We wanted a name 
which gave us a sixties 
feel and fitted in with our 
aggressive sound - The 
Inmates was lust right " 

The band may 
be tackling 
evergreen 
r'n'b numbers 

but they do it in.a 

THE INMATES 

BURLY HURLEY 
loud and extrovert 
manner. Onstage 
big and burly Bill 
Hurley is an intense 
frontman, whereas 
offstage he's a 
quiet, gruff -voiced 
cockney. 

Bill, who Incidentally Is 
Micky Droy's cousin, had 
his pushy stage manner 
sharpened up in the 
early days when the 
band had to support 

bondage boys like 999. 
and Adam & The Ants. 
as well as the 
Stranglers 

"At lust punk 
audiences tended to be 
pretty strong - spitting 
and throwing things at 
us - but in the end we 
generally won them 
over. We were 
influenced by punk from 
the energy point of view. 
A lot of people see r'n'b 
as pedestrian and 
plodding but we've 

added a lot of 
aggression to It," 
explains Bill 

"And of Course 
supporting punk bands 
made us more visual and 
made us play that bit 
harder." adds mild 
mannered Tony.. 

The Inmates are an 
upfront dance band who 
have succeeded where 
other r'n'b bands have 
tailed because of their 
sparkling stage 
performance and their 

Iresh choice of songs 
Some of The Inmates 
own compositions bear a 
pleasing comparison to 
some of Graham 
Parker's rougher songs 
And that cant be bad 

At the moment bands 
like The Inmates. Lew 
Lewis, The Little 
Roosters, and Red 
Beans & Rice are 
helping to bring r'n'b 
back into the public eye. 
Bill explains why: "Disco 
music has lost a lot of its 
soulfulness and a lot of 
great soul singers lust 
seem to be going 
through the motions 
these days People are 
lust getting sick of it and 
that's why the new r'n'b 
bands are like a breath 
of fresh air We're 
playing raw dance 
music We've always 
encouraged dancing 
Alter all you can't 
analyse r'n'b, it's lust 
exciting music." 

Though the band 
attack oldies, they do 
not simply revive one 
period of music "We 
cover wider periods than 
most bands." claims Bill. 
"The whole Sias Thing 
hasn't been touched 
before And we're not 
frightened to do 
rock'n'roll numbers as 

well In fact songs like 
'Talahassie Lassie' come 
over really well live." 

The Stales have 
already woken up to The 
Inmates and both single 
and album are charting 
over there. "They don't 
seem to have heard 
bands like us for a long 
time. They had the blues 
but r'n'b has always 
been a British thing 
We're lust carrying on 
the tradition of the 
Animals, the Stones, and 
thé Yardblyds." says Bill 

As I said in my album 
review The Inmates are 
taking over from where 
the ever - popular Dr 
Feelgood left off, Sweaty 
Clubs are always 
associated with this kind 
of boozy music but The 
Inmates deserve a far 
wider appeal Already 
the signs are there that 
this Is starting to 
happen As Tony has 
noticed "We're starling 
to gel girls along to our 
gigs at last Before the 
audience used to be 
made up of about 95 per 
cent blokes But I 

suppose the girls have 
seen Bill's picture in the 
papers and so they are 
coming along to see us 
nowt" PHILIP HALL 

GETATASTE OF i E BRIGHT LIGHTS. 

Me. 

His new album 

1 

LIVI1G PROOF 
FT 573alsoon cassette Recorded live in the States, includes 

the great disco single "CAN'T STOP DANCIN"'and 
"IN MY FANTASY (I WANTYOU, I NEED YOU)" 

e 
Fantasy 

41. 

Their new album 

RIGHT CITY LIGHTS 
FT 564 also on cassette 

I,ttcludes many of the songs from their hugely successful U.K. tour. 
Features the original 12" Disco Mix of "CENTRECITY" plus "FASCINATION, 

"BOOGIE TOWN," " LOOK IN' FOR LOVE TON IGHT' and others. 

MORE FANTASIES TURN TO FACT. al 
. . - . . . . . . . . . _ _... . . . ....' :r:se° aeva ágrEt Ati 4V.9 %Db® St, t9ne?^Y4!-Pl1fj6 Zt9a. 
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BOB JAMES AND 
EARL KLUGH: 'One 
On One' (CBS Tap- 
pah Zee CBS 83931) 

THE ALBUM sleeve shows 
the last two from a book of 
matches, one on one, but 
sad to say neither of these 
names means a light In 
Britain. So we're ignoring 
one of America's finest 
keyboard players and one 
of its most gifted 
guitarists, and if we're not 
careful this excellent col- 
laboration will go unnotic- 
ed. 

Wherever you care to 
pitch 'One On One' in your 
environment, it works. As 
background, it's soothing. 
pretty and pleasing in the 
foreground. it's all those 
things but also reveals 
real masterly musician- 
ship, by the pair and their 
buddies, like Harvey 
Mason. Ralph MacDonald 
and Gary King. 

And it's such a pleasant 
change to hear some 
acoustic jazz. That's to 
say, it's usually Klugh's 
acoustic guitar that sets 
the pattern of these six 
tunes. ike 'Karl' and 'I'll 
Never See You Smile 
Again'. But James Is 
always there in support 
and often pops in to come 
upfront on his choice of 
keyboards. The result will 
still be regarded as 
specialist, but really 
needn't be; if people are 
prepared to listen to Spyro 
Gyro and give them a hit 
single, then don't tell me 
they haven't got a few 
minutes for this. Bob and 
Earl, step forward. 
++++ PAUL SEXTON 

RAMONES: 'End Of 
The Century' (Sire 
SRK 6077) 

WHAT CAN I say? The 
Ramones would have 
been hard -pushed to bring 
out another gabba gabba 
hey effort but I really 
hadn't expected THIS. Phil 
Spector's producing and 
he's taught da boys to en- 
nunciate properly. 
therefore slowing them 
down somewhat He's 
also added a brass section 
which is all very nice on 
Graham Parker and his ilk 
but add it to the Ramones 
and you've lost that manic 
quality, Which is what the 
Ramones are about 
anyway, at least for me. 
They are a band tO enjoy 
mainly because they're so 
ludicrous. especially their 
wonderfully inane lyrics. 
It's no _ longer pinhead Í 

rock, just sale, 
background blurb, plea- 
sant enough but not a 
patch on what you'd ex- 
pect, 

Get the picture') The 
opening song 'Do You 
Remember Rock 'n' Roll 
Radio' is a bit sad really, 
because in an obscure 
sort of way it's depress- 
ingly prophetic, "It's the 
end of the Seventies It's 
the end of the century" - 
it might be the end of the 
decade but the century's 
got another 20 years to run 
yet. What is significant is 
that It's the end of an era 
for the Ramones Which 
way will they turn now. I 

wonder? Here they learn- 
ed to play more than three 
chords, and obviously 
listened to other groups 
too definitely shades 
of Skids and Sniff 'n' The 
Tears In there. Never 
thought I'd see the 
Ramones playing copycat. 

This LP is like listening 
to them in slow motion. 
Phil Spector seems to 
have missed the entire 
point of the Ramones - it 
doesn't matter If you can't 
hear every word as long as 
they play loud and al 
100m ph 

Only in 'Let's Go' does 
the old spark emerge In a 
song about mercenaries 
lull of ridiculous lyrics. I 

don't want to hear Joey 
sing about ordinary things' 
like love - he was made 
.for better things. And their 
treatment of 'Baby I Love 
You' is totally wrong , 

they should have gone at it 
hammer and tongs 

After that I got bored 
I'm afraid No marks at all 
for including another ver- 
sion of 'Rock 'n' Roll High 
School' - the title track of 
their last album sound- 
track from the film A 

space filler or one for the 
tans who didn't buy the 
last album? 

I'm sorry, but I can't 
laugh al/with this. + + + 
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GAMMA: 'I' (Elektra 
6E-219 Import) 

REMEMBER Ronnie Mon- 
trose? He's the guitarist 
who gave his surname to 
one of the great US heavy 
rock bands of the past 
decade (responsible for, 
in Case you need remin- 
ding, such classics as 
'Space Station Number 
Five' and 'Bad Motor 
Scooter's. 

Since Montrose (the 
band) split up. Montrose 
the guitarist) can't exactly 

be accused Of packing out 
psychiatrists' wailing 
rooms with HM Creaks suf- 
fering from ecstatic 
hysteria. Far from itt While 
Sammy Hagar (always 
regarded as the 
charismatic front man of 
the band) has been keep- 
ing himself well in the 
public eye. Mr Montrose 
has produced nothing of 
any note al aiL 

So with' that sort Of 
background. I've got to ad- 
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STRAIGHT --AS 
AN AERO 

AEROSMITH: 'Night In The Ruts' 
(Columbia RC 36050 Imp) 

I MUST admit that I'd thought the 
Aerosmith hurricane had blown Its last 
puff. In recent months, the only stories 
to leak out about the band were rumours 
concerning impending splits and depar- 
tures (unconfirmed I might add). All of 
which isn't exactly the right, atmosphere 
to bring out a new offering. 

Well, omens be damned! For on 'Night 
In The Ruts', this hard-rockin' outlit'have 
got themselves sufficiently together, 
under the guidance of producer Gary 
Lyons responsible for the underrated 
"Firing On All Six" from the late, 
lamented Lone Star, to lay down their 
best studio effort in a long while. 

This Is a raw hunk of macho venom 
that decimates the old grey matter like 

mil that my first reaction to 
the news that he'd formed 
a new band, Gamma, was 
one of stone cold indif- 
ference. Well. here's one. 
reviewer who's quite 
prepared to stand up and 
confess that he was 
wrong, because their 
debut album 'I' is so red 
hot, I'm sure It's been 
pressed on specially - 
reinforced vinyl. 

Gamma sound like an 
unholy alliance involving 
delegates from Styx, UFO, 
and Rainbow, that still 
manages a stack -heeled 
stamp of demonic in- 
dividuality. Montrose and 
his fellow Gamma -lies, 
Jim Alcivar (synthesisers), 
Davy Pattlson (voters), 
Alan Fitzpatrick (bass). 
and Skip Gillette (percus- 
sion) drench you in five 
star rock 'n' roil petrol, 
and then set you alight 
,with devasting burners 

\ 

an overdose of neat vodka, with the 
band's Glimmer Twins equivalents, 
vocalist Steve Tyler (who's obviously 
been sandpapering his larynx with great 
zeal) and guitarist Joe Perry, hogging 
the limelight with real conviction. 

As for highlights, what can I say? 
There Isn't a track among the nine that 
let's the album down on either side. All I 

will say Is watch out for their raucous 
treatment of The Shangri-La's 
'Remember (Walking In The Rain)' and 
the hot blues of 'Reefer Head Woman' - 
with some killer guitar from Perry, 

Those of you who've ever walked out 
Into the middle of a road and suddenly 
been confronted by a thundering jugger- 
naut bearing down at enormous speed 
will already have experienced the way 
this piledriving album hits you. As for the 
rest, if HM that's dirty, gets you going 
then this fits the bill. ++++Vi 
MALCOLM DOME 

such as 'Ready for Ac- 
tion', 'Solar Heat' and 
'Fight to the Finish' - all 
of which should be even 
more titanic on stage. 

What this gem shows is 

something that a lot of 
people have always 
believed. There was 
always more to Montrose 
than just being Sammy 
Hagar's backing band. 
The annoying thing is that 
It's taken dear of Ron 

longer than most to realise 
this. + + + + + 

MALCOLM DOME 

GEORGE DUKE: 
'Master Of The 
Game' (Epic EPC 
83951) 

IN '79 GEORGE DUKE was 
lunkln' for the thrill and 
following the rainbow, 
now he might be claiming 
to be the master of the 
game. Even If the name re- 
mains unfamiliar, -It's a 

claim worth considering. 
He certainly is one of the 
masters at soul-jazz- 
fuskin' for the thrill. 

Duke is primarily a 

keyboards and syn- 
thesiser man with a Nair 

for some of the freshest - 

flowing, jazz -funk of the 
period, respected in the 
biz but with great 
crossover potential. 

His 'Party Down' singte 
was one of the spikiest, 
most energetic around 
and the new set boasts a 

pleasant blend' straight 
funk with 'Games', hints of 
rock Inflection on 'In The 
Distance', experimental 
jazz -funk on The Alien 

,Challenges The Stick' 
(part of an even longer ti- 
tle) and clean, likeable 
soul -pop with the single 
Choice, 'I Want You For 
Myself' and what should 
be the next. 'I Love You 
More'. 

Duke had friends over 
the sessions. of course, 
like Roland Bautista and 
Ray Obiedo. and goodgiri 
vocals which go un- 
credlted, so choose from 
the list of names; 
presumably they're by 
Sheila Escovedo. Josie 
James and Lynn Davis. 
However, they're a 

melodic part of a satisfy- 
ing' whole. Duke himself 
deserves to be more than 
just a musicians' musi- 
cian: see to It, would you? 
+ + + + PAUL SEXTON 
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SLY AND THE FAMI- 
LY STONE: 'Back On 
The Right Track' 
(WARNER BROS 
K56640) 

'BACK ON The Right 
Track' is Sly Stone's at- 
tempted commercial and 
critical recovery. Toward 
the end of the sixties and 
the dawning of the seven- 
ties, with hits like 'Dance 
To The Music', 'Family Af- 
fair' and 'I Want To Take 
You Higher' and direct 
"social comment" albums 
such as his 'There's A Riot 
Goin' On' masterpiece. 
Sty Slone was the un- 
disputed king of nouveau 
rhythm and blues. 
psychedelic soul and 
practically any other title 
he cared/dared to accept. 
Andnow,? 
- 'Back On The Right 
Track' Is a brilliant failure 
More like a haphazard col- 
lection of succinct singles 
than a proper album it is 
an uniorgiveabty brief 
compilation. although the 
excellent sound quality 
almost makes up for this. 
In an attempt lo recapture 
his former glory. 'Back On 
The Right Track' Is blatant- 
ly nostalgic in fusing 
elements of his previous 
winning formulas - the 
stoned elegance of Sly's 
vocals, the battering ram 
rhythm section. the sexual 
scratchings of the lead 
guitar, all punctuated by 
the ecstatic accuracy of 
the girlie chorus - with an 
almost complete 
disregard for today's 
redundant disco sound 

Lyrically the album is 
kept deliberately simple, 
the titles ('Remember 
Who You Are', 'It Takes All 
Kinds'. 'The Same Thing 
That Makes You Laugh 
(Can Make You Cry) and 
the title track are all 
perfect examples) becom- 
ing both the message and 
the clue. "The same 
things that make you 
laugh can make you 
cry/The same food you 
eat to five can make you 

nbraublr 
++++ Buy It 

+ + + Give li a spin 
4+ Give ita miss 

+ Unbearable 

dielThe same truth you 
thought you heard could 
be a Iie". for instance, Is 
continually Chanted over a 
tasteful use of voice -box 
that proves to be highly ef- 
fective 

Despite the distinct lack 
of any real innovation. I 

found 'Back On The Right 
Track' an enjoyable 
enough encounter. What 
dirt you expect from Sly, 
an inetant classic') It's a 
great pity that it's destined 
to be rendered immediate- 
ly obsolete by Ignorant 
disco boys incapable of 
seeing beyond the fringe 
of their wedge cuts 
However. Sly Stone can 
take comfort In retaining 
one of the sexiest voices 
ever to grace vinyl 
+++'/ PETER COYNE 

REO SPEEDWAGON: 
'NINE LIVES' (Epic 
EPC 83647) 

REO SPEEDWAGON are 
one of those bands who 
are pretty huge In the 
States, yet hardly cause a 
ripple on this side of the 
pond The band Kevin 
Cronin (vocals, guitars), 
Gary Richralh (guitars), 
Alan Gratzer (drums), Neal 
Doughty (keyboards), and 
Bruce Hail (bass) have 
been around for 
something like a decade. 
during which time they've 
constantly produced en- 
joyable hard -rocking 
albums. I'm happy to be 
able to report that 'Nine 
Lives' continues the good 
work. 

Forget about the rather 
obvious, chintzy sleeve, 
'Nine Lives' shows Its 
sharp claws from the 
opening track 'Heavy On 
Your Love', with some 
vicious lead guitar from 
Richralh. On through 
'Drop It'. and 'Only The 
Strong Survive', the lust 
side continues to get your 
feet stamping Into over- 
drive. This side only 
falters with the rather 
leaden 'Easy Money', 
before closing with a 

good-time version of 
Chuck Berry's 'Rock 'n' 
Roll Music' (the only Cover 
on the album), which adds 
nothing to the original but 
Is no less enjoyable. 

Side two begins with the 
disappointing 'Take Me' 
before picking up and 
heading for home with the 
superb '1 Need You 
Tonight' - a well - 
constructed piece of pop - 
rock. so reminiscent of the 
best tracks 'Tusk' 
From then on the momen- 
tum is maintained through 
'Meet Me On The Moun- 
tain' (which sounds like it 
wouldn't have been out of 
place on Journey's 'Evolu- 
tion' album released 
earlier this year) and 'Back 
On The Road'. 

'Nine Lives' doesn't 
make any demands on 
your intellect. All II does Is 
make you feel great from 
the waist down. Try it for 
yourself and hear what I 

mean. + + 4 + MALCOLM 
DOME 
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NEWS OF vinyl outpourings from Woody. Mike 
Suggs, Bedders Chris 'n Lee, alias m -m -multiple 
MADNESS sought by Anton Young of Harwich, also 
after a source of biographical fax and torso -warmers, 
alias T-shirts 

Not a lot, but ere goes Singles are 'The Prince', 
Two -Tone ICHSTT31 August -79. highest chart posi- 
tion number 16 on October 2: 'One Step Beyond', 7 - 
inch. Stiff (BUY 56), highest chart position number 7. 
November 27. and 12 -inch (BUY IT 56): latest release 
'My Girl' (BUY 621. is currently available on 7 -inch but 
the (BUY IT 62) version - an extra 5 -Inches worth will 
be on the streets, from January 18 The one and only 
album so far Is 'Madness (SEEZ 11). October, which 
hit its chart heights at number 14 in early November 
More expected in 1980_ 

Whilethere's no official fan club set-up for 
MADNESS converts, edifying info can be gathered by 
simply dropping a stamped addressed envelope to 
Slid Records at their new address. 9,11 Woodfield 
Road London We 

4 
4 ' ' 

MADNESS 
DA DISCOGRAPHICAL details on THE DICKIES who 
toured in Europe with.THE STRANGLERS and played 
a btiet UK Club 'n hall tour earlier this year requested 
by Hugh Green, Newcastle, and others Stogies On 
A8M 'Paranoid' (AMS 7368). June '78; 'Eve 01 

Destruction' (AMS 73731. July '78: 'Give It Back' (AMS 
7391). November '78. 'Silent Night' (AMS 7403), 
December '78, 'Banana Splits' (AMS 74311. March 79; 
'Paranoid' was re-released in July '79; 'Nights In 

White Satin' lAMS 7469). August '79; 'Manny Mo And 

Jack' TAMS 7491)- October 79 Albums 'incredible 
Shrinking Dickies' (AMLE 647142), February '79: 

'Dawn Of The Dickies' (AMLE 685101. November '79 

E 

THE DICKIES 

HAWKWIND FLASH: Hawkwind Management an- 
nounce the probability of slight delays in sending out 
tour programme's to people who made money orders 
payable to them clo 15 Great Western Road, London 
W9. But don't worry - the progs are coming. Anyone 
who still wants to buy 99p worth of nostalgia (plus 15p 
postage and packaging), should write to Holy T - 

Shirts, same address. 

SOLUTION TO LAST WEEKS SWORD 
ACROSS 

1 Diamond Smiles, 7 Uttravex, 6 Free, a Andy, 10 Scared, 12 
Rock On, 14 Saturday, 18 Natural Nigh, 19 Roy Orbison, 21 

Lola, 22 Something Else. 
DOWN 

1 Drums And Wires 2 As Tears Go By, 3 Sex And Drugs, 4 tan 

Dory, 5 Sir Duke, 6 Masi, 11 Elton, 13 Nash, IS Childs, 17 An- 
nie, 18 Gold, 20 Ode. 

Edited by SUSANNE GARRETT 

I'm ashamed of 
my parents 

THERE'S a girl I Ilke very 
much at school who 
comes from a rich 
background, Her father Is 
a company director - she 
goes for holidays abroad 
and so on, and I've been to 
her house. I took her to a 

film last week and we had 
a good time. The trouble 
Is, she's said She'll pick 
me up during the holidays 
at my place to go to a party 
some friends are having. 
She has her own 

are, 
But 

I'm really ashamed of 
where I live and my 
parents. What can I do? 
John, Huddersfield 

There's no need to be so 
uptight. Coming to terms 
with your origins and ac- 
cepting your family as 
they are Is all part of grow- 
ing up. After all, you're 
part of them, and the real 
friends you make, the 
one's who're more than 
lust acquaintances will ac- 
cept them - just as they 
accept you. Let this girl 
pick you up at your place If 
she wants. No social en- 
counter will ever be as bad 
as the negative 
possibilities created In 

your Imagination. 

VD fear 
JUST AFTER going on a 

two-week holiday with my 
girlfriend, I slept with so- 
meone else and now think 
I've contracted VD. Is 

there anywhere I can go 
out of town to have this 
Cured? 
John, Ayr 
*What sort of symptoms 
have you been experienc- 
ing? The signs of the most 
common form of venereal 
disease, gonorrhoea, In- 
clude a discharge of pus 
from the penis which can 
occur any time between 
two and ten days after In- 
fection. As the tube Inside 
the penis becomes Inflam- 
ed, you may experience a 

burning sensation when 
urinating; you're also like- 
ly to feet generally run 
down and flu-ish, and may 
also experience stomach 
pains. As the germs 
spread and Infect other 
parts of the body, gonor- 
rhoea can lead to eye - 
infection, arthritis and 
even sterility, after a 

longer period of time. 
Another sexually transmit- 
ted infection, non-specific 
urefhritis which can also 
lead to a number of nasty 
diseases, Including eye - 
infection, If left untreated, 
has similar symptoms. 

The less common of VD, 
syphilis has even more 
serious consequences It 
the germs remain within 
the body. After an average 
of 25 days following inter- 
course, the first sign la a 

small oozing sore (a chan- 
cre) on, or near, the 
genital organs. While this 

may heal without treat- 
ment, the infection re- 
mains, If left, will damage 
every vital organ in the 
body irreparably. 

Your nearest special 
clinic Is at Heathfleld 
Hospital, Heathfleld Road, 
Ayr, (off Prestwick Road). 
Ring Ayn68621 (eat 45). 

Anyone else who wants 
to contact their nearest 
special clinic can find the 
address by phoning any 
large hospital. Treatment 
is simple, effective and 
your visit will be kept in 
complete confidence. 
Records aren't passed on 
to your family doctor, but 
the clinic will need to 
know the names of anyone 
else you've had inter- 
course with, to alleviate 
the risk of further infec- 
tion. 

Worried, South Wales: It 
seems highly unlikely that 
your boyfriend has con- 
tracted VD, but he Should 

' certainly stop trying to 
treat this condition al 
home, and see a doctor. 

We still have' free leaflets 
on the symptoms and 
treatment of VD. Readers 
who want 'em write to 
Help, Record Mirror, 40 

Long Acre, London WC2, 
enclosing a stamped ad- 
dressed envelope. 

Crowning 
glory 

My two front teeth have, 
grown much larger than 
the rest o1 my teeth, which 
are of normal size. Would 
a dentist be able to help 
me in any way? Could he 
drill a small amount all, 
and then cap them? Would 
1 have to see a special 
dentist? 
Jim Clacton If the appearance of your 
teeth is really bothering 
you, then you Should seek 
advice from your dentist. 
Although cosmetic den- 
tistry could Prove expen- 
sive, if it isn't possible to 
cover Costs under the 
auspices of the National 
Health Service, your den- 
tist can refer you to a 
specialist dental hospital 
for treatment. 

Whether or not drilling - 
down and Crowning is a 

realistic possibility will 
very much depend on the 
condition and position of 
your teeth. 

I think 
I'm gay 
I'M 15 and am rather 
depressed because two 
years ago I had some 
homosexual experience 
with a younger boy -A+ 
first. I thought it was juSt 
development but realised t 

was emotionally involved, vy 

too. I'm rather worried 
about what my parents 
would say it they knew 

Though I've asked a few 
girls out, I've had no luck 
as yet What I'd like to 
know, as If you hadn't 
guessed already, Is 
whether I'm gay or not 
Roger, Hampshire 
Please don't rush to label 
yourself. This is a temp- 
ting way to rationalist ex- 
periences about which 
you may feel a certain 
amount of guilt, without 
any reason, but it's far too 
early for you to be fully 
aware of your sexual 
orientation. You're cer- 
tainly Interested in girls. 
Soon you'll find someone 
who wants to go out with 
you too and you'll pro- 
bably find that you're 
equally attracted to her. 

Homosexual experience 
between boys at an early 
age Is not unusual. It can 
start as mutual horseplay, 
curlousity, and as a game, 
which may go deeper. 
Many people who feel 
emotionally and sexually 
attracted to the same sex 
at some point In their 
lives, discover that they're 
heterosexual after all - 
and vice versa. 

For you, Its' too early to 
tell. You have a whole life 
before you, and lots of 
people to meet. 

Shy at 
work 
AFTER SEVERAL months 
on the dole. I started a 
new lob a few weeks ago, 
with a small manufacturing 
firm. and though I don't 
mind the job. I'm the only 
boy working in a depart- 
ment with several older 
women 1 blush very easily 
and they really lake the 
mickey I try not to show it. 

but then attitude is getting 
unbearable. There is one 
woman especially who is 

more catty than the rest 
Not having a girlfriend 
doesn't help They say I'm 
slow and are always going 
on at me 
Harry Bolton 
As the only male In an 
otherwise female - 
dominated area of work, 
like it or not, you're the 
centre of attention and 
liven therr, day con- 
siderably. If you Intend to 
stay with -this job, you'll 
lust have to learn to live 
with It, and you will 
naturally toughen up and 
be able to Blve as good' as 
you get in time. 

Start by protecting more 
self-confidence. Maybe 
you do work more slowly 
than they do. Try a little 
more speed to your elbow. 
Andlf you feel the jibes 
are unreasonable, tell 
them so. Playing along by 
cultivating a sense of 
humour Is your best pro- 
tection. 

Don't let teasing which 
may not be Intended at all 
maliciously sour you. And 
accept that you must have 
at least one sympathetic 
ally amongst your fellow 
workers who'll take your 
side If someone goes over 
the top. 

As a last resort, and only 
as a last resort, have a 
word with the boss. 

All that 
glitters .. . 

RECENTLY I discovered 
that my silver chain was 
tarnished and, on sending 
the Chain back to the sup- 
plier was fold this was due 
to the acid produced by 
my skin What puzzles me 
is that my silver pendant 
hasn't tarnished at all 
Does it mean I can never 

wear silver next to my 
skin? Can the tarnished 
chain be cleaned at all? 
Will this happen to gold 
too, 
Paul, Clydebank 
Silver does tend to tar- 
nish with wear as silver 
sulphide forms on the sur- 
face. Even if a chain has 
been lacquered as an ex- 
tra protection by the 
manufacturer this can 
wear off as the links rub 
together. In contrast, most 
pendants retain their lac- 
quer covering for a longer 
period of time and many 
are preserved from tarnish 
by an electroplated layer 
of rhodium on lop of the 
silver metal. So, there's 
no reason why you can't 
wear ellver, and you can 
clean both your chain and 
pendant with "sliver dip" 
available through most 
jewellers and jewellry 
counters of large depart- 
ment stores. 

The cheaper brands of 
gold, 9 carat, for example, 
also tend to tarnish and 
can slightly slain the skin 
when this happens. A few' 
people are also allergic to 
certain alloys In 
downmarket brands of 
"gold" which may only 
have a minimal gold con- 
tent- White gold, also 
covered with rhodium 
plating, will tarnish In time 
as the plating wears away. 
If you want to invest in 
jewellry and can afford it, 
18 carat gold la always the 
best bet. Any tarnishing 
on gold can also be clean- 
ed away with silver dip. 

If you're planning to 
have your ears pierced, be 
sure to avoid earrings con- 
taining nickel - the metal 
most likely to cause 
allergic reactions, found in 
white gold and German 
silver- Go for sterling 
sliver or 14 -carat gold on 
upwards. 

No smoke 
without danger 

I- HAVE just started smoking a small 
amount, and have had no more than 
20 cigarettes. But for the past few 
days, I've been experiencing pains in 
my chest and am wondering ti it's 
possible to contract a smoking 
disease after such a small number of 
fags. 
Andy, Oxford 

As it says on the aide of every 
cigarette packet; "Cigarettes can 

seriously damage your health." The 

biggest and best - known risk to 

smokers is lung - cancer. One out of 

every nine,men, and a silently lower 

percéntige -of women die of the 

disease. AWpigh people who've 

arooired just one clearshe In Nair 

flues hews been ($CWtt lo oartetaa 

' lung cancer. coughing your way 
through 40 a day, or more, increases 
the general risk 30 times. 

Smoking la also known to Increase 
the risk of bronchitis, as smoke 
breaks down the infection preventing 
the power of the bronchial cells and 
destroys the fine dirt - rejecting net- 
work of hairs inside the lungs. 

Smokers also get heart disease, as 
well as cancer of the mouth and 
throat and bladder cancer. The 
choice and gamble is, yours. 11 you 
already have a slight bronchial iafac- 
oOn, continuing to smoke certainly 
won't help. If the pains pirsist, sea 
your doctor. You can stilt decide to 
kick the' habit white you're Pi with a 
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Old fogeys can still 
FOR YEARS I have been a 

Ian of Pink Floyd which 
has resulted in my being 
laughed at People seem 
to think you are mad or 
gay or even boring d you 
mention the Floyd in 
positive terms So now I 

would like to thank lour 
people - Roger Waters, 
Dave Gilmore. Rick Wright 
and Nick Mason - for pro- 
ving they are not a bunch 
of out of dale fogeys who 
live off the royalties for 
Dark Side Of The Moon' 
and 'Wish You Were Here' 
by providing a Number 
One single and album Pity 
they won't come to 
Newcastle 
Paul Hanson, North 
Shields. " 

Pity they won't go 
anywhere. 

Another old 
fogey 
IN A recent edition of 
Record Mirror. Rob 
Hattord said that Judas 
Priest are just part of 
growing up I have my 26th 
birthday in January so it 
looks as though I will be 
the oldest person at Ham- 
mersmith Odeon In March 

do it shock. 
- apart from the band themselves 

Sue Holden, London. 
Some people lust take 
longer than others to grow 
up. 

Ripped 
and torn 
AM 1 the only one who 
feels they're being ripped 
off by the record com- 
panies? I found RCA had released 'Fantastic 
Voyage' as the flip side to 
Bowie's 'DJ', as well as 
'Boys Keep Swinging', 
then they released 'John 
I'm Only Dancing' on both 
sides of a single. saying 
they were previously 
unreleased versions - 
one of them was out In 
1972 I also found Oueen 
did the same with 'We Wlll 
Rock You' Is there 
anything I can do? 
P. Goldring, Helmshore, 
Rossendale, Lancs. 
Yeah, buy records .by 
more exciting people. 

Smug bug 
I'M PLEASED they didn't 
release the information 
about the Blondie con- 
certs. I'm not a Blondle 
Ian, but I still did want to 
see them (her). Just by 
watching Hammersmith 
Odeon like a hawk. I got a 
ticket. What's more it's 
front row in the middle! So 
eat your heart out L. 
Reynolds, she's all mine 
Simon Dyer, Ealing. 
PS, Was that Paula Yates 
In the middle of RM the 
other week? I thought It 
was a lamp shade. 
You're a marked man 

Dyer. 

Stop this 
Madness 

t THINK It's about lime that 
Madness started to keep 
their mouths shut about 
Jimmy Pursey and stop 
criticising him In every In- 
terview they do. For it was 
through him I bought 'One 

Step Beyond' alter hear- 
ing him play a load of their 
tracks on the radio show 
he did 
A punkish mod, Hemel 
Hempstead. 
PS I think I deserve an LP 
token 
Not much chance of that 
If you - or anybody else - keeps forgetting to give 
their full name and ad- 
dress. And the same goes 
for G. Doughty who says 
we didn't send him his 
posters - how d'you think 
we can do that without 
your address? We may be 
wonderful, but we're not 
telepathic. 

Man mad 
WHY DO you always do 
your best to keep the men 
happy by printing pictures 
of old dogs. and yet when 
you print a picture o1 a 
male It's always some silly 
punk? I've wasted about 
50p In stamps asking you 
for Into and a pic of Glenn 
Hughes, ex -Purple. I know 

he hasn't done much for 
the past three years, but is 
It really too much to ask 
tor? 
Purple Fan, London. 
*Yes, shove off. Oh, all 
right then. Now will you 
stop pestering me? 

STRATVARIOUS 
1 WAS reading through my 
Nov 17 edition of Record 
Mirror when I came across 
a picture of Pete 
Townshend throwing a 

guitar In the air. 
Underneath was the cap- 
tion 'Pete Townshend at- 
tempts Intergalactic travel 
with a Strat'. Well, If you 
look closer you'll see that 
It isn't a Strat at all. So 
whoever said so needs to 
go to the optician's just for 
the simple reason that I 

don't hit people who wear 
glasses. 
C1111 Turner, Fraser - 
borough. 

MAKE NO 
MISTAKE 
I'VE HAD enough of your 
letters page. It's quite 
obvious that almost all of 
the letters are written by 
members of staff. I mean, 

LIKE THE satin shirt 
Glenn.. 

they're pretty unlikely, to 
say the least. It you have 
to make letters up, you 
might as well make them 
believable. 

Write to 
Mailman at 
40 Long Acre, 
London WC2. 

and the Jewellery, 

Yours In disgust, Alf 
Martin. 

You can't fool me - 1 

bet a reader made that 
one up. 

RO -. 
..., s' 

TOURING 

FEB. 3: LIVERPOOL Empire. 
FEB. 4: GLASGOW Apollo. 
FEB. 5: EDINBURGH Odeon. 
FEB. 7: BIRMINGHAM Odeon. 

r, 

NEW SINGLE 

flCT1MS OF THE FURY 
IN CLEAR VINYL 

CHS 2402 
dr* 

Cbrgsdbs 

FEB. 8: HAMMERSMITH Odeon. 
FEB.10 SHEFFIELD City Hall. 
FEB.11: MANCHESTER Apollo. 
FEB.12: NEWCASTLE City Hall. 
TOUR ARRANGED BY COWBELL 
PROMOTER ADRIAN HOPKINS. 
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Disco isn't all three - piece polyester suits. And the Village People 

aren't all gay. So where does that leave a gay disco film, starring 

Village People, in 1979? JOHN SHEARLAW finds out 

FROM DAY -TIME jobs 
and night-time dancing 
to world record stars in 
just two years. 

That's me story of the "six ordinary 
guys" who were recruited to become 
the Village People by French pro- 
ducer Jacques Morall. So it's no sur- 
prise to learn that they weren t at alt 
worried about their first acting roles 
in the mule -million dollar movie 'Can't 
Stop The Music' 

Alter ail It is their film But more to 
the point as Village People's Glenn 
Hughes explains- "We were put 
together to play roles, each of us 
That's the whole point of our show - 
we're acting as much as putting on a 
concert or making a record. So the 
movie is no great deal." 

And Hughes adds- "Most of the 
time now, as we're always working, 
we are our roles. the construction 
worker, the leatherman, the Indian 
that s the entertainment In it. A big 
crazy party a big crazy show. That's 
what we and our producers want to 
get across in the film." 

Two years ago it took three hits and 

. 

two million dollars to gel Village Peo- 
ple on the road. Now they play 
massive lours. "visiting 60 cities in 70 
days is the usual," have sold over 40 
million records. and are hoping that 
'Can't Stop The Music' will do for 
them what 'Saturday Night Fever' did 
for John Travolta 

But don't get the picture 
wrong "No." says Glenn 'Leather 
Man' Hughes. "It's not lust another 
disco movie, and anyway disco Is lust 
another form of music. But we've 
gone back much further . right back 
lo the days Of Judy Garland and 
Mickey Rooney. 

' You know that old line_ 'Hey, I 

know some kids who's got a barn - 
let's put on a SHOW,' That's what we 
want to do. If you look at it'll be like 
1930's or 1940's light entertainment. 
quote, unquote - 'Ceps with us it'll be 
a bit sleazier, 'cos we are sleazy. 
Always on stage, now on film!" 

Although they ve never appeared 
live in Britain Village People strongly 
defend (heir reputation as a stage 
'show'. the whole works, "sluff that 
whole families gel off on - even In 
Salt Lake City." 

"It's nastier, and longer, on stage 
that it is on record," explains Ray 
Simpson, the man brought into to 
Village People as the new cop after 
Victor Willis fell - apparently 
because Willis didn't want to commit 
himself to a year of movie -making 
"There's no censorship, like you get 
on TV. and we can shake, wiggle and 
pose as much as we want." 

And says Hughes: "What we were 
auditioned for, and what we still do. is 
a strong masculine show." He em- 
phasises the word masculine. 

"We didn't get dance classes, we 
didn't set out to wiggle In time like the 
Temptations. We lust got the guts to 
carry on the tradition of male burles- 
que - it's always been around as a 

bit of a lease. something you can't 
ever stamp out." 

The group now see the 101w as a 

way to promote. inevitably. the 
group's longevity. Not so much that 
they've run the road es the 
"outrageous" Village People, and 
seeing It ending shortly. More that 
they want to extend their talents in 
other directions. The world market 

. and the silver screen. 

. 

1--,01. 
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CAN'T 
STO 
THE 
MUST 
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"We'll always be Our roles." says 
Hughes. perhaps the only Village Per- 
son recognisable fully outside his 

stage gear. It must be the moustache. 
"But they're not the sort of roles that 
destroy you because you are acting 

. all the time. Yet you never want 
to tread the same ground, say like do- 
ing Vegas six nights a week, which 
we've been told we Could do. 

"You can't carry on plugging the 
States either, or you'll die in six mon- 

ths. Too much TV, too many towns. 
Ugh. the pits. SO we widen out. 
gradually. 

"There's always two things people 
get wrong about us," Hughes con- 
tinues. "One, we simply haven't 
been around long enough to really 
worry about what we're doing. And 
second. what we do do Isn't a rock 
Concert, my god no A rock Concert to 
me Is something you have to be drug- 
ged oul of your mind to enjoy We're 
a show. we parlaay, and you can do 
whatever the hell you like. 

"Just six guys sweating their asses 
Oil, all icr you!" 

To this it should be added that "do- 
ing what the hell you like" Is also ex - 

f 

THEY WERE going to call 
it 'Discoland'...untll it 
looked like the bottom 
was going to drop out of 

the "disco" market. 
But now it's going to be simply 

'Can't Stop The Music', billed ex- 
travagantly as "the first mammoth 
screen musical of the eighties." And 
the question everyone is going to be 
asking In the six-month blaze of 
publicity leading up to the film's 
premiere in June (In the USA) and 

'September (in the UK) will be: Can 
Alan Carr do It again? 

For producer Alan Carr was the 
man behind 'Grease' - the musical 
sensation of 1978 (remember?) - as 
well as the highly successful pro- 
moter of 'Survive!' and 'The Deer 
Hunter'. 

Even before 'Grease' had finished 
breaking box Office records across 
the world Can had approached the 
"creators" of Village People, Jac- 
ques Morall and Henri Beioto, with a 
view to filming the group's short but 
spectacular career. 
ratilleatie ~use Oat he would. 
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strike oil again, Carr has pulled out all 
the stops and 'turned 'Can't Stop The 
Music' into a 15 million dollar ex- 
travaganza. Two million dollars were 
reserved for the final scene alone - a 
giant party at the Galena Disco In San 
Francisco with people flown in from 
all over the world to join In...with the 
cameras rolling of course! 

"It was all a question of doing the 
right crazy things at the right time, 
and that really salts the group," says 
Village People's Glenn Hughes. 

"It really suits the business too. I 
mean that party was very generous, 
but also very smart. I mean the big- 
gest party of the year also turns into 
the best ending for a him ever!" 

The rest of the film Is simply me 
story o1 Village People - their 
recruitment in the sleazy gay bars 
and discos of New York's Greenwich 
Village, their string of camp hits 
(everything from 'YMCA' to 'Go West' 
Is in the movie), and Finally their ambi- 
tion to become world stars on the big 
screen as well as on record. 

The Village People play 
themselves, although they say: "It 
isn't a gay movie." They're joined by 
co-stars Valerie Perrino, the actress 
.who began her career as a topless 

achy what Village People originally 
Concejved discos to be all about. 

"The 'SNF' came along and the 
only way you could enloy a disco was 
to wear a three-piece polyester suet" 
Hughes laughs at his own )oke. 

"Now you've got Village People, 
and it's not the same Not everyone 
has to wear an Indian headdress - 
although some people do if that turns 
Them on. You can wear what hou 
want. be as gay as you want - 
although the him has nothing to with 
that either, Village People aren't all 

gay 
"And at the end you've got 

somebody providing you with that 
visual excitement to get you oft, 
Right?" 

Right. On into the eighties. Village 
People will survive" 

"The group will survive, because 
the fascination continues." Hughes 
a8serts. "It's so typically American." 

Then he laughs again "But ft's so 
typically American that nobody in 
America thought about doing It. 
Dumb. They thought 11 needed a 

French producer lo think it up And 
lust look what happened," 
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dancer and became the girl who kiss- 
ed Superman In the movie last year, 
Bruce Jenner, the Olympic decathlon 
champion making his acting debut, 
the Ritchie Family, and Steven Gut- 
tenberg, the man who is being tipped 
as the new Dustin Hoffman after -his 
appearance with Barbra Streisand in 
The Main Event.' 

The action Is fast and furious, with 
the dancing choreographed by Hot 
Gossip's Arlene Phillips. And, u In 
case you were wondering, 

el 
there's 

plenty of tease and Inflation as well. 
Valerie Perrino steps and loins the 

group in the shower in one scene_.in 
the YMCA! What must oc all of San 
Francisco's gay population outshine 
Village People with their way-out 
Clothes In the party scene. While 
some of the sets look like they've 
gone back 40 years to the glitter and 
Hollywood rauama tau of Busby 
Berkely. 

With the action split between San 
Francisco and New York, and with 
Village People's Infectious music as 
the soundtrack, It doesn't look tike 
anything's going to stop 'Can't, stop 
Tne Music' from becoming one of' the 
biggest musical successes of 1980. 
Alenerrwae Woo** A CprUIM/' 



Let's hear it for the 
return.to 
ro iiahtk 
'rock: 

IN'A HOUSE in 
Bronxville, New York, in 
about'1966, Mrs Mas is 
not amused. Young 

Carolyne has stopped, 
hiding her rock records 
and -started playing them 
out in the open. Hell, cc 

she's:even learning to 
play the guitar. In 
desperation, mother asks:. 
"What do you think life is, 
Carolyne, having.? good - 

lime?" 
And that was tempting fate, 

Because for Carolyne Mas, fife 
obyrously-IS having a good time. 
TKOs at age 24, and all of a ' 

sudden, she has one album full 
of rave notices about the 
"dimtnuuve rocker with the r 
power -packed pop vocals", and 
another album lull of some of the 
best energy and emotion out of 
New York in '79. 

Formosrof last year, 
Americans have grown used to - 

being told about 'the virtues of 
the young lady who combines 
femininity with the feeling of a 
Sprtngsteen or a Joplin and 

r< - x, 
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writes and plays songs that you 
can actually remember. 

The buzz got so loud, in fact, 
that earlier in the year. before 
Carolyne signed with Mercury in 
the States, Sher shows became 
displays for the benefit of record 

.companies. 
"The Press was Incredible< we . 

couldn't have bought,Préss like 
that, remembers Oarolyne. This 
was around March, when lust - 

about every label was making 
eyes al her, primarily as she 
played a Bleeker Street club'The 
Other End. In Greenwich Village, 

"Someone said that if a bomb 
was dropped on the club, the 
whole music industry of New 
York would have been wiped 
out," she says unaffectedly, 
"Every gig was a showcase. 
Mercury made the first offer and 
then all the others came in. But 
Mercury seemed more willing, 
and very sincere One company 
didn't like the hall was wearing, 
and they thought I should try to 
look more like Stevie Nicks. I 

thought 'What amt selling here, ' 
sex or songs"?," , 

Caralyne;s parents were both 
opera singers and ° 
understandably wanted their 
daughter to follow the classical 
lead But she didn't follow the 
lead she tripped over it She ° record companies watching 
Sfudled classtoaf piano for 10 ' you" 
years and háld seven years er . 'the break hall come when a 

vocal'tfaining _ demo tape of Carolyne's waS 
*')-liked it well enough, but it , played 'on WNEW.,breakino all 

wasn't like a heartfelt.dedicatioff. ' their "no tapes on air" policies 
° My parents gave me an They wanted an Interview too 
:appreciation of musid.Jt,aJike Sit which Carolyne wasn't going to 
arm Or a leg to Mel DOI other n 'turn down, and hence the 
people don t see'iM1ke that, At1.k showcase gigs -in Bleeker'Street, 
-you're enough of a6eenager,ó ',Over here, the showcase came 
,rebel, I learned 'to play gullai',In __recently when Carolyne played 
about '66, -wires the Beatles were two nights at the Venue; 

-around A lot of. people learned , Audience - uncrowded but 
the giiitar-bytween,163 and '68-" ' interested, performance ' 

' Hare's the-twisf. though - extremely tine. For -once hale 
Carolyne's tatheimight, I was a gig that genuinely 
inaelveAently,have had enhanced en album -- an energy. 
sornethlr . to do víitht,the,girl's steaming depiction of eight 
óducation n rock. - j songs from the debut long 

?My father Invented she battery player, and more besides, with 
-charger, which he called 'Plug the band In real, it Occasionally 

And Play', and the first time I hesitant. harmony, sax and outletturned 

on theradlo was to listen (the latter by David Landau, her = 

to an ad for,it on Murray co -writer) pulling it towards 

Kaulman's show on WABC (a big I absolute tautness. 
New York station) -'Plug And Mas cuts a diminutive. 
Play With Murray The enthusiastic .and emotional figure 

Carolyne started to play bats In : on stage. 'Still sane'. the. single 
New York, largely covering tunes you ignored, and 'Saide Says' 
of the time (Like 'Chicago ;' ,she ` (The Most memorable song of 
remembers unenthusiasticalln the record and the gig and 

In Ocober 1974 she wits due to ridicutousl5tthe B-side of 
attend Julliard. the music school. 'Stlllsane') stood mil, but 

The month before, though, a 
I 

Carolyne's nervous energy and 

friend ikvited her to play at a folk rockin' roll on the Fender Rhodes 
festival in Pennsylvania. The -made every song a going 

festival made more of an . concern. 
impression than the prospect of The female Springsteen? It's 
Julhard. been said, now it's being denied, 

"I moved to Pennsylvania and t'I find it flattering; but I've never, 

concentrated on writing, In 1976 I seen him play and musically I 

came back to New York and don't see much similarity apart 
played the clubs - it's nothing 1 from thesax and The 'New York' 
now. bultt seemed verysound What I play is romantic 
important then, I played a piano roi:k, it's very emotional very 
bar for live months, to dollars a New York," 
night, six nights a week- It was ft's also an opliutistic way do 

p f' starl the new, year. Carotyne *mu' 
Has joined bar ttl nsger in vew smote on Marty la a lee 

September test }eft - Ouole Goodb(p. Gull ' AFd .ddless 

It s arLannonorilº hate a stie's Von to oe-a heote`s!r)1 
monaci, 'but Clef arº&het a irlkte 
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CAROLYNE MAS: very emotional 
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T-SHIRT BARGAIN 
This week: EARTH WIND 8 FIRE 

Offer Price £2.25 
(Normal shop price £3.25) 

you save £1.00 
Colour transfer on black cotton 

in sizes: small/medium/large 

Send off to: T -Shirt Bargain, 
Record Mirror, P.O. Box 16, Harlow, Essex. 
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EARTH WIND Et FIRE T -Shirt 
Please send me T -Shirts in the following size(s) 

Size ' Size Size 

I enclose £225 (mcl VAT) for each T -Shirt ordered plus 

20p postage tor any number of T -Shirts ordered (e g one 

T -Shirt ordered- E2 45: two T -Shirts ordered-E4.70; 
three T -Shirts ordered -56 95). 
Please make payable to'Record Mirror.' 
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The information here is correct 
at time of going to press but 
may be subject to change. 
Please check with the venue 
concerned. 

THURSDAY 
JANUARY 3 
BASINGSTOKE. Magnums (577571 First Of. 

fence 
BIRMINGHAM. Railway Club 1021 359 34911. 

Rainmaker 
BOURNEMOUTH, Pinecblle Hotel 14263121 

Toulouse 
BRIGHTON, Jenklnsons 1258971, Nuls And 

Bolts 
BRISTOL, Crackers (337931 A Block 
GLENROTHES, Rothes Arms (7537011 

Hem 
GREENOCK. Victorian Carriage 1254561. 

The Bears 
HIGH WYCOMBE, Nags Head (217581. 

Grayson And The Argonauts 
HORNCHURCH. The Bull Spider 
LEEDS, Fan Club. Brannigans 1632521. The 

Void I I'm So Hollow I The Prisoners I 
Alrkrah I The Mirror Boys/ Music For 
Pleasure (Already Bored WO The 80'51 

LEEDS, Royal Park Hotel (7850761 Aircraft 
LONDON, Bridge House. Canning Town Wt 

476 28891 Embryo I The Voyeurs 
LONDON, Dingwalls, Camden Lock 101 267 

49671 Red Beans And Rice 
LONDON, Greyhound Fulham 101 385 

05261 The Jets I The Critics 
LONDON. Hope And Anchor, Islington (01 

5945101 Lonesome Nomore 
LONDON, 101 Club St John's Hill 

C,ap',am .01 223 8309 The Sound 
LONDON, Moonhghl, Railway Hotel. West 

Hampstead 101 992 08631 Splzz Energy I 

Soulboys 
LONDON. Musk Machete Camden 101 387 

D4231 Sassafras 
LONDON, Nashville Kensington 101 603 

60711 Charlie Fawn I The Blues Band 
RKB now 

LONDON New Golden Lion. Fulham Road 
l 3519421 Skmdeep 

LONDON, Riverside Studios Crisp Road. 
Hamra ',smith 101 748 33541 Michael 
Conn 

LONDON. Rock Garden Covent Garden 101 

240 39611 Valentines / Ricky And The 
Prelecls 

LONDON. Royalty Southgale (01 886 41121, 

Flytng Saucers 
MACCLESFIELD, Krumbles (237521 

Shattered Dolls 
MIDDLESBROUGH Marimba 12419951 The 

Mixtures 
NOTTINGHAM. Dancing Slipper Wes! 

Bndgelord 18110221 Art Failure 
Handicapped Charity Benelill 

STOKE, Henrpstalls Dick Smith Band 

FRIDAY 
JANUARY 4 

ASHTON-UNDER-LYME. Spread Eagle. 
(061 330 5732). Black Fos 

AYR, Darlington Hotel. 1682751. The Che- 
quers 

BARKINGSIDE, Old Maypole, (01 500 21861. 
Rusty 'N' The Renegades 

BASINGSTOKE. Magnums, (57757), Up 
Moves 

BEDFORD, Morse And Groom. Ford End 
Road. Axis 

BIRMINGHAM, Hertel Cross. 1021 622 
3281), No Faith 

BIRMINGHAM. Railway Club. (021 359 3491) 
Spitfire 

BLACKPOOL, Norbreck Castle. 1523411. 
Sweet Reason 

BRENTWOOD. Murrill Club. (2'7084) 
Bastille 

BRIGHTON. Jenklnsons, (258971. Nuts And 
Bolls 

BRIGHTON, Lewes RoaJ inn Lewes Road. 
(6919881. Gina 'N' The Rocket' Rebels 

BRISTOL, Crockers. (337931, A Block 
BRISTOL, Turntable Nightclub. (233061 

Flying Saucer 
CAMBRIDGE, Corn Exchange. (687671, 

Hl -Tension 
DONCASTER. Thurnscoe Hotel, The 

Classics 
GLENROTHES, Roches Arms. 1753701) 

Freeblyd 
GOOLE, Station Hotel.139811, Side Effect 
GREENOCK. Victorian Carriage. 1254561, 

Interstate ' 
LEEDS. Florde Grene '10151. 14909841. 

Srappz 
LEEDS. Royal Park Hotel, 1785070). white 

Eagles Jazz 
LONDON, Dingwalls, Camden Lock, (01 267 

4967), Billy Karloll And The Supremes 
LONDON. Greyhound, Fulham. (01 385 

0.5261, Long Tall Shorty 
LONDON, Hope And Anchor Islington. l01 

359 45101, The Solt Boys 
LONDON. John Bull, Chiswick. (01 994 

0062). Zorra 
LONDON, Moonlight, Railway. West 

Hampstead, (01 992 08611, The Crooks I 
Bad Manners I The Limos 

LONDON, Music Machine, Camden, 101 387 
0428), Supercharge / Teaser 

LONDON, Nashvile, Kensington. (01 60.3 
6071) Chelsea 

LONDON, New Golden Uon, Fulham Road. 
101 385 38421, Red Beans And Pike 

,r 

THE CLASH: start their tour at Aylesbury Friars on Saturday. 

LONDON. Riverside Studios, Crisp Road, 
Hammersmith, (01 748 3354), Michael 
Conn 

LOWESTOFT, Cleopatms, (60823). JALN 
Band 

MIDDLESBROUGH, Marimba. (241995). The 
Mixtures 

MIDDLESBROUGH. Rock Garden, (2419951. 
Bethnal 

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. City Hall. 
1200071. Blondie I Whirlwind 

OXFORD, Nowhere Club, Bicesler, 136411. 
Excel 

OXFORD. Oranges And Lemons. (47660). 
The Strand 

RUGBY, Emmeline's, (76450), Light DI The 
World 

SALISBURY, Rising Sun. (27627). Program 
SCARBOROUGH, Penthouse. (63704). 

AlwoodyJets I Bombers UK 
SHEFFIELD, Broadtleld Hotel, 1502001. 

Shattered Dolls 
SOUTHEND, Barons Club. Matchbox 
TRURO, Punchbowl And Ladle. Metro 

Glider 

SATURDAY 
JANUARY 5 

ASHTON UNDER LYME, Spread Eagle 
1061-330 57321. Orchin 

AYLESBURY, Friars Vale Hall 1889481. The 

Clash 
AYR. Darlington Hotel (68275), The Che- 

quers 
BASINGSTOKE, Magnums (577571. 

Logomopis 
BIRMINGHAM. Railway Club (021 359 3.191). 

Prima Donna 
BLACKPOOL, Norbreck Castle. 1523311, 

Gordon Rowley's Night Wings 
BODMIN, Jail Club. Metro Glider 
BOURNEMOUTH, Pinecillle (4263121, The 

Martian Schoolgirls 
BRIGHTON, Alhambra (27874), The Phonies 
BRIGHTON, Jenklnsons (258971. Nuts And 

Bolts 
BRISTOL, Granary 1282721, Quartz 
CHESTERFIELD. Brimington Tavern 

(323441, The Speedy Bears 
CHIDDINGLEY, Six Bells (2271, Scissor Fits 
DUDLEY, JB's (53597) Protei 
HELMSDALE, Bridge Hotel, Squibs 
KIRCALDY, Birksg ate Hotel 169219), 

Snapshots 
LEEDS. Florde Grene Hotel 1490964), 

Orphan/Aragon 
LEEDS Peacock Hotel 15024161. Alwoodley 

Jets I Bombers UK 
LEEDS, Royal Perk Hotel(7850781, The Vye 
LLANELLI. Glen Ballroom (4494). Matchbox 
LONDON Brecknock, Camden (01485 

30731, Tennis Shoes I New Honkers 
LONDON. Bridge House, Canning Town 

101.476 28891 Jackie Lynton Band 
LONDON. Duke of Lancaster, New Barnet 

101-449 04651, Spider 
LONDON, Greyhound. Fulham 101-385 

05261. Dogwatch 
LONDON, Hope And Anchor. Islington 101. 

3594510( Bad Manners 
LONDON, Music Machine, Camden (01-387 

04281, Judge Dread 

LONDON. Nashville. Kensington (01403 
60711, The Piranhas 

LONDON. New Golden Lion. Fulham Road, 
(01-385 39421, Roaring 80's 

LONDON. Riverside Studios, Crisp Road. 
- Hammersmith (01-748 33541. The Blues 

Band 
LUTON, Kingsway Tavern (573471. Yekely 

Yak 
MANSFIELD, High Oaknam Youth Centre 

(33081), Saxon 
MIDDLESBROUGH, Marimba 1241995), The 

Mixtures 
MIDDLESBROUGH. Rock Garden (241995). 

The Beal 
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. City Hall(20007) 

Biondie I Whirlwind 
NORWICH, WMles 1255391. Berlin Ritz 
NOTTINGHAM. Boal Club (869032). 

Mistress 
OXFORD Oranges And Lemons (42660), 

The Carpettes 
SALFORD, Methodist Hall, Pieces Of Glass 
SOUTHALL, Hombro Tavern, Uxbridge 

Road (01-57.4 6254), First Aid 
STRATFORD UPON AVON, Green Dragon 

13894. Sinner 
WEST RUNTON, Pavilion 12031, Marmalade 
YORK. Town Hall (59851), The Classics 

SUNDAY 
JANUARY 6 

BIRMINGHAM, Railway Club. (021 359 3491). 
The Out 
BRADFORD, Princeville. (768451. Kyro 
BRIGHTON, Jenklnsons. (25897), Nuts And 
Bolts 
BURNLEY, Bankhall Miners Club. Side El- 
lect 
BURNLEY, Concorde Club, The Shapes 
CANTERBURY. Odeon. (624801, The Clash 
CHESTERFIELD. Aquarius. (701881, 
Nobodies 
CHIPPENHAM, Alexandras. (Burnham 
869171. Mark Andrews Band 
CONNAHS QUAY, Deeside Leisure Cen- 
tre. 18817311. Biondie I Whirlwind 
EDINBURGH, Harveys, The Shapiros 
GLENROTHES, Roches Arms, (753701), 

GREENOCK, GREENOCK, Victorian Carnage. (25456), 
Torpedoes 
GRIMSBY. The Valiant. The Classics 
ILFORD. The Ganbrook. Cover Girls 
IPSWICH, Kingfisher, (52172), Gypp 
LEEDS, Florde Grene Hotel. 14909841. 
Stormer 
LEICESTER. Bath Hotel. Shearºby, The 
Speedy Bears 
LONDON, Bridge House, Canning Town. 
101 179 28891. Warm Jets 
LONDON. The Fountain. Deptford. The Af- 
flicted I The Firm 
LONDON. Greyhound. Fulham, 101 385 
0526) Mods/Jump 
LONDON, Half Moon. Putney, 191 788 2387), 
The Blues Band 
LONDON, Hope And Anchor, Islington. (01 
359 45101, Rubber Johnny 
LONDON, Riverside Studios. Crisp Road, 
Hammersmith, 101 748 3354i, Stan Tracey I 
Michael elorovrrz. 

LONDON, Nashville Kensington, (01 603 
6071), Dolly Mixture 
LONDON Torringlon, North FInchley, (01 
4.45 4710) Morrissey - Mullen Band 
MACCLESFIELD, Bears Head. (215971, 
WltCMynde 
NORWICH, Whites. 1755391, The Running 
Dogs 
NOTTINGHAM. Playhouse. (456711. 
Roaring Jelly 
REDHILL, Lakers, The Rackets 
WINDSOR, Blazers, (562221 New 
Vaudeville Band 

MONDAY 
JANUARY 7 

BIRMINGHAM: Odeon (021 643 61011, 
Blondie I Whirlwind 

BIRMINGHAM. Railway Club (021 359 3491), 
Speed LIMP 

BLACKPOOL. Jenks (292031. V2 I Zyklon-B 
BRIGHTON, Jenklnsons (25897), Bob B Sox 

And The Prizefighters 
CHESTERFIELD, Aquarius (70188), 

Nobodies 
DERBY, Romeo And Juliet (03321, George 

McGee 
EDINBURGH, Tillatlys (031 556 8292), 

Simple Minds I Another Pretty Face 
LEEDS, Florde Grene Hotel (490984(, Gina 

'N' The Rockin' Rebels 
LEEDS. Royal Park Hotel (785076). Fred Fall 
LONDON, Bridge House. Canning Town 101 

476 7889), Long Tall Shorty I Body Snat- 
chers 

LONDON, Greyhound. Fulham ID1 385 
05261, Carpetles I Cover Girls 

LONDON, Hall Moon, Putney (01 788 2397), 
Noel Murphy 

LONDON, Hope And Anchor, Islington (01 
359 4510), The Vipers 

LONDON. Imperial College, Prince Consort 
Road (01 589 5111) Roaring Jelly 

LONDON. Marquee. Wardour Street (01 437 
6603), Roy Sundholm Band 

LONDON, Nashville. Kensington 101 603 
6071), Red Beans And Rice I Gemini 
Watkins 

LONDON. New Golden Lion, Fulham (01 
385 39421. Splodgyenessabounds 

LONDON, Riverslde Studios, Crisp Road, 
Hammersmith (01 749 3354i, Smilin' Pere 
Hogman I One Man Blues Band 

SOUTHEND, Zero 6 (5463441, Fusion 
SHEFFIELD, Blitz. Stun) Kites I Repulsive 

Alien 
WOKINGHAM, King Of Clubs. Marmalade 

TUESDAY 
JANUARY 8 
BIRMINGHAM, Odeon 1021643 61011, 

Blondie I Whirlwind 
BISHOPS STORTFORD, Triad Leisure Ceo- 

Ire 156333), Redn/le 
BRACKNELL, Arts Centre (1/171), Hot Club 

Of Eton 
BRIGHTON, Jenkin sons 1258971. Bob B Sox 

And The PrIzatighbrs 
BRIGHTON. Top Rank 125895), The Clean 
CHESTER. Lebow Club, The Final Pro- 

gramme 

CHESTERFIELD. Aquarius 170188). 
Nobodies 

EDINBURGH, Tillanys 1031 556 6292). The 
Solon 

FARNBOROUGH, Tumbledown Dicks 
('2055), Virginia Doesn't 

GRAVESEND, Red Lion 1661271- The 
Rackets 

LONDON, Brecknock, Camden (01-485 
30731, First Aid 

LONDON, Bridge House. Canning Town 
101-476 28891, The Careetiea 

LONDON. Cock, Fulham 101,385 60211, Big 
Chief 

LONDON, Greyhound. Fulham 101-385 
05261. Alan Clayeon And The Argonauts I 
Pete Cox 

LONDON, Nashville, Kensington 101.603 
60711, Samson 

LONDON, New Golden lion. Fulham Road 
101-3853942), Valentines 

LONDON, 101 Club, St Johns Hill 
Clapham (01-223 83091. Red Beans And 
Rice 

WEDNESDAY 
JANUARY 9 

BIRMINGHAM, Bogarta 1021 643 0172) 
Duariz 

BOURNEMOUTH, Wallisdown College, 
Program 

BRIGHTON, Jenknsons (058971, Bob B Sox 
And The Prizefighters 

BRIGHTON. Top Rank (25895), The Clash 
BRISTOL, S1orlehouse (Behind Bunch of 

Grapes), Headlines 
CHESTERFIELD, Aquarlue 1701881, 

Nobodies 
EXETER Routes 1586151. The Beat 
HUDDERSFIELD, Wnlle Lion. 

Misadventure 
LEEDS, Royal Park Hotel (7850761, Shake 

Appeal 
LONDON, Bridge House, Canning Town (07 

476 2889). Wasted Youth 
LONDON, Dingwalls, Camden Lock (01 267 

4967), Jimmy Lindsay 
LONDON, Hope And Anchor, Islington (01 

359 45101. The Latebretras 
LONDON. Marquee. Wardour Street (01 437 

6603), The Boys 
LONDON. Moonlight Railway. West Hemp- 

stead (01 992 08631. Secunly Risk 
LONDON, Music Machine, Camden (01 387 

04281. Praying Mantis 
LONDON, Nelsons Club. Wimbledon (01 

948 6311), The Dance Band 
LONDON New Golden Lion. Fulham Road 

(01 385 3942), The Stickers 
LONDON, Riverside Studios, Crisp Road 

Hammeramrth 101 748 33541, Graham 
Humphries Band 

LONDON. Two Brewers, Clapham 401 622 
36211, Sad Among Strangers 

LONDON, The Venue. Victoria 101 S34 55001 
Annerle Peacock 

NORWICH. Whites 125.5.19). Plastic Energy 
READING, Target (.585687), The Exclusives 
TWICKENHAM, Ceiwy Merkel, Scissor File 
UXBRIDGE, Brunel University 101 661 7166) 

Roy Sundhoim Band 
WORTHING, Balmoral (3112321, Nlghirbder 
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Stiff 
stuff 
STIFF LITTLE 
FINGERS 
Ulster Hall, Belfast 

THE STIFFS ,were Con- 
fidently backed up by the 
Members this fine night, 
whose lead singer manag- 
ed to look remarkably like 
Mick Jagger of earlier 
days. They were 
reasonably well received, 
but when the 'heroes of 
the night' came on. they 
were soon forgotten. 

Stiff Little Fingers 
stormed onstage and kick- 
ed off with Alternative 
Ulster'. which was played 
with every ounce of 
viciousness the band 
could muster 

The hall was packed 
with Sid Vicious and 
Johnny Rotten iookalikes 
who didn't stop pogoing 
all night, even gobbing 
hasn't finished here yet. 
Second number 'Straw 
Dogs' was cut short 
because of a scuffle bet- 
ween a bouncer and a 
roadie onstage. But after a 
break of about live 
minutes SLF bounced 
back with 'One I Love'. 

Jake Burns' rubber legs 
were up tO par as were his 
screaming vocals Jim 
Ryan's drumming was 
adequate but not ex- 
travagant Rhythm and 
bass were once again 
solid but nothing out of the 
ordinary. The songs 
Played Included 'Wait And 
Set' 'Tin Soldier.' 'Don't 
Change.' all with their own 
little stories attached to 
them. The new single. 'Al 
The Edge.' which es hoped 
to be released In the New 
Year was recleved like all 
the other, let whistles of 
approval and plenty of 
sobbing 

The band left the stage 
and, of course, were call- 
ed back and played 'White 
Christmas', which was 
very like the old groaner at 
78rpm 

Finally SLF were Joined 
by the Members' vocalist 
to round off the evening 
with 'Suspect Device' in a 

very athletic manner. 
Overall, SLF can be 
reasonably pleased with 
themselves with this per- 
formance. but it will not go 
down as their best gig on 
their home patch. Still there ' s always 
1 9 80. .STEPHEN HOB - 
SON, 

BUDGIE I GIRLSCHOOL / ANGELWITCH I 
PRAYING MANTIS 
Lyceum, London 

ANY GIG proclaimed as 
'The Heaviest Night Of 
The Year' (as this one 
was) is Setting Its sights 
astronomically high. and 
This lour -band assault on 
the sheer face of Hard 
Rock only partially lived up 
to the headbanging pro- 
mise of the slogan. 

First Into the fray were 
Praying Mantis, whose 
tight -listed 30 minute set 
really warmed up the 
place, The last time I 

reviewed Mantis, when 
they supported Iron 
Maiden at the Marquee, 
suggested that theh were 
about ready to play larger 
venues, and their per- 
formance at the Lyceum 
let no-one down. 
Firebrands such as 'Got A 

Rainbow'. 'Ripper' and 
'Lovers To The Grove' 
fried the atmosphere. rais- 
ing the temperature a 

good few degrees in the 
process. 

1980 promises to be a 

great year for the Mantis 
lads. Make sure you catch 
them live very soon, and 
be in on the birth of 
something really exciting. 

Next up were Angel 
Witch, whose set was the 
best of the evening. This 
band are a London - based 
trio who haunt the gothic 
horror region of HM, and 
seem ready to take up the 
demonic mantle relin- 
quished by Black Sabbath. 
Their raw, primitive sound 
(heavily Influenced by ear- 

STIFF LITTLE FiNGERS: not their best 

ly Sabs) drove titles like 
'Guillotine', 'Execution 
Day' and their anthem 
'Angel Witch' into causing 
poltergeist -style devasta- 
tion that nearly tore the 
ballroom apart al its 
seems) 

Angel Witch are 
about ready to break big, 
ludging by this venomous 
performance and when 
they do watch out for 
volcanic eruptions and 
tidal waves! 

What of GirlsChooly 
Frankly I expected more 
from a band who. In recent 
months. have supported 
Ted Nugent and 
Motorhead. Oh sure, this 
all -female HM quartet 
(tether a contradiction In 
terms, don't you think?) 

were efficient and compe- 
tent and numbers like 
'Take ti All Away', 'Tush' 
(the classic ZZ Top piece 
o1 Southern boogie) were 
belted out with gutsy con- 
viction, but overall they 
lacked the spark of in- 
spiration that separates 
the men from the boys (if 
you'll pardon the expres- 
sion). 

They left me with a feel- 
ing that they're going to 
find II very hard to live 
down the Inevitable 
'Runaways -imitators' lag. 

Finally to Budgie, 
power -trio headliners of 
the evening. Burke 
Shelley and the lads have 
been around tor a long 
time, playing hard rock 
that In the main has not 

A1MLE 
CHRISTMAS NUMBER ones Included 'Babe' by Styx in Canada. 

'Maybe' by Thom Pace in West Germany and 'Video Killed The 
Radio Star' by Buggies in Australia Earth Wind 1. Fire notched a 

double top heading both the Dutch and Belgian charts with 

'Weekend'.. 
Lauren Wood. curl welly enioyrng her debut Amencan hit win 'Please Don't Leave', 

gmw up In Pmºburgh where her perenta own America's irages* pet store Lauren still 
relates the atom at how she once went re lake a snower only to find a boa conatncrar 
*newly In residence' snake, are foal One W the neeclaleies of the shop Despite hwng 
*nth »Lich a veal end waned menagerie, Lauren prefers dogs 
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been compromised to lit In 
with passing trends. So 
with HM returning as a 

force to be reckoned with, 
the Lyceum gig should 
have been a time for real 
Budgie celebrations. Yet, 
sadly, the champagne 
turned out to be flat 
lemonade 

Right from the moment 
they look the stage In the 
wake of an audio-visual 
simulation of a Cape Ken- 
nedy launch, the band 
looked and sounded as If 
their best days are well 
behind them. Songs like 
'Pyramids', 'I Get Up Out 
Of Bed In The Morning', 
and 'Melt The Ice Away' 
were anaemic non - 

starters. and in the end 
they paid the penalty for 

going vin time as a sonpwr,ten a mpniwafchmen inighlwarchpersonta al a whisky 
aura ery, 

The UK ncoid Inausn raisins from Its Christmas slumberswith a vengeance 
Amongst almost 100 singles ºcheduled for release this weekkare are bkeiy nitº from Koni & 

The Gang I'Too a Leve Loden re ngeis'tr Slaega rvlese li Dori and Swine sledge 
('tee Gol To Lase 

Anything's 
two big Aust Are hits. Jo Jo 2ep a 'soon you'd Be 

Gone'and Mental un AsignedQ s 'The Nips Are 
Rosetta Stone 

Bigger help to swell the tanks 
whale Anpfe recently signed scats group soaeeta stone tread boldly into dangerous 
leeeite iaceek-out you Court See Mn Now invina Arms' Wnnoiaeurs are strongly 
advised ro seen et Mille Jackson's enroll., and Sadie underrated interpretation of this 
Dobla Grey penned classic . 

Cric ' haunting Song On The Wind' made giant envies rewards the enarr al ive tad 

end of '79 
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Ka Gamer, Cbee 
memberNickCuaggregation Consisting Of Stephanie de Sykes, Tony Burrows, 

Kay r y, Cum,, Nell Lancaster and Jones Canoe Siepnanie de 
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of g'. including Funny no. Love Can Be' lilao'a why 1 m Crying loping 
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appearing on the same bill 
as such hot outfits as 
Angel Witch and Praying 
Mantis they were blown 
clean off stage 

So that's It. Ultimately 
this was one heavy night 
that didn't quite tip the 
scales In the way It should 
have done. 

MALCOLM DOME 

I could see him at a more 
reasonable price rather 
than half 1111 expensive 
venues. MICHAEL LITTLE 

QUEEN 
Odeon, Ham- 
mersmith 

JOHN OTWAY EVER SINCE 'Bohemian 
Rainbow, London lRpody,Duiav got a' of 

depth. In the last few 
Iyears they have become 
the hip lace of HM, and 
have acquired an in-built 
belief that there are no 
limits to what can be 
achieved, musically or 
commercially, when In 
truth the best rock music 
has always been produced 
by (hose who accept their 
own limitations. And I 

must admit, there seems 
to be a huge following for 

IQueen's brand of flashy, 
multi - harmony pomp and 
circumstance, which br- 
ings us to this charity gig, 
In aid of the Kampuchean 
refugees' fund 

Here were Queen al 
their self - indulgent 
worst, trying to be all 
styles to all fans. The 
Hammersmith gig saw 
Them playing at Presley on 
'Jailhouse Rock' and the 
awful 'Crazy Little Thing 
Called Love - enough to 
make Elvis install sound- proofing in his 
mausoleum) lose 
themselves In Slade coun- 
try ('We Will Rock You'). 
i n a u d u c e s 
singalongaFred frenzy a 

la Rod 'Sailing' Stewart 
('Spread Your Wings' and 
'We Are The Champions') 
and even unwittingly paro- 
dying themsefves (on 
'Save Me' - their for- 
thcoming single, heaven 
help List) 

Through 11 all Freddie 
Mercury preened and 

istrutted like a spurned 
peacock, Brian Maychurn- 
ed Out insipid hand - me - 

Idown guitar licks from 
Jimmy Page. Gary Moore 
and Ralph McTell and 
Roger Taylor and John 
Deacon beat a clumsy 
path toward the shrine 01 

IGinger Baker I Jack 
Bruce Oh yes, and would 
those celebr.ly - spotters 
among you please note 
down that Fred entered on 
the shoulders of 
ChriStopher 'Superman' 
Reeve (in lull regallal dur- 
ing the second encore 
How's that for hip 
credibílityl 

Just about the most 
spontaneous and exciting 
thing to happen 
throughout the entire pro- 
ceedings was the occa- 
sional bout of feedback. 
which sadly didn't happen 
often enough for me. 

It's a pity That such a 

sonny cause was 
lumbered with the sort of 
gig that gives mediocrity a 

boring name. Anyone for a 

. pantomime? 
In truth. like Led Zep- 

pelin, Queen have nothing 
more to say, and 
camouflage this fact 
behind pretty 'window- 
dressing'. For their past's 
sake, I hope they decide 
not to continue along the 
path to soap -opera status - even 11 that means split- 
ting upl MALCOLM DOME 

THERE MUST come a day 
when the extremeties of 
ego are reckoned with the 
ability to sell the number 
of tickets necessary lo fill 
a venue and for John Of - 
way that day must be 
looming near. Three times 
he has tried to fulfill his 
dream of filling the Rain- 
bow and three times he 
has failed, tonight the cir- 
cle was completely clos- 
ed. 

Since his last ap- 
pearance here 
Aylesbury's recording 
minstrel has taken himself 
to the cleaners, the hair Is 
trimmed, the shirt is clean 
but the ungainly trousers 
and shoes are still there. 

'Louisa On A Horse' 
opens the set with Otway 
riding his guitar while his 
three piece band provide a 
tight musical back up. as 
does the overworked 
roadie by keeping Otway 
plugged in. 

In retrospect the show 
was spill into three sec- 
tions; the new material, 
Otway does his own thing 
and the old faithfuls. at 
the new stuff '21 Days With 
Remission*" was un- 
doubtedly the strongest 
with Its modern rhythm 
and a sensitive midway 
break. For entertainment 
value 'Body Language' 
was great; the lead 
guitarist produced some 
suspect sounds while Ot- way pressed his 
microphone close to the 
various parts of his 
anatomy. The solo render- 
ing of 'Green, Green 
Grass OI Home' defies 
description I'm uncertain 
whether It was best when 
the guitar was plugged In 
or disconnected. 

By the end of the set Ot- 
way insanity had gripped 
the audience and they 
were standing and 
shouting as the old laves 
like 'Jet Spotter' and 
'Really Free' scrambled 
forward. 'Cheryl's Going 
Home' saw Otway somer- 
saulting around the stage 
and climbing the speaker 
column The first encore 
'Down The Road' was 
enhanced by the mad 
ones cavortings on the left 
lighting tower as he 
pretended to be Olga Cor- 
bett, but best of all was his 
take off of Mick Jagger 
singing 'Honky Tonk 
Women' 

Throughout the set 01 - 
way hadn't displayed one 
of his beautiful ballads, 
but this was rectined with 
'Geneva', a song which I 

.think is particularly per- 
sonal to him- The line 'And 
my dreams, will see me 

playing for the screaming 
ladies of Los Angeles' is a 

key to John's wish, Un- 
fortunately it is two years 
since 'Really Free' 
charted and since That 

time has career has show- 
ed tlttleprogrl»slon. 

Chimp Madrid perhaps, 
b weal r amen . 

susare its laardcare tans 
luir s 
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JAPAN's David Sylvian: "I don't like dry Ice." 

WEST OF JAPAN 
DECEMBER HIFI FOR PLEASURE 

£2,000 
worth of Agfa 

Cassettes 
to be won! 

Enter our very special Xmas competition, find out what's new in the 
world of cartridges, on test amps from 7 leading manufacturers - 
JVC, Mitsubishi, Philips, Pioneer, Sansui, Sony and Trio, a look at 

metal tapes - is this the shape of things to come? 

The latest hifi news, pages of reviews, letters, advice and so much 
more to make sure you get the sort of pleasure you deserve from 

your hilt. 
It's all in the December issue of HiFi for Pleasure 
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REVELATION 
ITII P T XMASGirT 

ON SALE NOW 

JAPAN 
Ryerson Theatre, Toronto 

JAPAN Is not a rock 'n' roll band. You can't dance to 
their music, you can't sing along to their songs. They 
are not the kind of band you could work up a sweat 
listening to So how come 1400 people In this 
polytechnic roared, applauded and stamped their feet 
in appreciation of Japan's performance? 

the tact that they're popular here is in no doubt The 
fact that they're extremely popular in Japan (the coun. 
try) Is hardly surprising. Japanese girls love the trail 
looking bands, the boys who look as II they spend all 
their daylight hours under a rock They aren't at all pre- 
judlced (as we and the Americans are) in their view of 
men who wear make up offstage as well as on 

But Canadians, the lumberjacks of the northern 
hemisphere. the mounties who always gel their men? 
There's nothing effeminate about them. So it can't be a 
cultural preference for fey young men It had to be the 
music The audience knew all the songs and met each 
with recognition and approval and ultimately gave the 
band a Standing ovation. While I enjoyed some of the 
songs, the rest of the time I felt as if everyone else was 
hearing something that I Couldn't. 

This would have remained a mystery to me if I hadn't 
made a small tour of the city earlier In the day and 
discovered that not only was Toronto very much into 
new wave and the (oddly termed) Industrial music Com- 
ing out of the UK. but they saw Japan as being in that 
category Japan Is a cult band in Canada That's pro. 
bably why their new album 'Quiet Life' has been 
released there a couple of months before any other 
Country Already it's shifting copies like candles in a 
power strike 

It Could also be the reason that Japan went all the 
way to Canada to play just one gig-their first in six 
months. Hall a year off the road has been very 
frustrating for the band, but has obviously helped them 
to re -assess their performance and their music- The 
amount of work they've done and the changes they've 
been through was apparent to me. having seen them at 
the London Lyceum a year ago While I couldn't claim 
to understand a lot of their ideas. I did enjoy watching 
them this lime 

They've added a sax player-Jane Shorter-which 
fills out their structured keyboards based sound and 
sharpens their similarity to Roxy Music They won't 
like the comparison, but there you go Singer David 
Sylvian is a definite Bryan Ferryf David Bowie hybrid 
With that going for them, they should be huge The on- 
ly thing that I can see that'll hold them back is the com- 
plexity of their music; I don't think it has a universal ap- 
peal 

The one song they do that I think breaks that barrier 
is the Giorgio Moroder produced 'Life in Tokyo'. The 
song was announced by Sylvian who said "A lot of 
people have criticised us for making this" fit was 
released as a single) but I think it's by far one of the 
best songs they do. The criticism must surely have 
come from the more esoteric of their fans The other 
outstanding song is Lou Reed's 'All Tomorrows Par- 
ties' Both of these songs make it easy to relate to the 
band in rock terms, while the others, based around 
Richard Barbieri's intricate keyboards and syn- 
thesisers lilt the music to more temporal levels. 

I'd always imagined the Canadians ,to be a fairly 
pragmatic bunch, 'but Japan has struck a gurvermg 
chord, They sat through the long intro-'Despair'-and 

-loved the billowing clouds of smoke and dry ice Dry 

ice? In this day and age? 
'I don't really like II". Sylvian told me later "I didn't 

know we were going to use it again, and we won't from 
now on. We had it when we played in Los Angeles and 
no-one saw us for the !UM three numbers Bul l like the 
smoke, we use it to emphasise the lights " 

I asked Min it the band weren't making things dif- 
ficult for themselves by using effects like that - and 
the make up - which out with the end of glam rock. 

"I don't see It at a 1974 image," answered David "I 
don't think we're glare rock. I'd wear make up anyway 
I'd be compromising if I didn't wear 11 now. because I m 

-doing what think I should do I have strong principles 
and I won't change them for anybody There's no point 
in being successful unless you are on your own terms 

"A tol 01 what we do Is tongue In cheek There's a lot 
of humour in what I write Sonie things lust aren't meant to be taken seriously " 

I'd thought that their appearance-and the name 
itsell- was a deliberate marketing exorcise, to reach 
the vast Japanese audiences. They've cashed in with 
some success marketing a number of items with their 
name on, which tourists to Japan have been buying, 
under the impression they're taking away a memento 
of their holidays. A bit like calling your group Marks 
and Spencer really 

"It was just the first name we thought of," said bass 
player Mick Karn "We were going to change it, but in 
the end left it as It was I admit I probably wouldn't think 
much of a band that called itself England." 

I asked them why they thought they hadn't had as 
much success In the UK as they d had elsewhere 

"In Britain, a lot of it Is based on airplay and we 
haven't had that And then people see us and they're 
not sure what to make of us, so they don't bother to listen," said David. 

In fact, the Japanese heard the albums-'Adolescent 
Sex' and 'Obscure Alternatives'-before they saw the 
band- which up -ends my theory somewhat, but once 
they did see the group, the result was assured How 
Could these avid followers of Western fashion resist 
the willowy Sylvian, who looks as though a small gust 
would knock him over? 

In the UK Japan's recordings have been belle( than 
their live work and they admit they are still trying to 
work out the best format for their concerts Al the mo- 
ment. Sylvian plays guitar for several numbers in the 
set and to me. it seemed to sit awkwardly with his 
svelte image He doesn't like playing rt either but feels 
it's necessary to the sound and they don't want to add 
again to their present line up 

Sax player Jane loured only recently 
"Jane's just like us," said Mick "We're hard to get 

on with-not in an arrogant way, just personalitywise 
We're hard to gel close to. but she's lilted in right from 
the start." 

Getting close to Japan Could be quite a problem, as 
Me unapproachability of their ice cool music definitely 
sets up a barrier between stage and audience. 
However, they have the appeal o, the touch-me-not 
Gary Numan and are decideiy better looking, If that 
sort of thing ís important to you And as human has 
done spectacularly well. there's no reason to suppose 
that Japan can't do the same 

The Ryerson audience loved the complicated, 
sometimes doomy, structure of Japan's music and the 
concert was a success. I left, keeling that although I'd 
missed Out on the spark that everyone else Caught, if 
was my problem. I'll know for sure when you're had 
the chance to hear their new album and vote with your 
Xmas record tokens. ROSALIND RUSSELL 
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.ODDS 'N' BODS 
GREG DAVIES' Disco Forum 80 at Stevenage 8o Jangles on 
Tuesday February 19th seems angled at DJs disgruntled with 
record company malting list policies. the panel Including John 
Wailer (PhOnoprarnl. Theo Loyla (Polydor), Fred Dove ('WEAI. 
Roger St Pierre (Funk Funktion) - [2 trawls Icheques 10 "Bo 
Jangles Club '1 and full details of the B pm -2 am even? from 
Greg at Bo Jangles, 58 Oueensway, Stevenage, Hens (Oa626- 
76a32 or 0234.1014621-m Groove Records shop held a 
private party at MayfairGern before Christmas for some of 
melt regular customers - there can't be many other Shoos 10 
have done likewise. but as they said, "You all paid lot 11"i 
Chris Brown. who actually offered his Own cigarettes around al 
me Groove party re currently compiling a lavish photo book 
about the UK jaz24unk scene, to be called 'I Was there -- The 
Paddy" album' Blg Tom Holland the bun eater is going 

I freelance as his Ilford Lacy Lady residency is closing the disco 
' room . Gary Oldm has been promoted out of Aycldle's Gm?- 
, na Green lo lour the North-Easl'a FLO-owned disco chain with 
Ia sery Me gal one guy dancing troupe called Bad Girls Plus, 

while the chain 5 laTes1 link is the Harts Horn Disco In 
Knaresborough's Marker Place Heckert Coalham Hotel 

E the Cleveland area s biggest ballroom, is due to reopen as a 
disco Paul Clark (Brighton Papillonl wonders it anyone s 
poi that old mull)'Coloured Easiside Connection 17in for sale as 
his has been nicked , Sally Ormesby Steve Wiggins (Barry 
Rugby Club) awaits your reply to his fifteen letters, New 
Mods asking for Madness 'One Step Beyond al funk discos 
seem 10 be the current equivalent of the old Status Ouo 
brigade - any other jocks reaching the same conclusion?, 

Edwin Starr 'Contact' synchs pertectly out of Slick Space 
Bass as I discovered during my mixing ' duel" with Froggy In 
Enter 

'JOX YOX 
HONEY BEE BENSON- Gloucester -based Dutch girl DJ recent. 
h Weeded with sexy dancing girls Thigh Hi- has bound follow- 
ing our publication of their photo That people really do rush out 
and buy Record Mirror first thing le the morning "I had my lust 
telephone call at 8 am Thursday a very nice man Irom Essex 
who first of ad wanted to know our price. Then what colour my 
suspenders are 'Are they black" he groaned, alter which he 
offered me 0200 10 do a lea physical Contortions with him and 
finished by quoting a few old English colloquialisms I told him 
fo go and have a Dhal Radio One 0J's namesake? Master 
Bales, and put the phone down About 10 minutes later, the 
next call was a Scottish gent who was only interested in my 
bum but not quilo so colloquial as the first But alter that I did 
get some calls from people who were really Interested in book. 
Mg us, so thanks again " See. 1 really does pap to advertise 

ar rather. promole yourself on this page 

DISCO DATES 
Wednesday (2) Chris Brown, Sean French, Brother Louie & 

Mike Alen open lazz-funk Hustler's at Hemel Hempstead Heath 
Park Hotel. Thursday (3) Megamix (that's me) rejoins Froggy al 

Erlth 2001 to continue our "follow that Then" mixing duel: 
Friday (4) Froggy 6 Sean French start a new night at Southgate 
Royalty (wtih Chris Hill there now pal once a month), Saturday 
(5) Bob Jones, Key Hill, John Douglas & more funk Chelmsford 
Chancellor Hall alldayer from 4 pm. Susie boogies Bethnal 
Green Eastbourne club. John DeSade does Charing King Ar- 

thur's Court, Tuesday (8) Sammy DeHavllland dons boob-lube 
and Blondie wig for Halesowen Libertys' weekly ladies' night 
tall ladies and guys in drag admitted for /reel. Wednesday 19) 

Bob Jones celebrates his bbthday at Chelmsford Dee Jays in 
Ralnslord Road 

BREAKERS 
BUBBLING UNDER the UK Disco 90 (this page) with increased 
support are Peaches & Herb 'Roller Skeen' mate' I 'I Pledge 

My love (Polydor 12in1. Hiroshima 'Lion Dance' (US Arista 

LP), Harold Melon & The Blue Notes 'Prays"(US Source 12M/. 

Players Association 'We Got The Groove (Vanguard promo 
LPI, Instant Funk 'Witch DOclOr I 'Rodyahine' I 'Slap Slap 

Lickedy Lap' I 'It's Your Love On My Mind' (US Salsoul LPI. 
Gap Band 'Party Lights' I 'I Don't Believe You Want To Gel UP 

And Dance (Oops') I 'Who Do You Call' IUS Mercury LPI. 
Village People 'Ready For The 00's' (Mercury 12ín), Donald 
By o 'Morning I 'Giving It UD' (Eleklra LPI. Herbte Hancock 
'Dorn' It r 'I Thought I? Was You IUS Columbia LPI Camille 
While Christmas' (EMI Rini, Love Deluxe 'Here Comes Thal 

Sound Again IAllamlc 1210). Ben E King 'Music Trance' (Atlan- 
lidt Ronnie Laws & Pressure 'Shove 11 In The Oven' I 'Can You 

Feel Ii I 'Stay Together' IUS MCA LP). Sylvers 'Theme From 

'ogany' (Casablanca 112in), Sonny Rollins Harlem Boys' 
(MJestone 12.1. Stephanie Mills 'You Can Get Over' 120111 

Century -For 12n1, Rieco Connection 'Good Times' 16ound City 
12,01 Funky Four Plus One More 'Rappin And Rocking The 
House' (US Enjoy 12m4 Whispers 'My Girl' IUS Solar LP) 
POP FIFTEEN /hit tries outside the DISco 9011 t Tourists 2 M, 3 
The Beat 4 Jam, 5 ELO, 6 Queen. 7 Fiddler's Dram. 8 Moody 
Blues 9 Blonde, 10 Barry Biggs, 11 David Bowie 12 Nolans t3 
Billy Preston 6 Syreeta, to Greedes. 16 Dooreys 

V 

r 

By JAMES HAMILTON 

CHEESECAKE CORNER - Prance Joh, IV year -old French Canadian -brad Donna Summer sound - 
alike, Is the unwitting cause of controversy in the UK disco world, a massive malloul to 0.1s by 
three different promotion companies saving helped her 'Last Dance' - copying 'Come To Me' 
US Mt Into the Top 50 of the disco chart here No( surprisingly, strongest reaction incoming so far 

from Scotland and the North, 

UK NEWIES 
KOOL 6 THE GANG' 'Too Hot' 
(Mercury KOOL 812). Lovely 
slinky sleazy 109bpm 12ín 
swayer with George Benson - 

ish guitar and Other lush (any 
elements, very briefly the 
original B - sIde to 'Ladies 
Nighr and now flipped by the 
'Whistle Bump' - like Inlraed 
122bpm repetitive 'Tonight's 
The Night' "rock" chanter 

DAN HARTMAN: 'Relight My 
Fire' (Blue Sky SKY 13-8104). 
Michael Jackson fah 122 - 121 

- 12012pm 121n romper sell 
sounds recognisably like his 
oldies with walling chick join- 
ing In before an almosphelc 
"wind" break, the flip featur- 
ing the lull sound effects. syn- 
thesl2er and vibes 122bpm 
'Vertigo' - Introed version. 

DENNIS BROWN: 'Slave 
Driver' (Laser LAS 2015. Bob 
Marley - penned powerlul 
smoothly driving 65 / 130bpm 
121n reggae throbbed has Cur- 
tis Mayfield - type touches and 
strong "catch a fire" chorus. 
going into a toasting dub Iasi 
part 

THE DESTINY ORCHESTRA: 
'Spring Rain' (Destiny OS 1, 

via Colony Records, Not- 
tingham 0802 - 410055). 
Bea0tRully recorded sound ef- 
fects enhanced lush 56 1 113 
119 120bpm 12in cover of 
Sitvelll's much Imported 1977 

piano - plonked Spanish - 

recorded salsoul instrumental 
logger, Ripped with the ver- 
sion of 'Green Onions' subse- 
quently leased 10 Casino 
Classics for release as by 
Mods 79. AND a reggae ver- 
sion too of 'Green Onions' 
Itrat's even belted 

LOVE DE - LUXE with 
H A W K S H A W' S 

DISCOPHONIA: 'Here Comes 
Thal Sound Again' (Atlantic K 

113591. . 
and again and 

again and again) The ultra sim- 
ple UK - recorded chit 
Chanted 116bpm disco thunder 
Is revived now on 71n a year 
after initial release and six 
months since its remixed US 
success because finally Radio 
One has caught up with it. 

DJ DEALER 
KING INRI al South London's Checquers Records Mop. al 35 Lee High Road, LewisMm 101-952 
39001 and 19 Broadway, Catford 101490 2101), reports the shop. combined sales lord before ClCll...as being 1 SugamIt Gang 121n. 2 Kuria Blow t2M, 3 Storm WM.4 Diana doss 121es, 5 
AzyrsaIh 12th, a Joe Beta n US 12in, 7 Chem React. MS 12N, B Xanedu 6 Sweet Lady US 12in. 9 

PPe 

M. Force tan, 10 Nod 12,1 Keep Via SRNs china coning, aril espSCially Irons outside Lon- 

SYLVESTER: 'You Are My 
Friend' (LP 'Living Proof' Fan- 
tasy FT 573). Gospel - drench. 
ea superb "live" 33bpm Patti 
LaBelle slowto keeps remin- 
ding Rte of Al The Dark End Of 
The Street' and is his best 
evey 11 somewhat specialist 
soul track . though nol as 

Newgoo York last 
as 

aFebruaryfrd 
him o II in 

STEVIE WONDER: 'Black Or- 
chid' (Motown TMO 1173). 
Commodores- type 32bpm 71n 

smoother with distinctive 
bass synthesizer and tinkling 
spinnel- type tones. Who said - 
he should be on Still?) 

REALISTICS: 'Pure Magic' 
(Bronze ORO Bt). Lovely UK 
recorded gradually building 
350pm Tin sweet soul 
smoother. Out a while and 
spreading. 

JAN AKKERMAN: 'She's So 
Divine' (Atlantic K 11374), At- 
tractive jittery jazz guitar back- 
ed but smoothly sung 112 - 

113bpm Tin swayer wen possi- 
ble'rock" dance appeal. 

SYMARIP: 'Skinhead 
Moonatomp' (Trojan TROT 
9061). British - recorded 63 I 
127bpm reggae rallying call 
(with Madness type Intro) by 
the renamed Pyramids always 
did seem contrived at the lime 
in '69 but Is out again on 12en 
for New Mods 

DON ARMANDO'S 2nd 
AVENUE RHUMBA BAND: 
'Deputy of Love' IZE ZE 7003, 
via Island). Chick - sung clapp- 
ing, In)un wardtum throbbing 
and piano plonking US disco 
smash on 127bpm Tin has a 

flaggingly unusual at. 
mosphere and may even Cross 
over from gay to Northern 
Soul. 

RENEE P?1YOR. 'Broadway' 
(Sprang RP If Bass and Clapp 
leg - pushed old fashioned 
hereto 1a9bpm Northern Soul 
tiler on 12ín. 

AMII STEWART' 'The Letter' 
(Atlantic K 11424) Pop - aimed 
129bpm 7In massacre of the 
Box Tops oldie 

BOB JAMES: 'Main Theme 
From Star Trek' (Tappan Zee 
SCBS 8128) Slow - starling lull 
blown and very un jazzy 129 
131bpm Tin Orchestral semi 
disco version of the 
unmemorable 'Motion Picture' 
(not telly) theme 

NOVA: 'The Theme From The 
Black Hole' (Epic EPC 6145). 
Sub -'Star Wars' space movie 
theme on 123bpm 7in is more 
varied but less hard hitting 
than the synthesizer 
dominated 125bDm version by 
NOSTROMO (Bronze BROW. 
evidently due also on 12ín 

NEIL DIAMOND: 'I'm A 
Believer' (CBS 8130)- Gentle 
samba - style MOR revival of 
the hit he wrote for the 
Monkees. 

LONE RANGER: Barnabaa 
Collins' (island IPR 2032). 
Remixed 69bpm ethnic reggae 
oldie flipped on Herbed edition 
12In by the 83Dpni Maytones 
And 1 Roy 'Money Troubles'. 

IMPORT REVIEWS return neat 
week after the Christmas 
break, when hopefully the 
trickle will become a stream 
again. making II worth my 

vile once more to take stop- 
watch and BPM counter back 
to Groove and earn Inquisitive 
stares from the customers as I 

lap out the best while timing 
all the newles on headphones 

DJ TOP TEN 
MARK CLARK, resident at Wokingham King 01 Clubs and Ab- 
ingdon Charters as well as mobile with Hot Gossip Road snow. 
loins another Thames Valley area 01. Darryl Hayden. en repor- 
ting that the rapidly emerging New Mods out to the West of 
London are e for more Into Skinhead ere music triar, the old 
sOul 01 the original Mod age Mark lists the reggae oldies that 
this new generation are increasingly request ng 

1 ONE STEP BEYOND, Prince Buster 
2 REGGAE IN YOUR JEGGAE. Dandy 
3 YOUNG GIFTED AND BLACK. Bob a Marc a 
4 SWEET SENSATION, Melodians 
5 PHOENIX CITY, Rolando Al 
6 SKINHEAD MOONSTOMP, S,mºrro 
7 POOR RAMASES. Pioneers 
8 LIQUIDATOR Marry J AIs Stars 
9 DOUBLE BARREL/ MONKEY SPANNER Dine { Anal Co" - 

lino 
10 RETURN OF DJANGO. Wrier leis 

NO MORE TEARS (ENOUGH is E NOUGHI, Streamed 

Summer CBS 1bn 

9 22 CHRISTMAS ' KurKurileBlew Mercury 13.n 

10 /t MU31C. Way/AI Al Hud son MCA 12in 

It 9 DON'T STOP 'Tit YOU GET ENOUGH Mrcnael Jackson Fpc121n 

12 it THE SECOND THE AROUND 50.10w.r Saar 52w 

t2 10 /DON'T WANT 7013F AFREAK Dy.aty Solarshe 

14 13 DANCING p OUTER SPACE Aernesrear MCA lien 

15 15 /SIT LOVE YOU'RE AFTER Rose Rnns. WMuble the 
16 14 CORDON BLEU/BRAZOS RNER BRE AKorWN 

Si,. HeOPer Mee t7M 

17 te THE RIVER tRihC Jupinr e.yo^d Pya 12íe 

Ie 7I 1 WANNA BE YOUR LOVER, Prince Warner Bros 12-n 

re 15 JAZZ CARNIVAL, Aaymuln 'ladarone 17in 

20 t7 RisE/ARANJUEZIMON AMOUR) Hnro Aeert AAM li n 

71 20 500.1. Commodores Matmrnll.P 

22 10 MY FEET KEEP DA NCiNG, Crec Ali -^r inn 

23 31 THE WORLD I5 A GHETTO, War US MCA Ie 

N 23 MONKEY CHOP, Dan -1 Island tam 

25 r9 you CAN 0017, Al Nud.ne u TM eanrrwes lata i)nl 

26 2. GET UP AND BOOGIE, Freddie Jamss Warner Bros 17M 

2/ 24 DANCE TO THE MUSIC, Sly Stone Eso tow 

78 21 WEAR IT OUT, siurgard WM.I BroaIU512,0 

25 79 DO YOU LOVE WHAT S'04/ FEEL,RWu.6Cnaka MM,A121n 

.0 37 LOVE INJECNON, Iruseel US EieMn the 

31 25 GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT YOU NOW 

Viola Wile Arista Hansa 17,0 

52 a1 MY SIMPLE HEART, Three Degrees Ariaa 

33 27 II 5 me HOUSE Duns Ross lanes 12.n 

N 33 SPACER, She. BOevelae CMnretdin 
35 3S CAN'T LET GO EH. vide a fire CUB 

36 32 SHAKITIMUSIC MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE DANCING/ 

GET UP TO GET DOWN/RIGHT PLACE 

Bless ConMructan US VA Le 

37 se JUST ATOUCH OF LOVE, ARE YOU RE SOY FOR LOVE'/ 
FUNKY LADY/SHINE, Slays US CerAon LP 

ONE StOP BEYOND Madness see 
TONIGHT I' M ALRIGHT/IS/40ULD. LOVED YAIYOU RE SOO 

GOOD/CARR, ON NNed. M,cn.at ~Idols A11aMic Le 
to 45 ROCK IT Deborah Washington Asbia Ihn 
al 42 ROTATION. Herb Alpu,i 115 AAM 121n 

at 50 ROCK WITH YOU/ WORKING DAY AND NIGHT/GET ON THE 

FLOOR/BURN THIS DISCO OUT. kr.chaet Jackson tea SP 

43 47 DON'T STOP THE FEELING, 
Roy Ayers Pm t'0« LP1US I21n pone 

I WANT YOU FOR MYSELF,Georoe Duke EeoLP 
CAN'T STOP DANCING IIN Mn FANTASY. Syle s,N Fant.ay l)lo 
SWEET TALK. Roble Beck Mereury 121n 

YOU KNOW HOW TO LOVE ME, Phone Nymin US Ansu LP 
415 30 BOOGIE ON DOWNTOWN (INBTRUMENTALI. 

Hudson People Won Ihn 
19 57 COMETO ME. Francs JoJonA.,a IDA 
50 44 HOW MOW Coons Es.crR 17u, 

INA 

SI is PUT A LITTLE LOVE ON ME/WELCOME TO My WORLD. 
pelepalbn Ar,aa Ihn 
DANCE FREAK, Chain Reaction 55 Sound Or Nor York USA Inn 
TOO HOT/TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT Nod a ree Uang ...wren. 1? 

(NOT JUST) KNEE DEEP. Funkadahc Werner Buns LP 

STAR, Earth Mew 6 FMe CBS 
CISSELIN' HOT. Cnuca C,ssei US ansia inn 
RAP'OCLAP0, Jon Bataan US Saisoai lTn 
SEKY DANCER/STILL WAITeiG, Prince US Wainer eos LP 

HOLDIN' ON. Tony Rollo & The Mlemle Band US Casablanca LP 

HAVEN'T You HEARD Patricia Ru0Aen UBEwea LP 
014 ME GIMME GIMME. ADM Epic 
RICOIT IN THE SOCKET/THE RIGHT TIME FOR US. 

6Mt.mr Solar LP 

W 59 THE BREAK, Kam tarn. 
Sour 
TK 121, 

N 51 WHEN YOU'RE el LOVE WITH A BEAUTIFUL WOMAN 

Dr 1000k Cowl.U1121n 

- 62 R'S Mr HOUSE. Stormscope 12r 
ANOTHER BRICK IN THE WALL, Ira. r bye Harmer 

aS ON MY RADIO/TOO MUCH PRESSURE Seeder 2 -Tons 

56 SEND ONE YOUR LOVE. Stew W.Mr Melons 

re 4t' LOVE DON'T COME EASY/ WHEN t eko you Low EIOneS 

RUP/Wy1AT 5 ON YOU MIND, Jean Caen US PIIa aIV 
T FLY TOO HIGH Janes Mn CBB Its 
71 I JUST CAN'T CONTROL MYSELF/NATURE urwt 

NMWS S Drina ink., lie 
- PLEASE DON'T GO, KO Ow Snnsnme Bane TIT 

61 GREEN ONIONS. Booker T { the kais s Minis 
15 COIN THE DOGiDOGGIN-R 

Creme D Us vrKma /i 
Ir WHAT b YOUR FANTASY SUIT Coon. abColurn 

n 
SO 5090 HIDH/ALL THE WAY LN am E.Raey Lewes 

uALF 
8 MOVIN',GANGIN', Brass Cownouchm 
- MOVE YOUR BO0000001100 .N HE RE MORE g NONE - 

- ABOVE 
Bar-Mya 

US Blur 5.7 ile, 
ABOVE AND BEYOND. EOOer 

h A MESSAGE TO YOU RUDYINITE KUM, G... 7-, 

u ILL TELL YOU Serg,O Maoea SUM. 141 
EiaYln 17b 

WAY,. ARMY tODOGIE DOWN/, CAD.. Ise *note 

N IH 

1Yns. Ihn 
1M - ISALKPlO OE MOON, Ponce .AM 

Se DANN' LOVE AEPAl, wiry. Hendee s aaydp 
CJ 

ran 

- ROCKER'S CHpCEIRaPPER's OEL10M 

- ARE YORoods{ 

5,.e.r Lady US OkRH tin 
U READY, aim 04.1R OTO ihn 

- TDWIGM, G1on. Gays nis 1141 

de EGO TRIPPING out Me 'n Gemm WRo.e 17M 

- IYOU0KEEe4AKWOME HOT, SuWJ.M . USSetn91M 

DON'T OPOP MY LOva An. sere 

UK DISCO CHART 
1 RAPPER'S DELIGHT. Sugar11.110.ng Sugar., 12e 

2 LADIES' NIGHT, Kool a Tee Gang Mercury 12te 

I OFF THE WALL. MMMMJackson EPIC 

4 DUE SERA MI VIDA,Gmson (bornera Island 121n 

5 ITS A DISCO NIGHT, Isle. Brothers Epc 12n 

a WE 001100 FUNK, Perrone force Spawn.« IOW 

7 MELLOW MELLOW RIGHT ON, Loewe. *VI IM 

38 51 

39 55 

u 12 

45 73 

4e 3e 

Q ]9 

S2 70 

53 a 
la 53 

SS 1a 

% io 
Sr 77 

se 62 

59 72 

60 6r 

Ill a 
at Si 

65 

56 

M 

59 

r1 

n 
N 

7e 

77 

5e 

47 

se 

iH 
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HAPPY NEW year to all (both?) our readers, especially those 
who do business with he guys in the shop above. For an 
unlimited period ABC Music Discomart of 56 Surbiton Road 
Kingston (01-546 9877) are knocking at least 10 per cent off all 

their prices. Well done lads. 

By PAUL SEXTON 

COUNCIL OF PEACE 
HEARD THE word about 
the GLC Code Of Practice 
yet? It was published at 
the end of November back 
In the seventies, I know) 
but hasn't received great 
publicity, so we thought 
we'd begin the year with 
the details 

The GLC (Greater Lon- 
don Council as I'm sure 
you know) Code Of Prac- 
tice for Discotheques was 
prepared following con- 
sultation with disco 
owners and DJs 
throughout London It Is 
based on replies to more 
than 1000 questionnaires 
sent out to holders of 
Music and Dancing 
Licences in the GLC area 

Stanley Bolton is chair- 
man of the committee on 
the subject and has said: 
"We do not Intend to let 
the lives of youngsters en- 
joying entertainment In 
London to be put at risk," 
referring, as everyone 
knows too well, to the 
growing violence at. and 
outside, discos Mr Bolton 
went on' "We hope our 
code of practice will 
reassure parents who are 
worried about their 
children going to discos, 
that the GLC is taking 

steps to control the pro- 
blem " 

The code makes a 
series of recommenda- 
tions to DJs and although 
the GLC has no statutory 
power In the matter, It's 
worth considertng that If 
you fail to comply It might 
not go down very well with 
the GLC's licensing com- 
mittee. The code touches 
on many areas of im- 
portance, such as hire of 
halls, control of admis- 
sion, management of 
premises, staff and their 
training, the DJ's role. 
lighting and special ef- 
fects, roller discos and 
conduct when there's 
"Trouble" in the disco 

The GLC recommends 
that DJs should be con- 
s u I t e d when 
managements policies are 
being decided, but that 
the management should 
brief the jock about 
emergency procedure in 
the event of fire or 
violence. They have this to 
say "The DJ is responsi- 
ble for the actual music 
played and has voice con- 
tact with the audience He 
has an excellent view of 
the audience and can spot 
early signs of trouble. He 

needs to be In voice con- 
tact with the door staff he 
should be able to "read 
the floor" and know how 
to vary the pace of music 
lo cool down a potentially 
violent atmosphere." 

So you're credited with 
some skill there, but the 
GLC doesn't think quite so 
much of some of you with 
regard to loud music You 
get the blame for annoying 
local residents and the 
Council Is of the mind that 
DJs of limited ability play 
music too loud to create 
excitement as a compen- 
sation for the faults of 
their own performance. 

As far as tightshows are 
concerned. the GLC men- 
tions strobes, ultra - violet 
lights and lasers and 
points out the additional 
restrictions about lasers. 

The Code Of Practice 
has a few words about 
roller discos, and fairly 
cautious they are. tooThe 
GLC says: "When these 
take place it may be more 
difficult than usual for 
patrons, In an emergency. 
to use the normal means 
of escape " They ad- 
vocate that the council's 
architects are consulted. 

We mentioned "trou- 

Die" In the disco, and the 
GLC has a thing or two to 
say on the subject, in four 
parts as well: (1) Drunks 
and other undesirables 
should be refused admis- 
sion In a firm but 
courteous way, and door 
control staff (most people 
call them bouncers) 
should inform the 
management immediately 
if the person persists in 
trying to gain admission 

(21 Attendants can 
defuse potentially difficult 
situations at an early stage 
by intervening courteous- 
ly and warning those con- 
cerned they may be ex- 
cluded if they cause trou- 
ble. 

(3) Staff should be given 
clear written Instructions 
about the circumstances 
in which the police should 
be called and who should 
call them 

Finally: (4) Where 
patrons are evicted they 
should be escorted to a 

convenient exit and the 
attendants Involved 
should not try to deal with 
the troublemakers once 
they are In the street " 

With which emphasis 
the GLC Code draws to a 
Close 

A RED HOTALBUM THAT 
WON'T BURNI:., YOUR FINGERS 

o 

FIRE IT UP - an outrageous new album 
written, produced and performed by the 
legendary Rick James. Hot off the 
presses of Motown Records. 

..... .. STML 12128 also available on cassette. 

. 
:.ra,o.sNgwrO..v, EMI iM.aOLtl 9,,rei+A.laelo^rt01486 )w 1 
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D DISCOLAND 
* New Er used all guaranteed 

* All gear on demo 
* Repairs + credit service all gear 
* Easy credit only 10% deposit 
* Part.Exchange - good prices given 
* Showrooms open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon -Sat 

* LA GEST ST RS a..5 
* MST DEMO FACILITIES 

4 tit. Oro. 
* EXCELLENT SERVICE FACIURIS 

WAIT TRANIS TO AU Of OUR 
CUSTOMERS RIO AU ENE BEST 

FOR TN( 9120 TEAR 
IN. ore OPEN norm., Prom INN 

219th bul CLOSED on Jon fit burn.. G No vas now wolablr 

**1*'* * * * 7R * 7 41 
1S THÉ GROVE EALING . * * LONDON ws * * ER: 01-560 0520 

obi DISCO * 
*s 5*DN*LESCENTRE 

*Saoc J.pne, Mono . . . .. .. 21%* 541C Jup,t.r /5o 
*5VC Swum Swim 
543C Sarum Surso 300 1615 SO 
544C Al ruin Sure .. . .02025 a, 1'L 545C anent TOSlosro 

Steno. 
.. . .. (691,00 Y 9410 Arlan to TD steno. 0133 60 I- 

54TC AdmHs 70 30005 1753 *WIC 
Trans. Ca.. ... .. . .. (-JO 95 

30 _fry 

G1 Tremh Cow . . P22 
r'L SOC Solon TO Sr... . 158(1 65 FÍ 549C Sour TD 3035 . ms es I1 
9 42 55 Amite. Jim. . . . . 020 es /r 34252252 Sohn SOH, 2,0, 1406 35 

SIMMS DISCO MIXERS 
MOM Jur.15. Moro . 1154 40 
142M Saturn Slrw [120 80 

*544M Arms Memo 1256 60 %1 
SIMMS POWER AMPLIFIERS , + K P5150 Mono 158 won. 076 70 * (- 5300 Sr. 2. 150 wane 1155 30 
PS503 Mono S00 worn 00000 * PS1000 Sl err SOOO warn (442 TS 

J SOUND TO LIGHT SYSTEMS 
3 > SAC Pall Is A crimple. and Powerful Soumt'Li hIr 

*wt op~roe« rear. lrmrinu Ma Torn.. Protect S.C. 
Swarror 

5`d 15reros h0 es throned /or f151.0. han 
bulk 

d.us sod 
í1 41 

I L°:11.00 
d áo005, mk..p 1 010 rhrslo.0 no 

l2' en 
Nom * SAMJ C-.nNre. 

onne 

SA 313 Crory. lox n 
SAG Connor, orw std error.. 12 amp . 

6uundüloó 
FULLY COVERED MIRROR BALLS 
Mae 11.1 cm face. 
51010/010 1 cm ter. 
311112 131n 1 em Mew. * Mew lam t em tarsi 
Mur5. 901, Roolutr 

.-. PROJECTORS 

. Baas 1110 W hoer 
(465 R5 (ó.55H 100 Corer (10 40 o l0uWeo. 100 (133 10 l lgearor 1'50 ]j If you bar row . Iry er own or we rarer Dori W.W.I. 

Fe cloth, rynd corms, handloe comer. orrery. era . 
*Good m5.s5 Largo sing. of Shun mire h Nor Prior from l7eT 

(1111 non. tar 029 par roll Loterg wiry of etay ground arc% 
99.. fomeN 111101 nn. 
"(hm tort ANN GM £50 ace0np1.1 foes e1 »I 2'.a 

Mira: 
[8550 

5,2' Con, Or - 10 "GU5»611 rare 2'1. Mr Nare, Eü - - rnll0A(rn1 r 
115.000 115001 (11.M. 51CO ne01 tN a Sorry PAL 1.11,1. 

A,( t 110011 LAii írr061»2'l /11 

9 litL GEAR BOUGHT, 
LOTTSA 

BARGAIN SOLD, EXCHANGED 

SUPER VISA, ACCESS 
1010111 HP MAIL ORDER 

OPEN 5 DAIS A Will 

8/00 65 J s 
ISO 50 i 
n4 40 m 0a * 
1w Is 

SOUTH EASTERN ENTERTAINMENTS LTD. 

PNONA CONSOLE 
1.2' o.p 

Caro.dc low W Try nro .1720 177 
Carrie 5,5.50 Merril oomph. .. (Se (m 
CRrenlc Krnw 2. 1055. errs. .8515 FR 
Cosner. (rah Polar. Mono Comer 1730 175 
Crud Swirl Nero 2.1205. .... .. 8570 (112 

Cloud 6-W 71Áw mono 000 (a 
Cloud S.M. I memo console.. .. 1375 EL 
flood Saar 7 mono coneol Ow (39 a CloSmast.r who rape memo ]m (5 0 (8 
In. Cloemn nano console .. . . C320 CO 
loo Clubman mono censor... L7N) 121 
Mrt rofmolonal with rp5..5.r NO 1195 EEO 

H.F. Exec Portable mer.o conoIs .070 01 
F.1 Stray R.ngsr 2.100w + 911 [396 (º 
Est Power Ranger 100w mono.. ... 1724 (24 
Psi Supel Oro lmw RRP. .. . 015 0* 
Eel Runs. Mono cover . (199 CEI 
Pal Syr.m 50 comp wilt .cosh OA 02 
"PHONEADISCO" ASK FOR 
DETAILS OF OUR IMPRESSIVE 
RANGE OF SECOND HAND DECKS 

AND EQUIPMENT. 
Also Sound Advice From MIc The Disc 

Records Wanted 
ALL RECORDS, tapes, 
singles, bought / ex- 
changed, 10p f2.20 each 
paid. Absolutely NONE 
refused!! Bring ANY 
quantity in ANY condi- 
tion to Record and Tape 
Exchange. 38 Notting 
Hill Gate. London W11 
(01 727 35391. Cassettes 
may be sent with SAE 
for cash. Estimates on 
request. 

Fan Clubs 
GUYS 'N' DOLLS 
official fan club. SAE to 2 
Carden. Avenue, New - 

quay, Cornwall TR7 
ABBA FANS send for 
details of the ABBA 
stock cupboard. enclose 
SAE - A.S.C. 19 Nor. 
lhftelds, Portlshead. Nr 
Bristol. 

PATCHES 

SOUND 
LIMITED 

FOR ALL 
YOUR 
DISCO 

SUPPLIES 

71 

SUTTON 

COMMON 
ROAD, 

SUTTON, 
SURREY 
Telephone 

01- 
641 

4482 

41.1 OUT Of THIS WORLD. I 
.4. PRICES 'ON 'AU, 

GEAR , 
Rt. 
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C,.rsac W Warr ram ,;i S 

na raen. w ow 
TR DrrruM Cra., 200. err. 
(AL arum . 

PAL Crux. .., . . 160 

PAL Bondy, r morphs. 154 
!.undo,*Soundcarnra. n5. .010 
óoundeol ISDl15.e . . .' 22'. 

Soar,aw, Prows 120 w5., alarm .2'0 

SPEAKER ENCLOSURES a AMES t 

-..-...-...... __ 

o, urn, W F5.w.r. NFvw 12'.. ... . ......... .. I Ir ..1M s.we2'Lw.i I1.1 b17J4N1 bar trm.. . .. 
Pm 4aa.Ms. . aaaln srwPrVf 
111Re..4 
I1ArsIN. . 

we 

a11 twos 11w. .... .. 11r.... .. .. 
..a a -w ... Mar. NS 117 

MPaJr..-....... ar Soh 

ALPaIN. 1.15+..log: 

SAXON MILITIA 
GUARD. SAE to 33 
Osbert Drive, Thurcroft 
South Yorkshire S86 
BAF. 
BING CROSBY Photo 
Club, Quarterly 
magazine. BING PIC- 
TORIAL. Details SAE 32 
Ferndale Avenue, Wall - 
send. Tyne and Wear. 
BLONDE OFFICIAL 
Fan Club: - SAE to PO 
Box 83, London W23135. 
STATUS QUO official 
supporters' club. - SAE 
to PO Box 63. London W2 
3BZ. 
THE WHO official club. - Send SAE for details 
to The Who Club, PO Box 
107A. London NG. 
OFFICIAL UK Subs Fan 
Club. - SAE to PO Box 
12, Guildford, Surrey. 
OFFICIAL 10CC fan 
club. - Send SAE for 
details to Alan Dawes. 
PO Box 50, London E18 
I AX. 

Special Notice 
TO WISH David Essex 
another great Neu Year 
and thanks for 
everything. Hope you 
have a really good 
Christmas. Love Hazel 
ex. 
NEIL DIAMOND. Merry 
Christmas and a pro- 
sperous New Year 
From five of your truly 
devoted tans. - Mavis, 
Cynthia, Dawn. JIMand 
Robert. You'll shine 
forever with us 

101-690 22051 
PNONACAB 

era 
MIN 

MM Pro 200 pair 
MM Pre 150 pa .... .. .. .. ..... 050 
NM Pro 1m pair ... 0!e 
NN UNr Rae. 150 web . 
NH Unit Mid b ogs or h.. . o15 
en UM Rebel Horn 55th....000 
DMus DFM 100 Ogee bine+ whs pair (125 
DM,.c add on horn. parr . - B 
D.hK 1112" DC SW won cobs 

parr used .. ...... ... ... 020 
Flocs 'roles wedse e.b. pan eolNA CM 
W E Ml9 2'n Omane bogs wet horn pas 1595 
A 721s12DC Bra bin pa ENO 
Chronic Europa 1501x19' 12' DC 

1. horn parr ... .... . u10 
Chronic Crb L u' DC 100w pals E200 

Fr 1x15' bar bin 2 toms pall 040 
Eel 1016' bar bin poll . , 0% 
Eel 1017 c horn 50w psi, .... .. 005 
Ps12.15. + horn 100.v pal. 
1.11.15. * hero 101... pair .. . . . 11115 

180 w 152x12' 100 cabs parr' ....1100 

RADIO FILE - off- 
shore, landbased, free. 
ILR, BBC, Irish. 
overseas radio, new 
features, information. 
Britain's Best! 50p noon- 
thly. f5 for 12 issues. 
December issue now 
ready. - 7 Promenade, 
Swansea, Glamorgan. 
shire. 

OFFSHORE ECHOES 
double LP "The Radio 
Forts" featuring The 
Radio City. Stitch. In - 
villa, Essex, 390 and 
Tower stories. Available 
now £7.99 Inc postage 
(money order) from 
OE F L e - H a m e l 

Vltlefieur 76540 Cany, 
France. 

TO BOLAN fans 
everywhere. Hope you 
had a superfunk T. Rex - 
noes. Marc's name, 
music and legend will 
live on In the eighties 
thanks to you. Best 
wishes to Mr& Mrs Feld, 
Harry, Gloria. Roían. 
Have a great golden New 
Year. Rexfully always. 
Dave. Southport. 

Mobile Discos 
CLOUD 9. - 01 360 4771. 
GNC DISCO. - 01 743 
LOPS alter Rpm 
C.P. DISCO. - Preston 
56362, Kendal 27672. 

INEXPENSIVE 
DISCOTHEQUES. - 
Pete. 01 000 5365 

DOVETAILED DISCO All P'ICas INCWde 

RECORDING CASES 
VAT APBP 

Mike ~ours or PO 

SINGLES: etc payable to 
Approx 12001 (10.75 

RON DOTES Approx 15001(1325 
273 StOorbndge Rd. 

Ap 
LP 

Approx [16 50 
Holly Nell, Dudly, 

1651 .. (10 75 west Mldlands 
UK only Tel: (0309) 77137 

JINGLES 

FOR PROFESSIONAL DJ's 

Your DJ r aseo owns ° , 
bIr Prolosin, wn:s plus 
Amoscan 00 . ad 

utar ¡ cgle, 

For Irdo'm.l.On 5.m. to 

TM e b L DJ Stir... 
c/o 4 Mongol Road 

as.leytwth, Kars DM 1.10 

one Phony 01 304 SORB 

Are STUDIO HIRE 

Dr 

142 /i 
171 
115 
11e 

m 
rM 

m 
(24 

(41 

no 
fA 
01 
f26 ® 
(14 

1377 LEWISHAM NIGH ST, LONDON SE131 

PNONALIGHT 
Car Or 
Pece 

Opta So1at 250 ~an 
Ont11009 promos, (II IT 
Raro 5003 plotast5.. Ill (90 
Ph Is 9109,911.1,9,1- DO car 

poorer.. Ronk Tutor two p.R .. Lord from . 146 ern 
MndolSIel 3I5w chann.1. (217 02 

Puler airy carry ,acta. . R2' 05 
FS R by. trash.. STE . . . Gs .-.4. 
Fr ow Auto S..,esr . STY . ... r8ó rah Err otra JI colour. RRP 
Muhl colour.d Kopener, 7 rem. only .. 157 cwt 

4 Channel Ro0Nlghr corra.. Ill colt 
Puler Jumbo mohos .... . 100 fa 
lea Buhbi. rsehlnw .. .. '. (E cash 
Opt) Bubble machine. .... .. .. . Fas cash 
La MnOr. PEN/Bair UnIr + Corrryse Moor 
Sound torn 05 mw red arm . (420 012 
Boils Barn, Spam ...... .. . . tlt crb 
Fsls,n Scrams 2 .........198000,ta car 
Mar. Corr NM P.ir Only... . . .1110 [H 

c NON( .tapa... 
1` Acees uv 

y 
ore 

Good. 

RECORD MIRROR 
WISHES ALL THEIR 

ADVERTISERS 

A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR 

STEVE DAY. - 01 324 
1976. 
DAVE JANSEN. - 899 
4010. 
WHITE SPIRIT Disco. 
Coventry area. - Coven- 
try (0203) 683707 early 
evening. 
DISCOTHEQUES. - 01 

965 2991 / 2826. BRIAN JOHN 
Bandwagon disco road - 
show, ten years ex- 
perience. - Telephone 
for a colour brochure 01 
851 9209. 

Situations Vacant 
ALTERNATIVE 
EMPLOYMENT. .lobs 
with record companies 
radio station» etc Full- 
time part-time. Rx 
perience unneceneary 

31 u5Ee Industry 
Employment Guide" tl 
"Rerllo Employment 
Guide" CI "British 
Music Index" lincludes 

450 record company 
addresses). 11 All three 
02.40 - RS Productions, 
Hamilton House. Slaver - 
ton, Devon 
LYRIC WRITERS 
required by recording 
company Details 
(SAE I: 3n Sn.yd Hall 
Rd., Bloxwlch. Stafford- 
shire 

- HELP DISCO 
CENTRE 

The Disco Equlpment 

Hire People 

Send for Price List 

Colley Green 
Rickmrn.oelh, Hoots 

Tel: Wet «8 44872 

ROLE YOUR OWN CABINETS? 
ADAM HALL IRM) SUPPLIES 

Mal' Ores. Sonic. for 
CASTORS FEET HANDLES COVPRtNOS ERBIE-41N GNIE/f 

LOCKS CATCNIs MINO(5. SP(CIALISED HA IODWAIM 
CORNERS PIPINGS TPIPO ETC 

OUANTITO DISCOUNTS 
No No SAE for 15uptsia d C.,.'.u. 

Urn O Storer Wore, Grope. Rood burr.. a. 152 !DA 

NEs/IMC 711 lM JVL.SN< I! Ml_"kV TV 
89 SCOTFORTH ROAD LANCASTER 

Tel 0524-62634 
Effects, Prcsectors, Strobes, Sound -to -Light Compilers, Sequencer+ Fog 
Machines, Merorbalis, Pyro0ash Systems, Fibre Optics, Ropebgi ns, Fuzirohls. 

Bubble Machines. Pismo Horns,MiCeO(Ihones, Discostands. 
Pan of the product range avedable from Northern Lights 

Distributors for the following manufacturers 
OPTIKINETICS - PULSAR - PLUTO - LE MAITRE - ILLUSION 

Trod* enouirls caroms on me sbov. oro4una Pm. st on ,oso... 

Repair and Hire 
Discos bought for cash 
Instant credit up to £500 
High PExch allowances 
Prices include VAT music 

DISCOMART 
56 Surbiton Road 
Kingston Surrey 
01.546 9877 

- --.d.VAAJIPtPrA\.A[.2 -' ..,.2wemP . ._ f) 
IN fIM...9."... . .dM UGHTINGaACCESSORIES t pALow.roD.w 
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Personal S 

GAY SWrFCHBOARDº 
24 hour service for 
homosexuals. informa- 
tion. advice and enter. 
talnments guide on - 01- 
8.77 7324. 
ROCK JOURNALISM. 
photography? Booklet by 
ex-staffinen tells how to 
start your career. 11.30 
to - Intro Books, PO 
Box 3, Scotton. Catlerlek 
Garrison, North Yorks 
DKB, 3NT. 
JANE SCOTT, genuine 
friends, introductions, 
opposite sex, with sincerity and 
thoughtfulness. Details 
free. Stamp to - Jane 
Scott, 3/RM, North 
Street. Quadrant. 
Brighton, Sussex, BN1 
SOS. 
CONFIDENTIAL IN 
TRODUCTIONS to suit 
all ages and interests na 
tionwide. Free details - 
Dating Confidential 
(Dept HM). 64 Haddon 
Road, London W3. 
NORTHAMPTON GUY, 
30, seeks girl. 17-26, for 
genuine friendship. 
anywhere. - Please 
write to Brian. 50 Avon 
Drive, Northampton 
NN57HZ. 

#11Single and abre?. 
ouniainamminiK { I D bne, Europe's html. 

Most m ucce..rul cppuler I ` 
daunp,ery Ala, oast BO, OW 

Imembers. 

'clog 6 could love 
Inmeet 1 . 

I..IeI f h d<SM Ia' 
L T..'IRn (prl) 
11 AMncelon Rood, I dd. )w X.' 

FINNISH AND Swedish 
penfriends. - Write for 
free details: Pen Friend 
Service, PL 27, SF -20801 
Turku 80, Finland. PENFR I ENDS 
WORLDWIDE. All ages 
welcome. Stamp to - 80 
Ellesmere Road. 
Benwell. Newcastle - 

upon - Tyne NE4 FITS. 

GUY (18), wants to write 
/ meet attractive, sensi 
ble girl in Edinburgh 
area. - Box Number 
2213. 
NORTHAMPTON, GUY, 
30. seeks girl 17-26 for ge- 
nuine friendship 
anywhere. Please write 
to Brian. 50 Avon Drive, 
Northampton NN6 7HZ. 
OPPOSITE SEX 
partners found!!! It's FREEAT 
I+N+T+E+R+D+A+ 
T + E + ! Rush letters 
describing yourselves + 
SAE to Box 2168, Record 
Mirror. 40 Long Acre, 
London WC2. 

Records For Sale 
BEATLES, ROLLING 
Stones, Eddie Cochran's 
rare US singles, com- 
plete Marc Bolan album 
discography, sales, 
wants. etc. plus TOP 200 
RARE RECORDS 
CHART, are all in the 
January issue of 
RECORD COLLECTOR 
MAGAZINE, from your 
local newsagent now! 
HIGH SPEED cassette 
copying, using special 
tape, C60. fl. - Tren - 

w 1hu..e D1-.376!01. chtone Ltd. PO Box 356, 
London SE22 OQX. 01-437 
8391/3083. 

SINGLES: 60,000 Oldies 
/ Obscurities. Send 25p 
for massive list. - Box 
255, Liscard Road, 
Wallasey, Merseyside. 
BARGAIN PRICED 
oldies, 1957/79. Large 
SAE. Also records 
bought. - 100 Archers 
Road. Eastlelgh, Hamp- 
shire. 
ALWAYS OVER 15.000 
singles in stock. Recent 
ex -Juke box hits at 
bargain prices, plus 
brand new 45s from past 
25 years. Send 12p stamp 
for list. - Gemini 
Records, 122 George 
Street, Mablethorpe, 
Lincolnshire. 
DELETED LPS, singles 
our speciality. - SAE 
for details to Skeleton 
Records (ITC), PO Box 
4. 46 Argyle Street, Birkenhead, 
Merseyside. 
MOLDLESS OLDIES! 
1000s available, 1955/79 
Imports, re-releases, col- 
lectors original UK 
labels, singles, EPa, LPs - SAE Diskery, 88/87 
Western Road, Hove, 
Sussex. Callers 

'welcome. 
DO YOU collect 
records? My latest 
catalogue lists hundreds 
of top hits from the 50s, 
80s and 70s. all brand 
new. - SAE to: Tim 
Heath, 112. Slonedale, 
Sutton Hill, Telford, 
Salop. 
SECONDHAND 
SINGLES for sale, fully 
guaranteed. 25p for lists 
to: - Dave Banks, 36 
Spital Lane, Chester- 
field. 

DEVO DYLAN, 
Zeppelin. Bowie etc, 
Australian rarities 
Send 2 IRC's for 
catalogue. MRA. PO Box 
286, Victoria 3000. 
Australia. 
CASSETTES FOR sale. 
Secondhand, fully 
guaranteed. Send SAE 
for list to. - Dave 
Banks, 36 Spital Lane, 
Chesterfield. 
TUBEWAY ARMY 
friends picture disc. Of- 
fers. - Paul 01-351-0618. 
VERY RARE record col- 
lection. All types, all edi- 
tions. Please send 30p to 
cover lists + postage. 
Richard, 26a Market 
Place, Brentford, Mid- 
dlesex. 

Wanted 
BLONDIE TICKET for 
Hammersmith, any 
date. - PO Box No 2210. 
BLONDIE TICKET. 
Hammersmith. Your 
price. - Phone Fareham 
286273. 

For Hire 
DISCO EQUIPMENT, 
PAY systems, sound to 
light units, reasonable 
rates. - Newnbam 
Audio Services, 01.534 
4064. 

Penfriends 
FEMALE 19, seeks male 
20.30, for friendship, 
likes ELO. Police etc. 
Photo appreciated. 
Midlands area Box 
Number 2212. 

10" x 8" hA 80p 40p 
GULUUH UR r 

BLACK & WHITE 

FULL 
COLOUR 
PHOTOS 

Inc 
GARY HUMAN 

31c POLICE 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

i1 II I Irf J 
SEX PISTOLS MAONESS 

PO 

a1 IN 
100 

108558 ROTTEN 

STING/POLICE 

FULL BLACK di 

COLOUR WHITE 

BLACK & WHITE PHOTOS 

a 

IIi 
SEX PISTOLS 

:.. 

Bl ,T 17 
STING/POLICE OARYNUYAA 

Ile 
13S5 SIO VICIOUS SID VICIOUS 

1360 JAM STING 

,pe...,,,.,,m. nwMenclose Cheque/Postal Order t. . - ..,c; In.M.H9,+pn. 

Sp náv 
un, al parehF..Irh,th bc,udo 

,eae, naw.cc apt aw..ao,,... m,oTdp.Aees 

IswPn Cud. h.n m,mmumor1110. pan 

Nuns 

Add.... 
110 

SEX PISTOLS 

JAM 53 
SIO VICIOUS 

9R 

SID V,C,OUS 

n 
JOHNNY ROTTEN 

. 42 

tM USICRA FT 
303 Edgware Road 

London W2 

01402 9/79 d MO 

FORLPROFESSIONAL DISCO & V 
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT q 
tk,F.:: WISH ALL OUR 

r CUSTOMERS yT b ' ̀ I ,, A PROSPEROUS 
r_it 

\, 
3 ' NEW YEAR 1' 

.Y;1 liraOrt,1 00:./0'' 14`1 

NOTICE 
CHANGE OF NAME AND ADDRESS 

READING DISCO CENTRE 

WOW TRADING AS 

'ORANGE 
DISCO CENTRE 

AT 
483 OXFORD ROAD 

READING, BERKSHIRE 
READING 588031 

OPENING 10.00-6.00 MON-SAT 
LA(?pER STOCKS NOW THAN 

o EVER BEFORE 

DJ DJ DJ DJ 
DISCOUNT PRICES ON MAIL ORDER LAMPS 

A1015/12 cob 1d0wl t1JD. Al/1ºS 111 volt 10arl Q.16 
A1/7131M31122 volt 2/4..1 CUB Al/1r. 1240 rah 11..1 Qs 
Á1R431240 voh 1º0.,1 DIAL PAS a ES 1240.00 1005,1, Spa) "co.,. 

Red. S6.a. ~ow or O,m. 
Set of 31101n0 n3.00. Sena Dolma, moor d 

Sand now t. 
D-LITE (M/OI 

MOOR END, HARLOW PINES. OTLEY ROAD. 
HARROGATE. N. YORKS HG3 1PZ 

ch.,T.. or PO to D-LIN'. Add )SP P.P. p. ordm ,ey..dM of 
au.nhro. Fa mlc lust. o1 Other fan, as. slate I.mp re.ue.d nod 

send SAE A. poem include VAT 

RECORD & DISCO 

CENTRE 
NEW DISCOUNT SYSTEM 

TO 25 % OFF CUSTOM SOUND -FÁ1 
NAZE-PLUTO 

OPTIKINITICS - SHURE -H/N RANK SW 

PHONE FOR PRICES 

* COMPLETE DISCO SYSTEM ONLY 

STEREO CONSOLE WITH BUILT IN L,65 AMP 2 SPEAKERS E3 MICROPHONE 

DISCO & LIGHTING HIRE SERVICE 
FOR PROFESSIONAL OR HOME USE 

COMPLETE DISCO WITH LIGHTS FROM E13 

S. nu SAE III' H,.e List Inl; .. , nr 
E.Don EnQU,nes KtIron,t 
hie,, b Eull Cloys 97 
Wea {I a r. r..s- e,I h A 

355 RAYNERS LANE, PINNER MIDDA 

01-868 8637 

Ii + ='.. '¡_ 
/ 

TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS 
NIGEL, JUDY, JOHN, JOHNNIE AND TIM 

WOULD LIKE TO WISH YOU ALL A 
HAPPY NEW YEAR 

SEE US IN THE 80's AT 

DISCO SALES & HIRE 
378-380 VALE ROAD, ASH VALE, 
ALDERSHOT, HANTS GU12 5NJ 

Tel. (Sales) FARNBOROUGH (0252) 513713 
(Hires) FARNBOROUGH (0252) 518777 

rz 
- ' CUSTOMISED MODELS OF 

OUR DS 1000 CONSOLE 

SERIES AVAILABLE IN 

1980 

10 em to 1.30 pm end 2.30 to pm 
Closed December 24/25/26/27 
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'001 "0 
MISSED THAT NIT SOUND WHILE IT WAS AROUND? 
GET R FROM THE DEALER WITH ALL THE CLASSICS 

M er SA # e.ted b0bw re but 0100 *election from owe 2A00 
Suedes end I OW IC. Inked in lcec.dRa. price. SEND &&1. FOR UST 

An the 'cords 11ted below en 0%p rich 6 foe E3 or 10 IOI 'SAD o, tO foe 001.255 pae.ge b packing) M.ny others on am 

R as ARGENT 
1197 BEE GEES 

IA CLOUT 
71 COMMODORES 
MO I*0 DURY 
56A ELECTING LIGHT ORCHESTRA 
600 EXILE 

e0ERO0 t FOREIGNER 
702 ART GARFUNKEL 
srt JUSTIN 
71151 BONET NI 

ARD 

no GEORGE McGRAE 
1143 HAROLD 

OL 
MELVIN IN a THE 

111 STEVE MILLER BAND 

10 
SALLY 
RAHBANDrtELD 

1*33 RAM JAM 
1516 ROLLING STONES 
1967 SAMANTHA SANG 
17W SUPERTBA MP 

15N A TASTE OF HONEY 

IN6 JOE TEX 
21711 ANITA WARD 
2Sn D00LEY WILSON 

lock and Roll damnation 
Hold you, head up 

S.,é ,huts 
Three times lady 
Reasons 

a 
cheerful 

Wed West hero 
Kim you all our. 
Milk end alcohol 
Hot blooded 
1 enlY have eye. for you Forever autumn 
Hooray. Hooray Ire holiday 
Rack your Why 

If you don't know me by now 
The joker 
Minors 
Crunch 
Black Bony 
Fool to cry 
Emotions 
Give IMIe 
Boogie Clothe a °ogle 
Ain't gonna hump no more 
Ring my bell 
As time Yoe. by 

ALSO A GREAT BARGAIN 
11a W.T SINGLES - 015 l a í21f 00.ree..) 

100 SOUL SINGLES -1311E2 N oven..sl 
100 REGGAE SINGLES - 1S I+Q If oversee.' 

OLDIES UNLIMITED 
DfPARTMENT R, á/17 STAFFORD STREET, ST. 6109610, 

TELFORD, SHROPSHIRE TF2 9NO 

For Sale 
HALF PRICE T-shirts. 
blank cassettes, jackets. 
SAE for details Box 
Number 2214. 
NUMAN, POLICE, 
Specials, Selector, 
Boomtown Rats, Under- 
tones, Badges 20p each 
+ SAE. - A. Punshon, 
207 Stoke Road Slough. 
U L T R O V O X, 
VIBRATORS. Joy Divi- 
sion, Spin, Crass, UK 
Subs, Swell, Maps, Sid, 
Specials, Selecter, 
Human. XTC, Tubeaway 
Army badges! 20p each 
+ SAE. - A. Punshon, 
207 Stoke Road, Slough. 
STRANGLERS' UK 
tour 1979. set of ten 
superb colour photos, Sin 
x 35411, only C3. - S. 
Flinders, 5 Main St. 
Stanton By Dale II- 
Ikeston, Derbys. 
QUEEN, GLITTER 
leeshlrts, t3; sweat- 
shirts. C4-95 (s,m,l.ex-1).- - SPRINTPRINT (Dept 
RI, 120 Shaftesbury 
Avenue. Swindon, 
Wiltshire. 
RUSH. GLITTER 
teeshirts, C3; Sweat. 
shirts, £4.95 (s.on,1,ex-11. - SPRINTPRINT (Dept 
R), 120 Shaftesbury 
Avenue. Swindon, 
Wiltshire. MOTORHE AD 
TEESHIR'TS, C3; sweat- 
shirts, £4.95 (s,m,l.ex-I). - SPRINTPRINT (Dept 
R1, 120 Shaftesbury 
Avenue, Swindon, 
Wiltshire. 
THE SPECIALS 
leeshlrts, t3; Sweat- 
shirts. £4.95 (s,m.1,ex-1). - SPRINTPRINT (Dept 
R1. 120 Shaftesbury Avenue, Swindon, 
Wiltshire. _SELECTOR 
TEESHIRTS, E3; Sweat- 
shirts. C4.95 (u.m.l.ex-1). SPRINTPRINT (Dept 
R), 120 Shaftesbury Avenue, Swindon, 
Wiltshire. 
XTC TEESHIRTS, L3; Sweatshirts. £4.95 - SPRINT - 
PRINT (Dept RI, 120 
Shaftesbury Avenue, 
Swindon, Wiltshire. 
,THE UNDERTONES 

hirts, C3; Sweat- 
shirts, 114.95 Is.m.I.00'11. 

SPRINTPRINT (Dept 
I. 120 Shaftesbury 

Avenue, Swindon, 
Wiltshire, 

IWHOT-SHIRTS, badges., 
sUekers - Send sae to: 

'The Who Club, PO Box 
1107a London, N8 SRU. 

.41..eeo104/1.41w 

THE SPECIALS (black 
or white) T-shirts, 
S/M/L, £3. - T.I.T.S., 12 
Blenheim St, Newcastle - 
on -Tyne. 
GENESIS T-SHIRTS, 
books, badges, etc. - 
Send sae to: Genesis in- 
formation, PO Box 107, 
London, N8 5RU. 
SKA T-SHIRTS 
(massive print with 
B&W chequered edges), 
S/M/L, t3. - T.I.T.S., 12 
Blenheim Street, 
Newcastle - on -Tyne. 
THE WHO, (logo), T- 
shirts, S/M/L, [3. - 
T.I.T.S., 12,Blenheim St. 
Newcastle - on -Tyne. 
DESTROY T-SHIRTS, 
S/M/L. L3. - T.I.T.S., 12 
Blenheim St, Newcastle - 

on - Tyne. 
SEX PISTOLS (GROUP 
PIC) you've seen the 
photo, T- 
shirt. ' ow 

SML. 
£L3. 

T.I.T.S., 12 Blenheim St., 
Newcastle- on - Tyne. 
THE JAM - TUBE STA- 
TION Screen print - T- 
shirts, SML, [3. - 
T.I.T.S.. 12 BlenhelmSt, 
Newcastle - on - Tyne. 
SPRINGSTEEN BORN 
TO RUN (him' and 
Clarence), T-shirts, SML 
f3. - T.I.T.S., 12 
Blenheim St, Newcastle - 

on - Tyne. 
STATUS. QUO (LOGO) 
T-shirts, SML, 13. - 
T.I.T.S., 12 Blenheim St, 
Newcastle -on Tyne. 
PUNK LEATHER JKTS 
(ZIPPED) full refund if 
not chuffed. State chest 
and height in inches also 
for leather bomber pls. 
black only. Zipped jkts 
only [43.95 + bombers 
only 01.95 inclusive of 
p&p. , - T.I.T.S.. 12 

Blenheim St. Newcastle 
on Tyne. 
ROCK STEADY heavy 
metal magazine. No. 1. 

- Send 50p in cheque / 
PO payable to: Shooting 
Star. PO Box No 50, Lon- 
don. EIS LAX. 
STUDDED BELTS black 
or brown fabric [1.90. - 
Sae - Bentsleather (R1, 
45 Church Lane, W'hit- 
wick. CoalvUle, Leics. 
MODS UNION jack ties 
[2.90 two Lone belts Gismo 
+ sae - Bentsleather 
IRI. 45 Church Lane, 
Whitwick. Coalv111e, 
Leics. 
SIOUXSIE TIES black 
print on white fabric fl 

sae Bentsleather 
(R).1 45 'ChUrek Lane, 

'?Ph 11W lc Goal ví1114. 
Leics. 

CASSETTE 

HIRE 
Why sly emend TS for ne 

who" you n sirn 
env of our 4.000 library 
Fo lull d..0. 

or 
o1 

tm 
mber 

Nip .sk for our free brochure 

STEREO CASSETTE 

LENDING LIBRARY' 
Room G. Sherwood House 

Canterbury CT1 SRL 

SINGLES, NEWIES, 
OLDIES,TAMLA 

FROM 121hp 
Free Record was DH lip pre 

MISSION RECORD 
RM 120 Church Lane 
elmNnghem B20 2111. 

-co-'--- r 

BELT BUCKLES titles available. Zeppelin, 
Eagles, Bowie, Elvis, 
Queen, Blondle, Floyd, 
Abba, Genesis, Quo, 
Rats, AC / DC, Sex 
Pistols, Kiss, Sabbath, 
Bee Gees, ELO. Rain- 
bow, Yes, Who, Dylan, 
L1zzy, Confederate Flag, 
£1.90 complete with 
leather grain look belt, 
£2.90 + sae - Bent- 
sleather (R), 45 Church 
Lane, Whitwick, 
Coalville, Leics. MIRROR TIES 
reflective vinyl, C1 + sae - Bentsleather (R), 45 
Church Lane, Whitwlck, 
Coalvflle,Lelcs. 
PUNK TIES shiny blue 
PVC, C1 + sae. - Bent- 
sleather (R), 45 Church 
Lane, Whltwlck, 
Coalville, Leics. 
WRIST BANDS Sin wide. 
Leather grain look, Cl, 
Sin wide L2.90, 10in wide 
£3.90 + sae - Bent- 
sleather (R), 45 Church 
Lane, Whitwie k, 
Coalville. Leics. 
STRAIGHT TIES you 
name It we print It, your 
slogan or group printed 
in black on white fabric 
tie, Cl + sae - Bent- 
sleather (R). 45 Church 
Lane, Whltwlck, 
Coalville, Leicst 
QUEEN QUEEN Queen 
on stage at the Nee. 79 
crazy tour, set of 10 
superb colour -Sin x 3.411 
photos, only C3 from S. 

Flinders. 5 Main Street, 
Stanton By Dale, II- 
ceston, Derbyshire. 
UK SUBS Official Mer- 
chandising "Tomorrows 
Girls" badges. T-shirt 
stickers. "Another Kind 
of Blues" badges. T. 
shirts, stickers, colour 
posters photographs, 
etc. Send SAE FOR 
FREE LISTING of up to 
date available merchan- 
dise and prices to UK - 

SUBS PRODUCTS PO, 
Box 12, Guildford, Sur- 
rey. 

JAM TIES black print on 
white fabric Cl + sae - 
Bentsleather (RI, 45 
Church Lane, Whttwlek, 
CoalvUle, Leics. 
GARY NUMAN ties 
black print on white 
fabric, CI +,sae - Bent- 
sleather (R), 45 Church 
Lane, Whltwlck, 
Coalville, Leics. 
MADNESS TIES Black 
print on white fabric, CI 
+ Sae - Bentsleather 
(R), 45 Church Lane. 
Whitwick, Coalvllie, 
Leics. 
SPECIALS TIES black 
print on white fabric ties. 
ü + sae - Bentsleather 
(R), 45 Church Lane 
Whitwick, Coalville. 
Leics. 
NEW WAVE mini lapel 
badge ties Sin long PVC, 
C1 + Sae - Bentsleather 
(R), 45 Church Lane, 
Whitwick, Coalvllie, 
Leics. 
RUSH T-SHIRTS (state 
which one) SML. t3. - 
T.I.T.S., 12,Blenhelm St, 
Newcastle -on - Tyne. 
MOTORHEAD T- 
SHIRTS (state which 
one) SML, t3. - T.I.T.S., 
12 Blenheim St, Newcas- 
tle -on - Tyne. 
STIFF LITTLE 
FINGERS INFLAM- 
MABLE MATERIAL 
T-shirts. SML, £3. - 
T.I.T.S., 12 Blenheim St, 
Newcastle -on -Tyne. 
STRANGLERS, T- 
SHIRTS, SML. t3. - 
T.I.T.S., 12 Blenheim St, 
Newcastle -on -Tyne. 
CHEAP TRICKS 
T-shirts, SML, C3. - 
T.I.T.S., 12 Blenheim St, 
Newcastle- on - Tyne. 
PAT TRAVERS BAND 
T-shirts, SML, f3. - 
T.I.T.S.. Blenheim St, 
Newcastle -on- Tyne. 
SEX PISTOLS (state 
which one) T-shirts, 
SML, t3, - T.I.T.S., 12 
Blenheim St, Newcastle - 

on - Tyne. 
SHAM 69 - HERSHAM 
BOYS T-shirts, SML C3, - T.I.T.S., 12 Blenheim 
St,aNewcastle on 
Tyne. 
SPRINGSTEEN - HE'S 
THE ONE T-shirts, 
SML, 13. - T.I.T.S., 12 

Blenheim St, Newcastle . 

on - Tyne. 
SWASTIKA (BLACK in 
red circle) T-shirts, 
SML, [3, - T.I.T.S., 12 

Blenheim St, Newcastle - 

on -Tyne. 
TALKING HEADS T- 
shirts. SML, £3. - 
T.I.T.S., 12 Blenheim St. 
Newcastle- on -Tyne. 
RUTS (LOGO), T-shirts, 
SML, 13. - T.I.T.S., 12 

Blenheim St.Newcaste - 

on -Tyne. 
YOU TELL IT - WE 
PRINT IT + your slogan 
on a Tee or Sweatshirt. 
SML. State 3 colour 
prefs, t3 and £4.95 
S/shirts. - T.LT.S., 12 
Blenheim St. Newcastle - 

on - Tyne. 
NEVER MIND THE 
BOLLOCKS, T-shirts, 
SML, t3. - T.I.T.S., 12 
Blenheim St, Newcastle - 

on Tyne. 

STRAIGHTTIES £1 
I SEA 2 Anarchy, 112E Subs. 
4 Pobs. S SIP. I Nods. 7 
Lanbr.11.s. . 999 9 Destroy. 
III The Who. 11 The Jere L7 
Police. 13 Remain.. 14 
Clean: 13 Rule IS Special. 
17 Sham 69 to Tubesyay 
Army 19 Numen. 20 secret 
Al1Ir. 51 Undertonew 22 
Piranha. 73 Chord.. 74 Back 
10 10,0. 75 Merton Per.... 25 
Redo.... V Teenbeel.. SF 

Little Roo.10,.. 29 Roc. 'n 
Roll. 30 Joe !Ashton 11 

Guedrophenle 32 Selector, 
33 Only ones. A Fashion. 30 
1157's. 16 Pretended. 37 NY 
Dolls Sa Col 39 Angelico 
All Ile., black o, blue print on 

n^g10 111001. 
Send money d sellable 

she SAE lo 
BENTS LEATHER (Dept ST) 

as Church Lane. Whittle, 
Co.l,lllea. Leloesle, 

WINGS!!! LIVE ON- 
STAGE COLOUR 
PHOTOS from latest 
tour, now available! Also 
latest ABBA AT 
WEMBLEY! LED ZEP- 
PELIN AT KNEB- 
WORTH! PATTI SMITH 
AT WEMBLEY! 10 ac- 
tion packed prints for 14; 
or 20 for C7.85; or all 30 

different for only £10.80 
(p&p inclusive). Also 
WHO, AC/DC. 
Stranglers. Lofgren 
(Wembley Stadium). 
JUDIE TZUKE, Robert 
Palmer, Lene Lovlch, 
Gallagher & Lyle, Hawk - 
wind (Hammersmith). 
KATE BUSH AT 
ALBERT HALL. set now 
available! Also Kate at 
Palladium. Ham 
mersmlth, or with P. 
Gabriel and S. Harley at 
Hammersmith! Also 

all READING 
FESTIVAL plcs of 
POLICE, CHEAP 
TRICK, TOURISTS, 
Scorpions, Motorhead, 
Gillan, Wild Horses, 
Gabriel, Hackett, 
Whitesnake etc. Many 
more Including new 
RICHARD & LINDA 
THOMPSON, AC / DC, 
Bad Co, Blondle, Bowie, 
Iggy, Dire Straits. 
Drury, Fleetwood Mac, 
B. Ferry, Skynyrd, 
Nugent, Queen. S. 

roc JAPAN 
U.S.A. EUROPE 

Quatro, Rundgren and - Utopia Roxy, 
Runaways, Rush, Sioux - 
le, Rod, Tubes. Tina 
Turner, Yes, Geneses. 
NEW COLOUR loin x tin 
ENOLARCEMENTS OF 
ABBA, ZEPPELIN, 
WHO, BOWIE, DYLAN. 
KATE BUSH. (4 on 
each). BLONDIE, 
RUNAWAYS, (6), £1.50 
each, any 4 for Etii.80 any 
8 for (7.80 (+ 20p p&p). 
Proofs available. Send 
sae for full lists, details 
etc. 30p for sample. 
PETEE STILL 
PHOTOGRAPHY, Ba 
Waldegrave Road, Lon- 
don 8E19 2AJ. , 

KATE BUSH 10 Im 
maculate posed colour 
studio shots and 10 Led 
Zeppelin closeups at 
Knebworth. Set of 10 

31in x Sin colour photos. 
£4.20 (5 for £2.30, 20 for 
£7.70). Prices include 
VAT and p&p. We also do 
90 other groups, In 
eluding Presley. Bowie, 
Quo, Abba, Purple. Kiss, 
Genesis, Olivia, Blondle, 
Queen, Ferry. Rush, 
Rod, Stranglers, Llzzy, 
Van Halen, UFO, Who. 
Sham and Clash. For 
free illustrated proofs 
and lists send SAE. 
name the groups you 
want. Sample print 30p. 
Send enquiries and order 
to Dick Wallis 
Photography, 159 
Hamilton Road, London 
SE2796W. 
1980 PLAYBOY CALEN- 
DAR POSTER (27in x 
391n), superior gloss 
quality, £1.50 plus 40p & 
p. - Cheque / PO 
payable to Reflections, 
27 High Street, Egham, 
Surrey. 
NUMAN T-SHIRTS, 
SML. C3. - T.I.T.S., 12 
Blenheim St. Newcastle - 

on . Tyne. 
PENETRATION (Up for 
air) T-shirts. SML. C3. - 
T.LT.S.. 12 Blenheim St. 
Newcastle -on Tyne. 

T.I.T.S. T-SHIRTS 
SWEATSHIRTS. Our 
designs on both Cost: 
Tees t3. S/shirts £4.95. 
For Illustrated brochure, 
send SAE to - T.I.T.S., 
12 Blenheim St, Newcas- 
tleon -Tyne. 
THIN LIZZY - Black 
Rose T-shirts, SML, O. - T.LT.S.. 12 Blenheim 
St, Newcastle -on- Tyne. 
UNION JACK, mini 
transfers, iron on, 50p 
each. Three for I1. - 
Simm, 9 Mill Lane, 
Newbold Verdon, 
Leicester 

PUNKS 
Brae. Studded ergs In 
black leather grain 10010.10 
Pam Pape bloc. o, 

9on0.g. Straps ...Two for 
neon 
SN.iUM Ors. Mme elut 
PVC minor .n.cl, denim, 
Blank le.l nor gran/ look rl 00 

Bondage Straight TIe. 01111 

'0' Rings NO Slr.ps bFoicot 

sla. 

ribose)Be ..,-..n9a 
at Bann T Bends wide io 

slack... n 00 
Wrist tend. I. tide. C.ºo 

cde A,w t1.90Se. 

Pistols Buckle 0.10 
Compteto with Roll.. .02 90 

FAST SERVICE 
e HONEY BACK GUARANTEE a 

Send Monti,. SAE to 
BENTS LEATHER (SP) 

45 Church Lane. Whltedci 
Coalville Lelcesle, 

DJ 
JIM MCLAYNE. - 
Luton 244 14. 

Musical Services 
LYRICS WANTED by 
Music Publishing House. 
II St Albans Avenue, 
London W4. 
ABSOLUTELY FREE. 
''Twenty Songwriting 
Questions Answered" In 
a booklet explaining 
copywright, promotion. 
publishing, recording 
contracts, royalties, 
song contests, setting 
lyrics to music without 
payment, etc. Free from International 
Songwriters Association 
(RM), Limerick City, 
Ireland. 

eaA.wra,vm,a,uNNrpe,roHxiaA.M rr+emwWN,pw.l,etiY.e 

TO S.1 P. Dept INM1I 28 WOODSTOCK ROAD. FINSBURY PARK- 

LONDONNIIEXENGLAND 

SMALLS - order form 
Rates d Conditions 

Effective from October 1979 

Under the Headings 
FAN CLUBS PEN FRIENDS SITUATIONS 
VACO.NT RECORDS FR SALER SAL. 
RECORDS WANTED. iNSTRJMENTSFFO SALE. 

TUITION. SPECIAL NOTICE RECORDS WANTED 
SITUATIONS WANTED. 

nony Other Ornate made announcements 100 0. 
tne 

b Nn: Two. 
el words.0 BOLD hoe SO Om wontmr. 

BOX NUMBERS 
Aso.. two words due SUP sir. ce fee 

SEMIDISPIAy.c. e^º 
012.r4 q.cc n ran 
02S re. rºrroN . l.me e 

SERIES DISCOUNTS 
S's ta. U ose b mar ?KIM 
7r toe '3 m1Ar«Jos 
Id, ,or 26.nelmns 
124 fa 5.2 *run 0n 

0.1 eAmptetea t,x...1'' C ".Oc' 
Small Ad. Dept. Record M.nor 40 i c e 

WOE WE ºJT 

erwaewke+.wwIe,+ - "r,r0 rreer. s..u+ r erw 

PLEASE PUBLISH my advertisement under the heading for.. . 

insertion's) commencing issue dated 

I enclose a cheque/postal order for to cover the cost made payable to RECORD 
MIRROR 
ALL SMALL ADS MUST BE STRICTLY PRE -PAID BY CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER. CASH WILL NOT BE 

ACCEPTED 

Name. 

Address.. 
L 

Name and address wh_nudedin advert mu,Bb_pa_d for.r .- 
- ~Y. - .... .............s. .s. e +. ...3 



30 Reao'd Mirror, January 5. 180 

1 
BRIGHT EYES 
nRTGARFUNKEL CBS 

2 
HEART OF GLASS 
BLONDIE Chrysalis 

3 
WE DON'T TALK ANYMORE 
CLIFF RICHARD EMI 
DON'T LIKE MONDAYS 

4 BOOMTOWN RATS Ensign 

5 
WHEN YOU'RE IN LOVE 
DR HOOK Capitol 

6 
I WILL SURVIVE 
GLORIAGAYNOR Polydor 

7 
ARE FRIENDS ELECTRIC 
TUBEWAY ARMY Beggars Banquet 

8 
DANCE AWAY 
ROXY MUSIC Polydor 

9 
SUNDAY GIRL 
BLONDIE Chrysalis 

1 O 
ONE DAY AT A TIME 
LENA MARTELL PYE 

11 POLICE 
MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE 

A&M 

12 
POP MUZIK 
M MCA 

13 
HIT ME WITH YOUR RHYTHM STICK 
IAN DURY & THE BLOCKHEADS Still 

14 
OLIVER'S ARMY 
ELVIS COSTELLO/ATTRACTIONS Radar 

1 5 
TRAGEDY 
BEE GEES Polydor 

16 
CHIQUITITA 
ABBA Epic 
VIDEO KILLED THE RADIO STAR II BUGGLES Island 

18 
CARS 
GARY HUMAN Beggars Banquet 

19 
EVERY DAY HURTS 
SAD CAFE RCA/Victor 
RING MY BELL 

LU ANITA WARD TK 
SOME GIRLS 

2 I RACEY RAK 
BOOGIE WONDERLAND 

22 EARTH. WINDS FIRE/EMOTIONS CBS 

2nDON'T 
STOP TILL YOU GET ENOUGH 

MICHAEL JACKSON EPIC 

24 
WOMAN IN LOVE 
THREE DEGREES Arlola 

25 
CRAZY LITTLE THING CALLED LOVE 

EMI 

26 
YMCA 
VILLAGE PEOPLE Mercury 

27 
REUNITED 
PEACHES & HERB Polydor 

28 
GIMME, GIMME, GIMME 

U ABBA EPIC 
LUCKY NUMBER 

29 LENE LOVICH Still 

30 
IF I SAID YOU HAD A BEAUTIFUL BODY 
BELLAMY BROS. Warner -Curb 

31 
COOL FOR CATS 
SQUEEZE A&M 

32 
SOMETHING ELSE 
SEX PISTOLS 

33 
SILLY GAMES 
JANET KAY 
BANG BANG 

34 B A. ROBERTSON 

35 
DREAMING 
BLONDIE 

36 WANTED DOOLEYS 

37 
CAN YOU FEEL THE FORCE 
REAL THING 

38 
KNOCK ON WOOD 
AMII STEWART Atlantic Hansa 
CONTACT 

39 EDWIN STARR 20th Century 

40 
I WANT YOUR LOVE 
CHIC Atlantic 

41 
HOORAY HOORAY ITS A HOLI HOLIDAY 
BONEY M Atlantic Hansa 

42 
THEME FROM DEER HUNTER 
SHADOWS EMI 
DOES YOUR MOTHER KNOW 

43 ABBA Epic 
SHAKE YOUR BODY (DOWN TO THE GROUND) 

44 JACKSONS Epic 
SINCE YOU BEEN GONE 

45 RAINBOW Polydor 
UP THE JUNCTION 

46 SQUEEZE ASM 
LOVE'S GOTTA HOLD ON ME 

47 DOLLAR Canners 

48 COMMODORES 
STILL 

Tamla Motown 
IN THE NAVY 

49 VILLAGE PEOPLE Mercury 

V rgin 

Scope 

Asylum 

Chrysalis 

GTO 

PYE 

69 
70 
71 

72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 

82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 

92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 

50 
51 

52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 

62 
63 
64 
65 

WHATEVER YOU WANT 
STATUS QUO 
ANGEL EYES/VOULEZ VOUS 
ABBA 
DON'T CRY FOR ME ARGENTINA 
THE SHADOWS 
AIN'T NO STOPPIN' US NOW 
McFADDEN & WHITEHEAD 
ANGEL EYES 
ROXY MUSIC 
GIRL'S TALK 
DAVE EDMUNDS 
BOYS KEEP SWINGIN' 
DAVID BOWIE 
I WAS MADE FOR DANCIN' 
LEIF GARRETT 
STREET LIFE 
CRUSADERS 
GANGSTERS 
SPECIALS 
DON'T BRING ME DOWN 
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA 
SEPTEMBER 
EARTH. WINDS FIRE 
ONE WAY TICKET 
ERUPTION 
LOGICAL SONG 
SUPERTRAMP 
CHOSEN FEW 
DOOLEYS 
ETON RIFLES 
JAM 
NIGHT OWL 

66 GERRY RAFFERTY 

67 
211:1¿ E A LITTLE LOVE 

PARISIENNE WALKWAYS 
68 GARY MOORE 

NO MORE TEARS (ENOUGH IS ENOUGH) 
DONNA SUMMERIBARBRA STREISAND 
CAN'T STAND LOSING YOU 
POLICE 
BORN TO BE ALIVE 
PATRICK HERNANDEZ 
AFTER THE LOVE HAS GONE 
EARTH. WINDS FIRE 
GOODNIGHT TONIGHT 
WINGS 
JUST WHEN I NEEDED YOU MOST 
RANDY VAN WARMER 
TUSK 
FLEETWOOD MAC 
LITTLE MORE LOVE 
OLIVIA NEWTON -JOHN 
GET DOWN 
GENE CHANDLER 
DUKE OF EARL 
DARTS 
OK FRED 
ERROL DUNKLEY 
LAY YOUR LOVE ON ME 
RACEY 
DON'T STOP ME NOW 
QUEEN 
SULTANS OF SWING 
DIRE STRAITS 
HE'S THE GREATEST DANCER 
SISTER SLEDGE 
C'MON EVERYBODY 
SEX PISTOLS 
LONE RANGER 
QUANTUM JUMP 
I DON'T WANNA LOSE YOU 
KANDIDATE 
LIGHT MY FIRE 
AMII STEWART 
THE SPARROWS 
RAMBLERS 
CAR 67 
DRIVER 67 
GOOD TIMES 
CHIC 
NUMBER ONE SONG IN HEAVEN 
SPARKS 
STRUT YOUR FUNKY STUFF 
FRANTIQUE 
ROXANNE 
THE POLICE 
INTO THE VALLEY 
SKIDS 
H.A.P.P.Y. RADIO 
EDWIN STARR 
THE RUNNER 
THREE DEGREES 
GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT YOU NOW 
VIOLA WILLS 
REASONS TO BE CHEERFUL 
IAN DURY & THE BLOCKHEADS 
OOHI WHAT A LIFE 
GIBSON BROTHERS 
EL LUTE/GOTTA GO HOME 
BONEY M 

Vertigo 

Epic 

EMI 

Philadelphia 

Polydor 

Swansong 

RCA 

Atlantic 

MCA 

2 -TONE 

JET 

CBS 

Atlantic Hansa 

ABM 

GTO 

Polydor 

United Arts 

Jet 

MCA 

CBS 

AXH 

Gem I Aquarlus 

CBS 

Parlophone 

Island 

Reprise 

EMI 

Twentieth Century 

Magnet 

Scope 

RAK 

EMI 

Vertigo 

Atlantic 

Virgin 

Electric 

RAK 

Atlantic Hansa 

Decca 

Logo 

Atlantic 

Virgin 

Philadelphia 

A&M 

Virgin 

RCA 

Arlola 

Arcola Hansa 

Sun 

Island 

Atlantic Hansa 

1 



PARALLEL LINES 
1 BLONDIE 

2 
3 
4 

5 

7 

9 

10 
11 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

22 WAR 
OF THE WORLDS 

Chrysalis 

DISCOVERY 
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA _ Jet 
THE VERY BEST OF 
LEO SAYER Chrysalis 
BREAKFAST IN AMERICA 
SUPERTRAMP 
VOULEZ VOUS 
ABBA Epic 
BARBRA STREISAND'S GREATEST HITS VOLUME 2 

CBS 
SPIRITS HAVING FLOWN 
BEE GEES 
GREATEST HITS VOLUME 2 
ABBA 
REGGATTA DE BLANC 
POLICE 
MANILOW MAGIC 
BARRY MANILOW 
GREATEST HITS 
ROD STEWART 
LASTTHE WHOLE NIGHT LONG 
JAMES LAST 
ARMED FORCES 
ELVIS COSTELLO & ATTRACTIONS 
OUTLANDOS D'AMOUR 
POLICE 
THE BEST DISCO ALBUM IN THE WORLD 
VARIOUS 
REPLICAS 
TUBEWAY ARMY 

I AM 
EARTH. WIND & FIRE 
C'EST CHIC 
CHIC 
DIRE STRAITS 

MANIFESTO 
ROXY MUSIC 
EAT TO THE BEAT 

A&M 

RSO 

Epic 

A&M 

Arista 

Rlva 

Polydor 

Radar 

A&M 

WEA 

Beggars Banquet 

CBS 

_ _ Atlantic 

Vertigo 

_ _ Polydor 

Chrysalis_ 

JEFF WAYNES MUSICAL VERSION CBS 

23 
BAT OUT OF HELL - - - 
MEATLOAF Eplc Cleveland Int 

24 
DO IT YOURSELF 
IAN DORY Stiff 

25 
USK T 

FLEETWOOD MAC __Warner Bros 

26 
OUT OF THE BLUE 
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA - Jet 
NEW BOOTS & PANTIES ' 

27 IAN DURY 51111 

220 GOLDEN GREATS 
O DIANA ROSS Tamla Motown 

NIGHT OWL 
29 GERRY RAFFERTY United Artists 

DON'T WALK - BOOGIE 
30 VARIOUS EMI 

31 
FATE FOR BREAKFAST 
ART GARFUNKEL CBS 

32 
THE BEST OF EARTH. WIND & FIRE 

CBS 

33 
BLACK ROSE -A ROCK LEGEND 

34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 

THIN LIZZY Vertigo 
THE PLEASURE PRINCIPLE 
GARY NUMAN 
ACTION REPLAY 
VARIOUS 
IN THROUGH THE OUT DOOR 
LED ZEPPELIN 
THE GREAT ROCK & ROLL SWINDLE 
SEX PISTOLS 
STRING OF HITS 
SHADOWS 
LIVE KILLERS 
QUEEN 
LODGER 
DAVID BOWIE RCA Victor 
COLLECTION OF THEIR 20 GREATEST HITS 

EPIC THREE DEGREES 
NIGHTFLIGHTTO VENUS 
BONEY M 
WINGS GREATEST 
WINGS 
SKY 
SKY 
OFF THE WALL 
MICHAEL JACKSON 
BRIDGES 
JOHN WILLIAMS 
LION HEART 
KATE BUSH 
BLONDES HAVE MORE FUN 
ROD STEWART 
AT BUDOKAN 
BOB DYLAN 

Beggars Banquet 

K -Tel 

Swansong 

Virgin 

EMI 

EMI 

Atlantic Hansa 

Parlophone 

Anola 

Epic 

Lotus 

EMI 

Riva 

CBS 

50 
51 

52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 

62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 

72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 

82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 

92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 

COUNTRY LIFE 
VARIOUS 
COMMUNIQUE 
DIRE STRAITS 
OCEANS OF FANTASY 
BONEY M 
GREATEST HITS 1972-1978 
10cc 
ROCK 'N ROLLER DISCO 
VARIOUS 
EQUINOXE 
JEAN MICHEL JARRE 
BEST OF 
THE DOOLEYS 
DOWN TO EARTH 
RAINBOW 
LENA'S MUSIC ALBUM 
LENA MARTELL 
BILLIE JO SPEARS SINGLES ALBUM 

RUMOURS 
FLEETWOOD MAC 
52ND STREET 
BILLY JOEL 
THE LONG RUN 
EAGLES 
THE WALL 
PINK FLOYD 
ELVIS - LOVE SONGS 
ELVIS PRESLEY 
GREASE 
OST 
SLOW TRAIN COMING 
BOB DYLAN 
ROCK 'ROLL JUVENILE 
CLIFF RICHARD 
MARTY ROBBINS COLLECTION 

MIDNIGHT MAGIC 
THE COMMODORES 
THIS IS IT 
VARIOUS 
THE KICK INSIDE 
KATE BUSH 
YOU DON'T BRING ME FLOWERS 
NEIL DIAMOND 
GREATEST HITS 
SHOWADDYWADDY 
BACK TO THE EGG 
WINGS 
GO WEST 
VILLAGE PEOPLE 
20 GOLDEN GREATS 

- 
NEIL DIAMOND 
PLASTIC LETTERS 
BLONDIE Chrysalis 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH REUNION CONCERT 
CLIFF RICHARD & THE SHADOWS EMI 
BAD GIRLS 
DONNA SUMMER 
STREET LIFE 
CRUSADERS 
SINGLES 1974-78 
THE CARPENTERS 
A SINGLE MAN 
ELTON JOHN 
SOME PRODUCT CARRI ON SEX PISTOLS 
SEX PISTOLS 
SPECIALS 
SPECIALS 
NEVER MIND THE BOLLOCKS 
SEX PISTOLS 
WE ARE FAMILY 
SISTER SLEDGE 
JAZZ 
QUEEN 
WELCOME TO THE CRUISE 
JUDIE TZUKE 
RICKIE LEE JONES 
RICKIE LEE JONES 
FEEL NO FRET 
AVERAGE WHITE BAND 
MORNING DANCE 
SPYRO GYRA 
INFLAMMABLE MATERIAL 
STIFF LITTLE FINGERS 
EVEN NOW 
BARRY MANILOW 
WHATEVER YOU WANT 
STATUS OLIO 
TUBULAR BELLS 
MIKE OLDFIELD 
LIVE & DANGEROUS 
THIN LIZZY 
SETTING SONS 
JAM Polydor 
JAMES GALWAY PLAYS SONGS FOR ANNIE 
JAMES GALWAY Red Seal 
SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER 
VARIOUS RSO 
STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT 
UFO Chrysalis 

EMI 

Vertigo 

AllanllclHansa 

Mercury 

Ronco_ 

Polydor 

GTO 

Polydor 

PYE 

United United Artists 

Warner Bros 

CBS 

Asylum 

Harvest 

K -TEL 

RSO 

CBS 

EMI 

Lotus 

Tamla Motown 

CBS 

EMI 

CBS 

Arista . Parlophone_ 

Mercury 

MCA 

Casablanca 

MCA 

A&M_ 

Rocket 

Virgin 

Two --Tone 

_Virgin 

Atlantic 

EMI 

Rocket 

Warner Bros 

RCA Victor 

Infinity_ 

Rough Trade 

Arista 

Vertigo 

Virgin 

Vertigo 
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